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PAULA

CAN barely stagger over to
my typewriter as I'm still in
the process of recovering
from the men's final.
Naturally
was supporting

spend

-

I

-

Blom through thick -and thin,
mainly
because
John
McEnroe is so frightfully pink
looking which put mot off
rather. In
fact Marianna
Slmonescu and appeared to
be going through exactly the
same heaving palpitations
throughout the match, and
Bjorn was telling me later on
that his stomach was hurting
so much whenever he served
he almost had half a Feminax.

QUESTION: Why do

Marseille, as manly a
bunch of HM strutters as
any, insist on wearing
ludicrously effeminate
Lycra trousers onstage?
"Well", they chorus in
supreme Liverpudlian
tones, "it's alright when
our girlfriends are with
us, but when we're on
the road there's no one .
to fix our kecks. So we
have to wear stretchy
ones.", So now you know.

-

-

Frlpp and his league of
Gentlemen played two gigs at Irving
Plaza in New York and the audience
included Debbie and Chris Stein,
Jimmy Destrl, Darryl Hall and the
Roche Sisters. It was incredibly hot
and humid in the theatre and the
smell was apparently very nifty.
'

1

'URBAN Cowboy' the new John
Travolta movie (which I'll of course go
to see at least 15 times) will
apparently have to make an absolute
fortune in order to make a profit, as it
cost 30 million to make and eight
million to advertise. Although I've no
doubt got the plot somewhat
confused ,I think it's got Travolta
doing things like the country hoe
down which I'd pay at least 1216 to
see.
.

tripping around the Tate
looking at the exhibition of David
Hockney paintings and -practisingselected poses from the preRaphaelite paintings (le turning green
all over and fainting into some bush) li
went to see 'Zombies' which I'd
recommend you not to bother with if
AFTER

future, sorta like Clockwork Orange
meets Rollerball." When asked about
Bebe who he says he doesn't get to
see very often he commented: "It,s
very rough."
AS

days)

Max

Splodge

and

Christine Miller turned up at the office
and Max started kicking the hell out of
the young lady outside our front door
Apparently the lift was about some
key or other -,perhaps the key to her
heart? Next was Menal of the Angelic
Upstarts, a boy well known for always
trying'hard,to create an Impression.
Apparently he was moaning about his
Daimler car which had just blown up
so U anyone has a new Daimler or
Rover,

Mensl

has

about

£600

to

air

.

STIV BATORS and the Dead Boys are
hoping to make a sci-fi rock film in the
near future. Explained Mr Bators to
my apy in NY: "It'll be the band and I
playing ourselves in a film set in the

I don't In fact work from this office
except on Mondays I am amazed at
the repoits,l get from more busy little
bees about the beatings and whippings they get to witness every other
day of the week (except for. Mon-

a

-i

posters.

My
goodness
it
was
those
tiebreakers
that
finished
me'
completely. Who knows when I'll be
back to normal
I felt like I'd been
running around for tour hours.
The most sensible thing that was
said'Uuring Wimbledon was probably
by the American tourist who asked
why
the
British didn't
hold
Wimbledon In the summer.
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DEPENDING on which way you look
at it Its been both a good and bad
week for Billy Joel: first he sold out a
week
al
the Madison
Square
Gardens. then he got an absolutely
foul review from the New York Times.
To console himself he did have fun at
a backstage party attended by Paul
the
Simon,
ubiquitous
Gene
Simmons, plus some of the New.York
Yankees footle learn. His application
for an apartment In the Dakota
building ' was ' rejected as he'd
admitted he had taken drugs (horrors)
and they didn't want any groupies
and hangers on lurking around the
co,(odors of fame.

Richard Jobson also showed

up and in tact I bumped into him in the
street where he attempted to get me
ataxy
missing 12 (a record) In about
six minutes. I think none of them
would stop for him when They spotted
his new army style hairdo and winkle
pickers
actually his winkles were
wrinkled In a sort of All Baba style
curl. He'd been drawing pictures all
over Record Mirror
a far cry from
the romantic days when he used to
come in and write 'I love Paula' on

WHAT A way to spend American
Independence Day. The 4 Be Z Band,
headed by Johnny Rotten's brother
Jimmy Lydon, fried to stage an
impromptu gig on a lorry outside the
US Embassy in London's Grosvenor

Square. But the cops were not

amused, and chased them around
the block several times. The boys
still managed to belt out a few
numbers though,'before rain stopped
play. The object of it all? To promote
the band's new single, 'Frustration'.

GIVING A whole new meaning to the words down under. Here quaffing a few Fosters lagers
in the hotel bar are Bob Geldol, Michael Parkinson staring down Warren Mitchell's left ear (who
for any of you prannets who didn't guess immediately used to play Alf Garnett) and Gary
Numan who appears to have seen something truly cosmic down'Mr Mitchell's right ear
hole. The 'other cheery Aussie is the bar man.
like

you,

moi,

are

of

nervous

disposition, as everybody bites
lumps out of each other all the.time.LAST week Tom Snyder, the Michael
Parkinson of the States, had Johnny
Lydon and Keith Levine on the
'Tomorrow Show.' Mr Lydon insulted
and yawned his way through the.
interviews driving Mr Snyder to utter
distraction: In the Interval he
pointedly remarked: "Why don't you
get the hell off you're making a -ing
fool
of
yourself". Johnnyboots
declined the offer in a similar vein
When the duo returned, to the
'airwaves, Snyder remarked that he
had forgotten where they left oft and
was informed that it was when he
went Info a bit of a tantrum. Snyder
deadpanned his way through the rest
of the Interview commenting that "it
was unfortunate they were all out of
step except you" and after the

confrontation told viewers it was
"one of . the most Interesting
moments of his life." If sitting about
with Johnny Lydon doing his Bill
Grundy mark II impersonation is one
of the most fascinating interview of
your life who have his other guests
been?

interview in one ofthe New York
papers there were yet more rivetting
quotes from
Mick Jagger. For
example, on the topic of the track
'Indian Girl' on the new album: "In
rock and roll you're not really torced
to write about anything original. But
It's very -limiting. Bascially it's
IN an

adolescent fantasising. At my age I
do have experiences to draw on other

picking up waitresses in
diners. ' A million hearts palpitate
throughout New York at the thought
of a chance of picking up a waitress in
a diner. He also noted that the tune
'All About You' is a "very personal"
song. Mr Richards complains in a
voice
closely
reminiscent
of
than

someone with a vital bit o1 their
anatomy trapped In a swing door that
and tired of hanging
around with dogs like you" but ends
in a touchingly agonised tone asking
"so why am still in love with you"
the sort of song that would send any
girl racing off to the health farm for a
good pummelling.

-he's "sick

I

Brill Ektand's memoirs had
me glued to the page thrilling al every
AS usual

tragic heartbreak and new romance
as Brittelte bravely tarried on her life
despite it all, Britt's descriptions are
a teensy bit odd at times, though far
be it for me to crhicise her. Rod
Stewart peeled her like an artichoke,
Warren Beatty ,dld it like he was
operating an elevator which I
suppose means he went up and down
a lot
All the boys you've ever
pondered are here, most of them
looking slightly prattish. It makes

fascinating reading alter you've
roasted an ox or done the laundry.
TO THE

1

horror of the audience, Fad,

of electronic band Fad Gadge

,

sustained severe head injuries while
playing his electronic drum kit In his
with his head. The
usual fashion
audience reacted as if this was just

-

-

another theatrical gimmick
but
when the true horror of reality
dawned on the audience reactions of
'101 'variations swept through the
crowd. One punk was heard to cry
out "more blood, more blood".
Fad left the stage for a period to be

bandaged up, before gallantly
returning to Complete the show.
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TALKING of things to read and look
at.,Sharon at WEA will no doubt be
feeling the strong aim of the law on
her shapely shoulder it she continues
sending filthy smut through the post.
just got the Van Halen tour
programme sent to me and it's
guaranteed to cure anyone of any
generous feelings they might have
felt toward the muscular Mr Lee Rat
who spends most of'the brochure
attempting to look like a Minotaur In
I

an

extremely unfortunate looking pair

of wooly pants that look like he's got
the Wilton from our drawing room

Record Mirror, July 12,
wrapped around his throbbing thighs
(well girls don't you know boys like
DMd always have throbbing thighs
even if nothing else does). There are
only about two photos where he's
actually got a top on and in several
others you are even able to cast your
popping eyes over every bump and
grind he possesses, I was positively
gripped. The other members In the
band
also show
that they're
determined not to be left behind in
the
beefcake
stakes
but
unfortunately don't have quite the
Iron to pump, but that's probably
because the poor darlings were
exhausted from rubbing baby oil on
David's loins.
THE FIFTH Music Therapy Silver Clel
lunch was extremely well attended by
stars ANO starlets such as Dollar,
Annie Lennox,ySting, Rogerr Waters

Fl,

from Pink
Rick oPartin, Tim Ricé apid
Mike Oldfleld. David Dee presided
over the lunch with a vengeance and
the Duchess of Gloucester presented
Roger Waters with the Silver Clef. the
first time that one o1 Floyd has picked
up an award in person (mainly
because hardly anyone knows what
BozNelson.

they actually look like?). Tim Rice
naturally gave an extremely witty
speech and the raffle was drawn,
Including a holiday for two In Venice
(which might not be there soon, so

LED ZEPPELIN turned up to see
Toyah lugging about en Nuremberg. In
Berlin the guitarist with Toyah was
chatting up some boiler when she
suddenly informed him she was only
13 but he put her mind at ease by
telling her he wasn't superstitious.

brooch on his adams apple it he
doesn't give It to mol.

THE

they'd better hurry). A nine carat gold
brooch was won by Gary Crowley who
is' also the proud possesor of the
loudest voice In London, it not the
world. So he'll be able to wear his

RICHIE BLACKMORE has apparently

bought the Amityville Horror house
but I don't really believe that. Maybe
the grunting basement end slimy
stairs will remind him of backstage at
the Music Machine. Talking of that pit
of iniquity....

BAD

MANNERS

gig

at

DRUMMER
ARISE

the

Electric Ballroom was chaotic and
photographer George Bodnar was
almost arrested for taking pictures of
a policeman (maybe he had a face like
a pizza and didn't photograph well at
at?). One punter was stabbed in the
kidneys and the lead singer nearly
got a pointed object In the mushy bits
as well.

limited seem to change
their percussionists so often that the
drum seat barely gets warm before
there's a new incumbent. But Martin Atkins
clung to the precarious position longer than
most, a lull nine months, 12 gigs, one 'Old
Grey Whistle Test' and a John Peel session
pUBLIC IMAGE

longer than most.

Now PIL is in its typical slate of terminal
flux and Martin Atkins is currently fronting

SPOKESMAN told me that David
Bowie, who left London yesterday,
has a lab new album very nearly
completed and I'm informed it's less
esoteric, more rock and roll and
accessible, which put me off a teensy
bit as he made it sound like the
Dooleys
on
a
hot
night in

his own band, Brian Brain, from the drum

Y

"LB ill

L

NEW BAND Vivas lead singer Mike
Andrews goes out with one of Pans
People, now a Legs And Co'er, in
case you need to know what's what
when the record comes out.

re

currently frying Texas to a crisp.
Latest unfortunate to suffer Its iii effects is Kim Wilson legendary
harp -blower extraordinalre etc. etc,
with Texan blues band Los Fabulous
Thunderbirds. Midway through a
gruelling marathon taco and burger
eating contest, the heal finally got to
Kim and he keeled over. Having been
coaxed back to life by a squadron of
Texan nurses. Kim's condition was
described as "bilious". Now we
know why they record their albums In
24 hours
when you're scoffing

But his one regret is that PIL didn't play
England in that line-up."
"I think a lot of people would have been
surprised at a PIL live gig."
Now he has a single 'Another Million Miles'
released next week and an album 'Unexpected
Noises' released the first week in August.

-

.bum -warming tacos by the dozen,
you haven't got that much time to
spare inbetween trips to the loo.

DAVID ESSEX jams with Exclusive at David's end of tour party. He's
pictured here with Marti Webb

riser. So the question arises did he jump or
was he pushed?
r
"There isn't a band to leave " he explains.
"The band didn't exist in the usual sense of
bands. We were just four uncompromising
individuals who knew what we wanted and
where we wanted to go.
"PIL still exists as a business with the
various members taking a wider Interest in
films. I'm just as interested as anybody in
what they're going to do next."
He describes the American tour as "a
harrowing experience" being in the most
part "a disorientation test". Ironically the
band's last appearance to date look place in
San Francisco. the last venue of The Sex
Pistols.
He claims the band were 100 per cent
democratic musically and that as Individuals
they didn't impose on each other's ideas.

Cleethorpes.

YET ANOTHER innocent victim falls
prey to the evils of the heatwave

or

UNTIL NEXT week. au revoir, Love
Paula xxx

1

MARTIN ATKINS

But why has the band, featuring Pete
Jones and Bobby Surgeoner on guitar, taken
the name or the Gloucester medium fast
bowler Brian Brain. "I don't know. It lust
sounded a lot more interesting than Martin
Atkins." JOHN ARLOTT

PRAYING MANTIS.
SOLID
HATCHED F
OCK.
Fresh from a wildly successful
48 date tour with Iron Maiden,
Praying Mantis have released
a single "Praying Mantis."
Get it while it's still
available in a picture°'°
sleeve with a free

transfer inside"
`imagine Trdnsfer
0

5

1
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PHILLIP GAYLE, an up and coming
new performer, was at that particular
nitery when he decided to write his
name on the wall he'd got as lar as
the GAY when the police did him for
defacing the wall and they set him
free with a caution. He didn't want to
leave just the Gay so he was back at
the wall finishing off the last two letters and he was done again.
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KISS HAVE added

another concert to their

British four In
September.
They'll now be visiting
the north - west, with
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JETHRO
HITS BACK

Janes Hamilton
Alan Jones
Tim Lott
James Parade
Patti Sexton
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ce following our most recent European tour while all
the musicians involved pursue their own Immediate
alms outside the group format.
"David Pegg and Martin Barre elected to work'wlth
me on 'my' new album and Eddie Jobson and Mark
Craney came In front the USA for the sessions on a one

oil basis.
"Barriemore Barlow, John Evan and David Palmer
but they have not,
will not be part of this new line-up

-

as slated last week, been sacked. The changes in per-

sonnel and musical direction were ushered. in during
group discussions that took place over a year ago and
involved no Ill feeling since al) the musicians had their
own interests and Intentions to follow yp'as soon as
was convenient,
'I therefore regret any'doubts cast over the 'Musical
abilities of these three hard working and talented
friends of manyyears."
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APRIL WINE, complete with 20 tons of equipment, have
now been definitely confirmed to appear at the heavy
metal festival al Castle Donninglon race track on

British tour
bringing the. starting date forward to
September 13
The first gig Is now the Portsmouth Guildhall on that
date, followed by; Southampton Gaumont September
14. Brighton Dome 15. Derby Assembly Halls 16, Hull
City Hall 17, Peterborough ABC 25. The remaining'
dates have already been announced and all tickets are
currently available,
Wajieman has recently completed several European
festival appearances in his own right, and will be working on a solo album between now and September.

Au gu sl.16,

I

w

04b,.,

This means that the bill is now completed, apart from
one "special American guest," who should be revealed next week As we went 4o press the hottest rumour
to reach RECORD MIRROR was that it would be Ted
Nugent, who will be playing ,a British and European
tour at the same time.

,

JAH'S AL/SING

JAH WOBBLE continues his search for near . legendary status this month with the release of a record that
his record company, Virgin, are unable to call a single
or an album.
'Blueberry Hill' will officially be a 12in single, releas_ed on July 25. But, due to,the extended playing time of
30 minutes Virgin have felt It necessary to increase the
price beyond that of a normal "maxi- single",
Said a Virgin spokesman: "Let's lust call it 50 per
i
ATHLETICO SPIZZ 80's first album for ABM Records
will be releas- I cent a single and 50 per Cent an album. We're still sor
recorded and mixed in lust tour days
ling out the finer details."
ed In time for a summer British tour which Includes five
nights at the London Marquee.
'Do A Runner'
in the 'shopsweek July 18, follow later.
by a new single 'Hotbe Desert' a
The'our, which has several dates still to be added or
confirmed, begins at Dudley JB's on July 26 and continues at: Leeds Fan Club July 27, Preston Warehouse
FORMER SEX Pistols Steve Jones and Paul Cook have
29, Liverpool Gatsbys 30, Sheffield Limit 31, Hud
surfaced alter a year out of the limelight with a new
dersfield Cleopatras August 1, London Marquee 4 )0 8 1 album, a new single and plans for a British tour.
(inclusive), Manchester Rafters 14, Scarborough PenThe pair joined by ex -Lightning Raiders bassist Anthouse 15, Middlesbrough Rock Garden 16, Malvern
dy Allen have spent the last six months recording an
n album which
Winter Gardens 22 will be entitled 'The 'rolesslonats
which Is `o'l`e''''o be the name they play under tats}
' this summer.
The 10 -track album will be released on August 22,
and all songs have been written by Jones and Cook.
iwith additional lyrics by Allen.
As a prelude a track from the album, 'Just Another
Dream', is released on July 11, but the remaining
tracks are; 'Little Boys In Blue', 'Mods, Skins And
Punks 'Kick Down The Doors', 'Kamlkazi', 'All The
RADIO begin their annual
and by now semi - legenWay With You', 'Crescendo', '1-2-3', 'Madhouse' and
dary
trek around thé nation's holiday resorts with
'Plotkin' Mick'.
the summer Roadshow next week.
They'll be visiting 35 towns 'between now and
Septem'iier, and the first week features Mike Read
broadcasting from: South Shields South Marine Park
July 14, Scarborough Mills Lawns 15, Bridlington Alexandra Lawns 16, Cleethorpes Boating Paddock 17,
Skegness Peace Gardens 18.

SPIZZ' 80'S

RUNNER

-

-

el

K '.N' JONES
-

'

RADIO 1
ROADSHOW
-

1

DEXY'S FINISH

EXECUTIVE
Angela Fieldhouse

CiMb
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JETHRO TULL leaderjan Anderson has reacted angrily
to reports last week that he has fired' three band
members
The report said that Anderson was fed up with the
line up and had sacked Barriemore Barlow, Johh Evan
and David Palmer. The story went on to say that he has
brought in keyboards player Eddie Jobson and Los
Angeles drummer Mark Craney as -permanent
replacements. They are currently working on the new
Tull album.
But' Anderson told RECORD MIRROR this week: "I
wish to make it clear that the report outlining changes
In the Jethro Tull line-up was given without my
knowledge or authorisation and contains many Inaccuracles potentially harmful to all those concerned.
"The previous Jethro Tull line-up has been put on

ira Mayer

APRIL WINE
BOOKED

SIX NEW dates have been added to Rick Wakeman's-

IAN ANDERSON: angry.

should be enclosed.
Tickets will also be
available from certain
local records shops from
next week, but a 25p
booking fee will added to
the cost of each ticket.

BRITISH RAIL may be charging £5 for a breakfast
but they're laying on a special cheap day ticket for the
Police's gig at Milton Keynes on July 26!
The ticket, which costs £3.50 is an all inclusive return
to Milton Keynes from either London, Euston, Birmingham or Coventry. The ticket also covers bus
transport from Milton Keynes station to the concert
bowl and back,
British Rall also say that they'll be running special
trains on the day of the gig and there will be a number
of late night trains running from Milton Keynes station
Sector 27, the band featuring Tom Robinson, have
lust been added to the festival line up

WAKEMAN
ADDS SIX

ASSISTANT
Phillipa Lang

Jack Hutton

4112P-

CHEAP TRAINS
FOR POLICE

recordings
The live cuts are from the band's May tour of the UK.
featuring 'Feed The Enemy'. 'Shot By Both Sides' and
"Twenty Years Ago', all recorded at the Russell Club in
Manchester.
They form a limited edition package with the title
track single. 'Sweetheart Contract' (from the album
'The Correct Use Of Soap'), all available - for 10,000
copies only - at the special price of £1,15
Following the expiry of the limited editions, the two
singles will become one 121n, with two tracks on each
side

f

1

t

on JUly 11. They can also
be obtained by post

MAGAZINE ARE the latest band to réceive the "double
pack limited edition" treatment. with the release next
week of two singles containing their first ever live

REVIEWS EDITOR
Mike Nicholls

'.

September 6.
Tickets, priced at £4.75,
will go on sale at the
Leisure Centre box office

MAGAZINE

ARTIST/SUB
Graham Stevens

'

'..!'á#'

.

from: Kennedy Street
En)erprises, 2 Swlnburne
Grove, Withington,
Manchester. Postal
orders only should be
made payable to Kiss
Box Office, and sae's

Leisure Centre on
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NEWS EDITOR

I

.

GIVE US A KISS

TELEPHONE
Daytime: 01-8361522
Evening: 01-836 1429

SERVICES DEPT
EDITOR
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DEXY'S MIDNIGHT Runners have completed their
debut album, now set for release on their own Late
Night Feelings label on July 14.
Entitled 'Dexy"s Midnight Runners', the 11 -track
album contains 10 band originals, and the Runners'
version of the soul classic 'Seven Days Too Long'.

BLACKMAIL

JOHN OTWAY and Wild Willy Barrett are to bring their
own form of blackmail to London next month , . by
continuing to demand that their audience buys a copy
of their single!
They'll be playing a concert at the London Music
Machine on July 29, and, in keeping with the policy for
the rest of the gigs on their British tour, admission will
be free: as long as you can produce a copy of the

single 'DK 50180',

,
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track compilation
album featuring some of
the mayor names in reggae
Will be released on Radic
Records on July 11.
'Lovers
And
Rockers'
which
retails
at
the
bar gain price of £3.30
features Matumbi and the
Jolly Brothers amongst
others.
THE
RUMOUR release
their new single 'My Little
Red Book' this week. It's
their version of the Hal
David and Burt Bacharach
classic
and
it
was
produced
Alan
by
A

'

13

~Manley.

OTIS WATKINS releases

STRANGLERS SKIDS
THE STRANGLERS have been forced to cancel their
concert at the Aberdeen Capitol on July 19, alter the

hall's management withdrew the booking
Said promoter John Giddings. of MAM: "They seem
more prepared to believe what they read in the Sunday
papers than anything else. The hall insisted on cancellng the show 10 days ago alter reading about the incident In Nice and there's nothing we can do "
And he added "They don't seem to accept the law
that someone is Innccenl until they're proved guilty, so
the fans In Aberdeen will have to be disappointed.'
Bul the rest of the concerts on the tour will go ahead
as planned, and there have also been some new dales
added. It now goes: Blackburn King George's Hall July
21, Manchester Apollo 22, and Stoke - on - Trent Kings

Hall 24
The group returned to Britain earlier this week after a
series of European concerts, and three (not just one as
previously reported) of the Stranglers will have to appear in the French courts In Nice in September
on a
charge of "inciting a riot."
Said drummer Jett Black, as he arrived: "The prison
experience In Nice was the worst I've ever been
through. We were locked up in the police station for a
day without food or water."
.

-

his first British single 'You
Talk Too Much: this week.
'
The song was originally a
big hit In America .for
Joseph Jones.
POLYDOR RELEASE the
full length remix of Isaac
Hayes current single 'I
Ain't Never this Friday.
Previously only available
as a promotion disc the
single has a playing lime THE CONTROVERSIAL
figure of Malcolm McLaren is
0110 minutes 25 seconds
again causing panic at EMI Records
the comTwist' N' Shout a South once
pany who first signed the Sex Pistols, managed by
London
based
In 1977
independent record label, McLaren,
A single by his latest prologees, the Bow Wows, is
release Andrew Hayward
due for release on the label this Friday (July 11). But
and the Panic Buttons already the
song. 'C30 C60 C90 Go!' written by McLaren
'Telephone
Box'
this has brought
week. The single costs £1 Phonographic an angry reaction from the British
Institute, as it allegedly deals with the
and is available at all good
subject of home taping
record shops
"We find it very odd that EMI, who have as much to
TAJ MAHAL has signed lo lose as
any major company, should put out this sort of
Magnet
Records
and
said a BPI spokesman. "We will be sending an
,, releases
his new album song."
official complaint."
'Tai
Mahal
and
the
Yet EMI claim that the single will come out as plannInternational Rhythm Band ed. "It is,controversial," they admitted. "But it only
Live' on July 25.
mentions home taping In passing."
SPLIT ENZ release their
new single 'I Got You' on
July 25. The band recently
signed to A&M Records.

BOW WOW!

-

'

ELEKTR A/ASYLUM

records release a two
album compilation of Iggy
Pop and the Stooges
the title of
,l material, under
'No Fun' next month. The
compilation features 'Real
Cool Time', 'No Fun' and
'Dirt', amongst many other
tracks.
BROWNE
JACKSON
releases his Sixth Asylum
album, 'Hold Out', this
is
album
week. The
Jackson
by
produced
and Greg
'i Browne hlmsell
Landayl.
FRANCE JOLT already a
success in the US discos,
releases her new album
'Tonight' on July 18. A
single from the album
be
will
Time'
'This
released in August.
release their
G -FORCE
hew single 'You' this
week. The track is taken
recently
their
Irom
released album 'G -Force'.
THE CONTACTS release
their debut single 'Young
Small
the
on
Girls'
Operations label on July
19.

MICHAEL
releases his first single for
Atomic Records entitled
shortly.
'Millionaire'
Michael can be seen in
supporting
,,action
Hawkwind at the London
MAGIC

i

Lyceum on July

13

and 20.

i..y.-.

'

DAMNED
TO TOUR

1

COME

a

BACK
THE SKIDS should be
back playing live again by

next month, following the
completion of their third
album.
RECORD MIRROR
understands that the
group, hit by a series of
Internal problems"
since the beginning of
this year are likely to
start with a London
showcase gig
with the
most probable date and
venue being Hammersmith Pai.is on
August 10.
Although neither their
management or record
company were able to

-

t.
I

-

confirm details of any live
gigs, It's understood that
live concerts are planned
to follow the'release of a
new album entitled "The
Absolute Game' at the

_
beginning of August.

The album was corn-

pieted over a month ago,
and with a single from it
'Circus Games' backed with 'One Decree'

-

-

scheduled for July I3,
sources close to the
band have Indicated that
a series of live dates are
being lined up to cointide with its release.

MOONLIGHT

TAYLOR SOLO

THE,MOONLIGHT Club in London's West Hampstead
has 'announced the full bill for (heir week of concerts
by bands on independent labels.
Headed by Cuddly Toys (on Fresh) on July 14, the
week continues with a showcase night for Bristol's
Heartbeat label, featuring Apartment, The Electric
Guitars and Art Objects on July 16 and: Weapons Of
Peace, Sussed (Graduate) and Ruby Turner
(Sunflower) on July 17, Clock DVA and Vice Versa
(Neutron) on July 17, Young Marble Giants, TV Personalities and The Furious Pigs (all Rough Trade) on
July 18, and finally, from Factory Records, Blurt and A
Certain Ratio on July 19.
The outlook at another London venue, the
Woolwich Tramshed, is less hopeful. Despite a petition containing 6,000 signatures (among them many of
the artists who have played there) Greenwich Council
has plans to demolish the Tramshed to make room for
car park under their 1981 development programme. A
public meeting on July 28 will decide the club's fate.

QUEEN'S ROGER Taylor has begun work on a solo
album the first member of the group to do so.
Taylor, who has already cut one solo single for EMI,
has already produced two tracks, and Intends to carry
on with the album over the course of the next six months.
Speaking in America, where Oueen this week play
lour concerts al the massive Los Angeles Forum,
Taylor said: "I expect 'the album will be released or.
EMI, the same as the rest of Queen's material."
But he added: "It's unlikely that I'll perform any of
the songs in a Queen show or that I'll ever do a solo
tour. I'm quite happy with the band I'm in."

-

TOUR NEWS PAGE 6

-

THE DAMNED have revealed plans for a British tour
later this month, and news of a new single
but they
still won't definitely confirm that Led Zeppelin's Jimmy

Page has produced their new album!
Despite an avalanche of rumours the producer's
name remains a mystery (or at least a well disguised
pseudonym) All they are saying is that a new single,
entitled 'History Of The World Part One' will be released at the end of the month and the album is "in the final
stages of mixing "
However, they're less secretive about this month's
series of dates, which begin al Birmingham Top Rank
on July 17 and then run: Derby Assembly Rooms July
18, Huddersfield Cleopatras 19, Dundee Caird Hall 20,
Glasgow TIllanys 21, Wakefield Trotters 22, Sheffield
Top Rank 23 and Manchester Belle Vue 24.
Paul Gray of the Hol Rods will be playing bass on the
tour, following the departure of Algy Ward, but whether
he'll be joining the band permanently Isn't yet known

LINDA SINGLE,
-

LINDA McCARTNEY'S solo single 'Seaside Woman'
recorded several years ago under the guise of Suzi and
is to be re-released by ABM. followthe Red Stripes
ing the success ot-the short film of the same name.
Directed by Linda, 'Seaside Woman' is a short
animated comedy which recently won the Palm D'Or
award at the Cannes Film Festival. It will now go on

-

general release along with the Peter Seller's film'Beinq There'.
The song of the film (of the ...) Is out on July 11.

e

IT'S -OFF MY))
THE I-THREES, Bob Marley's backing vocalists, have

cancelled their upcoming concerts at the London
Venue, due to what it described as "exhaustion and
heavy tour committments with Bob Marley".
The three vocalists, who would have appeared with a
selection of top reggae musicians, will now return to
Jamaica with Martey at the end of his current tour.

IT'S OFF

(PART

TWO/

JAYNE (FORMERLY Wayne) County has cancelled her
upcoming British tour, due to what is described as
"lack of financial support."
Jayne who has been playing gigs in America with
her band, ,has decided that it is "Me wrong time to
tour' and Is hoping.to re -schedule a series of British'
by which time she will
dates in October or November
have taken up permanent residence in Berlin

-

MAGIC MICHAEL
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RJAS
THE SHADOWS

THE SHADOWS: have changed record Company after 20 years with EMI, and
release a new album to coincide with a UK lour to celebrate The album, 'Change
are;
Of Address' comes out in September and the tour follows in October Dates
Oxford New Theatre October 3 and 4, Croydon Fairfield Hall 5 and B Southampton
Apollo
Victoria
12,
10
and
11,
London
Gaumont B. Southend Cliff's Pavrllion
Brighton The Dome 13. Leicester De Montlord Hall 15, Manchester Apollo Theatre
Hall
19,
Edinburgh
Usher
Theatre
Apollo
Glasgow
House
18,
Opera

Blackpool
Newcastle City Hall 21. Sheffield City Hall 22. Portsmouth Guildhall 24,
Bournemouth Winter Gardens 25, Eastbourne Congress Centre 26. Bristol Colston
Hall 27. Southport New Theatre 29, Coventry Theatre 30, Birmingham Odeon 31,
London Hammersmith Odeon November
17.

f

20.

1

GERRY RAFFERTY

of September to
GERRY RAFFERTY: plays Iwo Scottish dales at the beginning
Playhouse, on
coincide with the Edinburgh Festival Both are at the Edinburgh
September I and 2.

NINE BELOW ZERO
1.

10, ManNINE BELOW ZERO: London Deptford Albany July 9, Norwich Cromwells Retford
16, 17, East
12. Sheffield Limits 15. London Marquee

chester Zodiac
Porterhouse 18, London Bridgehouse 19, Southend Swingers
3
16. London Hope 8 Anchor 30. London Marquee August

20.

London Venue

EMBRYO

Record Shop in
EMBRYO: play several unusual London dates at Honky Tank
evenKentish Town July 12 at three o'clock. The Trafalgar Shepherd Bush In the
now
Is
available
'I'm
Different'
A
single
ing of the 121h, Dingwalls 19.

THE TIGERS

A Beckett
THE TIGERS: currently In America, return to play the London Thomas
on July 29

THE CHEATERS
THE CHEATERS: add a date at Manchester Goyt Bank High School on July 18.

THE SCENE

THE SCENE: have four London dates at. The Venue July 12. Hope 8 Anchor 27,
Fulham Golden Lion August 6. Rock Garden 9 A single. 'Driving It Home' is out on

July

11

DEDRINGER

-

DEDRINGER. another new heavy metal band, are about to embark on a major tour
to coinof the UK. and release a debut single on August -'Sunday Drivers'
cide North East Cornforlh Club July 10, Shliden Club 11, Washington White House
12, Lincoln Vault 18. Retford Porterhouse 19. Caslletord Roundhill Club 21, Red ditch Hopwood Caravan Park 26, Stroud Leisure Centre August 9, Leeds Staging
Post 10. Hull Reckils Club 15, Durham Castle Inn 16, Halifax Goodmood Club 23,
1

Middlesbrough Rock Garden 29. Bristol Granary 30. Newbridge Memorial 31, Birmingham Romeo and Juliets September 1, Burton on Trent 76 12, Blackpool
Norbeck Castle 13.

THE SENSORS
THE SENSORS: play the London Music Machine on July 30. A new single 'Cost 01
Love' will be released on July 25.

IDIOT DANCERS
IDIOT DANCERS: can be seen playing the London Crystal Palace Hotel every Friday, starting on July 11.

THE VALENTINES
THE VALENTINES: play a special one off charity gig in aid of multiple sclerosis at
the Belgrave Square Fair on July 10 Other dates include Kingston Three Tuns 12,

Get'riding.

on the GROOVES line!
'Grooves':.. the ultimate ail night party record, with Rodney

Ranklins 'The Groove, Bobby Thurstdn's'Check, Out The Groove'
and six more:dynamite dancing tracks.
They're ell seductively spaced together, giving you forty five
minutes of guaránteed non, stop disco áction!

THE GROOVE -Rodney Franklin
+ CHECK OUT THE GROOVE Bobby Thurston

London Fulhm Golden Lion
don Fulham Golden Lion 14.

Herts Country Club August

the following venues. West Hampstead Moonlight t2, Fulham Greyhound
8 Anchor 14, Dingwalls 15.

13,

Lon-

13,

Hope

THE BEATNIKS
THE BEATNIKS: make their debut at the London Lyceum on July 13, prior to their
forthcoming tour, dates for which have yet to be announced.

THE PASSIONS
THE PASSIONS: lust back from a four week tour of Europe play: York De Gray
Rooms July 11, London YMCA 25.

TRESPASS
TRESPASS: London

Pavtllion 26.

Marquee July 14, Newcastle Mayfair 18, West Runton

MAY WEST
MAY

WEST:

who

are

featured on MCA's
'Precious Metal

Volume
Two' ablum play London

Electric Ballroom July 26

MARTIAN DANCE
MARTIAN DANCE: have
arranged an extra date at
the Gravesend Red Lion
on July 15.

411

T
DON'T

1493CK THE

SNAPSHOTS

FOR THE PUBLIC The Heath Brothers
GO FOR IT Herbie Hancock

London

SNAPSHOTS:

BALD HEAD

Paisley

Bungalow July 11, Carlisle

it

12,
Blairgowne The Gig 13,
Galashlels Talisman Club

m

Blyth Golden Eagle 18,
Sunderland Mayfair Suite
19, Glenrothes Festival 20,
17,

Fulham
CBS 84389
Cassette CBS 40-84389

&

THE TEARJERKERS: arrive from Ireland this week to play some London gigs at

Twisted Wheel

-

Middlesex

THE TEARJERKERS

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE -Lonnie Liston Smith
YOU GOT WHAT 1T TAKES Bobby Thurston
HAWKEYE - Wilbert Longmire
SHADOW DANCING - Ndugu & The 'Chocolate Jam Company

-

17.

Cock
22

Tavern

London

Bridgehouse 23, London
the Kensington 24, London West Moonlight 25.
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Keeping the customers
satisfied. The Go Go's
managed to do it supporting
Madness and the Specials.
PHILIP HALL goes Go Go.
PAUL COX clicks the pix.

i

11

r

M
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THE GO GO'S recently

lot of young
skinheads very happy.
Though the hard hearted
skins would probably be the
last to admit it.
made

You see, the Go Go's had the
almost impossible task of supporting
first Madness and then the Specials
on their recent British tours. As The
Go Go's are not a skanking ska band,
and the two tone audiences are not
renowned for their open minds, the
band were anticipating a series of
nasty confrontations.
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"We thought the audiences were
gonna throw things at us and not let
us finish our sets, like they'd done
with Holly 8 The Italians. But instead
they just stood there and listened,"
Margo Olavera, the band's bass
player explains to me.

I'm sitting in the front room of the
group's large rented Hampstead
house, surrounded by the five
giggling, forthright, Go Gds.
On my left there's the slight,
exceptionally pretty Jane Wiedlin
rhythm guitarist and lyricist. Next to
her the fragile looking, fresh out of
bed, Margo Slumped in an armchair
is the quiet vocalist Belinda Carlisle.
and next to her the even quieter,
hungover drummer Gina Shock And
finally to complete the picture there's
the most amiable, outward going
member of the band, lead guitarist
and songwriter, Charlotte Gaffey.
Five all - American girls just out of
their teens who admit to being
influenced by The Kinks, Doris Day,
The Doors, Brenda Lee, The Beatles

-

and Roxy Music. All the band come
from LA, except Gina who's Baltimore

born and bred.
Up till two months ago the Go Go's

CONTINUED OVER
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JANE WIEDLIN
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115~GINA SHOCK

had never played outside California.
Then came their big break as Jane
explains: "First we supported
Madness at the Whisky in LA and
they really liked us so they told the
Specials about us. So when the
Specials played the West Coast we
supported them as well Madness

were so keen about us that they
asked us to come over to play
support on their British tour.'
Without a second thought, the Go
Go's said 'goodbye to the smog and
the palm trees and rushed over here
to take up Madness's generous offer
In LA the Go Go's had always been
used to appreciative audiences but in
Britain they found the situation was
very different.
"Some nights the audience
wouldn't respond to us at all and then
there'd be the odd occasion when
we'd get an encore, enthuses
Charlotte. "We were never willing to
let the audience get the better of us.
It got to be a real challenge and
really looked forward to getting up on
stage every night and not knowing
what to expect from the crowd. think
we've learnt to enjoy ourselves much
more on stage since we've been
here, and we don't worry anymore
about people yelling things at us."
The band's entertaining brand of
heavy pop music was obviously not
going to win over the rude boy crowd
instantly. But the Go Go's sense of
tun and their aggressive melodies
meant that they did manage to hold
the stoney - laced audience's

MARGO OLAVERA
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CHARLOTTE CAFFEY

attention.
"I'M sure a lot of skins felt like
bopping to us but they didn't want to
spoil their image," comments
Charlotte. "After the last date of the
Specials' tour, at Portsmouth, about
20 young skins were around us.
asking for autographs."
On stage the Go Go's are a
sparkling dancé band. They look
national, in gaudy coloured clothing,
and their warm personalities shine
through In their uncluttered songs.
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more neurotic than me, and
musicians are always neurotic."
"Well who else is gonna put up
with you then," snaps Gina.
And while we're on the subject of
boys let's hear what Jane has to say.
After she wrote 'London Boys', a
song about cool Cockney lads,
"Well I'll tell you." starts Jane, "I
think there are some really good
looking men and boys over here but
there attitudes are a real shock to
me. They really are different to the
attitudes the American boys have.
hate to say it BUT they seem very
chauvinistic. Like sometimes
been talking to boys and I feel they're
just not taking me seriously."
That's one of the things that struck
me about the Go Go's. They are all
determined to succeed and they
demand that their music be taken
seriously. And if you've seen the
Go's live you'll realise that they are
turning out respectable fun pop
songs which appeal on the merit of
the melodies alone.
Their attitude as a band is best
illustrated by something the level headed Charlotte adds: "I think it's
more important the way you sound
than the way you look. Like the other
day our manager gave us
money for new clothes, but we all
agreed that we'd rather lust save the
money and buy ourselves some new
amps instead.

single we're gonna experiment a lot
more and Suggs has got a lot of good
Ideas. He's real familiar with our
material as he watched every set of
our's on tour. Hopefully one side of
the new single will be one of our
a tormented love song,"
ballads
laughs Charlotte.
When the Go Go's started out two
years ago they just bashed around
with a few basic punk songs'- 'cos
that's all they could play then.
Nowadays they're a tight musical
unit. They ar'ethe most musically
refreshing all girl band I've ever seen.
Ot, course being an all girl band has
led to a few problems on tour, as
Margo explains; "Sometimes we'd
get to a gig and péople would think
we were Madness s girlfriends or
groupies. They'd all be real surprised
when we got up on stage to do our
soundcheck."
And what is the boyfriend situation
then, I ask hopefully?
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"We've lots of Inends over here
and we do date occasionally but
there's certainly no heavy
romances," Margo explains, "Oh but
Gina has a boyfriend
that's Mark
Bedford. Madness's bass player."
"I date many a man!" claims
Belinda. "I don't want a musician
boyfriend though," she adds. "I don't
want to go out with anyone who's

One of the most impressive features
about them is their tip top harmonies
which really add an original quality to
the band's hooky songs. In fact the
Specials were impressed enough by
Jane. Charlotte, and Belinda's
harmonies to ask them to come along
and sing some back up vocals on the
new Specials album.
The Go Go's have already had one
bouncy single out on Stiff, 'We Got
The Beat'.'which is a rather
lightweight reflection on the band's
talent. And what did they think of the
single?
"It sucked!" replies Belinda. Jane
expands. "It was suctra rushed job.
We recorded it in the last few days
before we left LA."
There's a new Go Go single due
out soon, which will be produced by
Suggs of Madness. "On the new
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ONCE NIPPED,T

ICE

PAUL McCARTNEY tells PAUL GAMBACCINI how he avoided going to pot

"We didn't really
need to take it In. For
most people who
smoke pot, it's not that
,career decision. big a deal if they
"In the clink,1 had haven't got It for a few
days. I think of my
a lot of time to
kind of drug
think," Paul
Involvement as
McCartney rhymes harmless, so walked
straight into Japan
unintentionally,
after a fourteen - hour
referring to the
flight thinking, 'It's
nine days he
not that bad.' But it
spent in a
was an extremely
Japanese prison
serious offence,
maximum seven years
earlier this year.
hard labour. just
"I lust thought,
Chatted, kept chatting,
'Well, before I do
tried to tell them it
anything else,
wasn't that bad. tried
to tell them ciggies
want to finish dp
were worse. They
the solo album'."
wouldn't listen of
McCartney is
course, because many
discussing the album
of the police there
and his Japanese
- smoke.
detention during a day chain
"It reminded me of
of appointments at his
when was a kid and
Soho Square office.
we'd go on a train."
His shirt sleeves are
he continues. "I'd
carelessly
pushed up
have a second-class
on his arms as he sips
ticket, but a couple of
Perrier and then tea.
times when the train
As we talk, he pats a
was empty I'd sit in a'
slight potbelly. which
his vegetarian diet has first - class
compartment.
failed to reduce.
thought, 'Why not?' It
was nicer and the
chairs were better.
And always got
caught. The guard
would take me to the '

IT WAS

unit. didn't mind
that too much,
actually, because I
quite like being
ordinary. I spend a lot
of my normal life just
trying to keep vaguely
a

A

STRANGE place
to make a

ordinary."

Immediately upon
his return to England,
McCartney spent two
hours a day for ten
days writing his
experiences out in
longhand. It was his

I

1

F
t11

first prose composition
since his school days.
He then began final
work on McCartney II,
playing all the
instruments himself
instead of using
Wings.
McCartney ll was
released at around the
same time as a
Beatles compilation,
as has often happened

I

I

I

in the past with Wings

albums. This time
around the Beatles
package was Rarities.
But that's just fine with
McCartney: "I thought
.Rarities was quite

I

1

-

goód," he says. "I

haven't heard Beatles
stuff for a while except
onradio.l haven't even
got a full collection
and thought it was
quite nice."

I

-

a

1

I
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a
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Last January,
McCartney and Wings
flew from New York to
Tokyo, where he was
arrested In customs
for possessing almost
220 grams of
Marijuana. the
question that went
through the minds of
millions that day
regardless of their
attitudes toward pot was "Why
smoking

-

-

did he do it?"

"I'm still wondering
about that myself,"

McCartney admits.
"We were just taking
the flight and without
thinking bunged some
In. The minute it was
discovered at the
airport I thought, 'Oh
no, goof, goof.'

guard van, and for the
first half-hour I used to
try to bluff my way out
of it: 'I didn't know it
was a first-class
compartment, how was
he'd
I to know?' and
always end up saying,
'Come on. son, tell the
truth,'it's best for you.'
'Oh yeah' (McCartney
acts out his youthful

i-

.
ob. Abibik

41

sat In the wrong

I

As far as his fellow
ex -Beatles go,

\

I

-

ü
I

confession), 'okay'.
"That's exactly what
this reminded me of. I-,
compartment at the
wrong time. At first
was just sick with it:
'Oh God,' you know, 'I
really am abaddie.'
And the worst thing
was the wife and kids;
I'realty lumbered them
with the whole mess.
Plus the tour, of
had to pay
course
the promoter and
everything, which was
an absolutely
ridiculous waste. Pius
the fans who'd been
waiting a long time
didn't get to seé us.
So was'very brought

I

rri

I

I

o

down the first few
stuff like that. There
were some things
days.
"My main worry was about it that weren't
being told might be in bad, you know..I cut
there seven years.
down ciggies. was
That was a mind only allowed two a
bender: 'God, -what
day, so that wasn't
have let myself in
for? I really might be
living the next seven
.-41111.11
years of my life,in a
Japanese jail.' The
first night didn't
sleep; the third night
had a blinding
headache all night.
The body takes over. It
doesn't want to be in
/
there.
"After a while,
though, your natural
resilience brings you
bad. And I exercised a
back. You think,
lot because there was
'Come on, I'm not
nothing to do except
going down the Black
just jump up and
Hole of Calcutta.' You
down. didn't even
start looking forward to have a skipping rope
visits, clean shirts,
to do a boxer's
I

I

I

I

I

I

workout, so júsf used
an imaginary skipping
rope. Anything to
relieve the boredom!"
Deprived of a pencil
("in case wrote on
my eyes or
something") and with
no musical
instruments,
McCartney could not
compose in his cell.
"So we used to sing a
bit. There was a fellow
in the next cell who
sang traditional
Japanese music. In
'return I'd give him
'Baby Face' or
I

I

something."

McCartney seized
anothér opportunity to
demonstrate his
fellowship with the
other prisoners. On
bath
Wednesday

night--

McCartney quickly
throws at least a
tablespoon of cold
water on the rumours
that John Lennon may
be recording new
material. "Like you.
I'm kept up - to - date
by the newspapers.
But occasionally
phone him and keep in
touch. I phoned him at
Christmas. We talked
mainly about our lives,
our families.
"Peópie are calling
John a recluse
because he isn't doing
what they expect him
to do. In fact, he's
getting on with being a
family man. He was
cooking, having a
great time. happened
to ask him about music
and he said, no, at the
moment he doesn't
particularly feel like
doing that anymore.
Maybe someday, but it

-

he was
offered a tub of his

own, Western -style. "I
said, 'how do the rest
do it?' They said, 'All
in a bath together,
Japanese -style.'
thought, 'Well, hell,
I've missed alrthé
I

'tourist attractions, I
might as well see a

Japanese bath.' So we
all got in together and
It was.a laugh. In fact,
it was a scene,
because at the door
there were all these
guards
all little
beaming Japanese
faces
grinning
away, watching me
have this Japanese
bath. But I wasn't shy.
You're not as proud to
jail. It knocks it all out
of you; you get pretty

-

institutionalised.

You're something on
the outside, but when
you get Inside, you're

I

doesn-1 bug him He's
quite happy, which is
the main thing. It
'leaves everyone who's
a Lennón fan a bit In
the lurch, madly
hoping that one day

he'll record, which

adds to the mystique.
But I've got a feeling
he may not even
bother.
"Before the Beatles,
we would have said
that If we were going
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in a Jap jail

then the next time
speak to him he says.
'Did you really say that
about me? That's not
true at all.' So I'm
vaguely trying to shut
up about it, and he
doesn't talk about me
either. But there's no'
venom there. He's got
a good home life, from
what I can see."
It's an appropriate
moment for

McCartney's baby,
James, to wander in
and invite his father's
attention. While
McCartney it Is gracing
the airwaves
McCartney himself will
be writing the next
Wings record. Hp also

I

I
.

i
to be a big success it
would be to free us
and allow us to make
our way in life without
having to be at

everyone else's
command. would say
that's what he's done.
He's gotten there and,
unlike me
who's
gotten there and
thinks I'd better keep
going
he's decided
he can't be bothered.
'But I don't really
like speaking for him.
A lot of people ask me
stuff about him, but
I

-

-

An,

'My main
worry was
that !'might
be there
seven

years'

foresees another'tour
very possibly in the
United States. "I could
go to Japan after a

year," he says. "But

'

I

think it would probably
be more fun to play
somewhere else."

DUMB WAITERS
THE KORGIS 2ND ALBUM
INCLUDES THE HIT SINGLE
"EVERYBODY'S GOT TO
LEARN SOMETIME"
'
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McCARTNEY:

"I like

being ordinary"

'HEAR THE ALBUM ON 01.409 2651.
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TOUPEE OR
NOT TOUPEE
SHINGLES OF THE WEEK

FRANK SINATRA: 'Theme From New York, New

York' (Reprise). A single spot(Ight picks out the slight
figure In a dinner jacket and bow lie. As the opening
bars of 'New York' play he saunters across the
stage, -shaking hands with admiring fans as he goes.
Arid .)hat voice
. for sheer classic content this Is a
toupee and shoulders above the rest, high kicks and
all. Bo'und.lo be a hit for this veteran of countless
movies and countless songs which were good, bad
or plain embarrassing. Frank does it his way and
comes'up smelling of roses.
-

.

BROKEN HOME: 'No Chance' (WEA). That voice
behind now defunct Mr Big gets a second chance.
Dicken has a clear, distinctive set of vocal chords,
which elevate a strong song into a great one. This Is
taken:from their debut album which is as consistently
good as this. Dicken sings in the style of Sting bulls
coming from a different direction altogether. Broken
Home are a band who deserve a fair hearing. If they
get It this will be a hit.

r

r,/

.

I
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THE PROFESSIONALS: 'Just Another Dream'
(Virgin). Cookjones in what must be the final variation,
of the Pistols package. The usual three chords
rumble out,in yet another guise. but it gets to you.
although I,hale to admit It. It's actually much more
musical than before and is tailor-made for the juke
box.

>
V

TELEX: 'We Are All Getting Old' (Sire). One of the
few electronic bands that can Iii into the same world
the rest of us habitate. Froggy bands who sing in
English are immediately doing themselves a favour.
Telex have always been totally Ignored and
unfortunately can't see that situation being altered.

Ii\

I

MARTHA AND THE MUFFINS: 'About insomnia'
(Dindisc). They gel better and better. About the only
really stylish band to come out of Canada-In the last
two years. Whoever plays the saxophone In this band
does a good job blowing away and the Marthas gel

into some enthusiastic Muffin diving.

JOHN FOXX: 'Burning Car' (Virgin). Foxx is a kind of
Gary Numan without velium. Nice bloots and parps
on synthesiser make up an interesting montage of
electronic Indigestion. John can't sing to save his life
he, sounds like Bowie circa 'Man Who Sold The
World' but the day is saved by the instrumental
ideas. Not a hit, because everyóne will think It's
Numan and will subsequently slag him off for imitation, such is the degree of nearsighted

-

boneheadedness around,

EDDIE RABBIT: 'Driving My Life Away' (Eiektra). In
the Steve Gibbons mould. Eddie spits out this ditty
like a lump of chewing bacca. Michael Aspel on
Capital Radio thinks this is lab and so do
such is
the taste of of baggy eyes.
I

-

ANDY FAIRWEATHER LOW:'Let"Ya Beedie Lam
Barn' (Warner Bros). Weeeetll . . not bad. Hopefully
more than a'last word from a has-been. Probably
fated to the same path as Ronnie Lane, ie: enjoyable,
harmless, hopalong lunes but really nothing more.

I

FRANKIE MILLER: 'Why Don't You Spend The Night'
(Chrysalis). Well produced vocals wasted on a very
dull tune and embarrassing lyrics. "Night I Morning
light,/ long way home (-you'll be alone".

ELS

TALKING HEADS: 'Cities' (Sire). Pretentious art
band obsessed by willies come up with another of
their idiosyncratic numbers with the customary
treatment by David Byrne on vocals. One of. the few
bands that are around who possess their own
identity. Goes on a bit.

BODYSNATCHERS: 'Easy Life' (Two Tone). Not as
good as 'Rocksteady' but then nothing they do is.
Tedious bleating from the least talented of the
current crop of all girl skankers.

'Obsessions Of You' (Illegal). An
overrated novelty, this strange Man with the huge
nose and no sideboards drags through this song In
kind of accidental way.
SKA FISH:

a

I" be 2": 'Frustration' (WEA). Produced by Johnny
Rotten and starring his kid brother Jimmy, this is a
jolly, If tuneless, song about getting pissed off in the
nick. All this working class angst is a pain In the
arse. Cashing In on it is.even worse.
MARK ANDREWS AND THE GENTS: 'Does It Get To
You Like it Gets To Me' NUM). Mark sounds a bit
like stable-mate Joe Jackson: but expecting total
originality every time is asking too much. It's a
reasonably successful attempt, if modest, and Mark's
voice is basically quite attractive.

CHEAP TRICK: 'Everything Works If You Let It'
(Epic). This is from the 'Roadie' soundtrack as are
number of other,boring FM songs. The Trick have
gone to the dogs recently and this reinforces that
impression. Very yawnful indeed.

a

TOM PETTY AND THE HEARTBREAKERS: 'Don't Do
Me Like That / Century City / Stories We Can Tell /
Something Else (MCA). An interesting concoction,
the highlight being Petty's version of Vicious's
'Something Else' Could Petty be the Sid of the
United States Western Seaboard. I'm not sure how
much MCA want for this little lot but if it's the usual
£500,

it's

a

snip.

GRACE JONES: 'Private Lite' (island). Surprisingly
good effort from an ex-Iashlon model. Chrissie
Hynde's song is given a faithful rendering with a
heavy dose of disco for good measure. I think Grace
is the kind of star type star we need, even If her
head is too big In relation to her body and she wears

shower curtains.

'Friends' (CBS). You heard about this
band here first. Loved by the public and loathed by
the media because they break all,the unwritten rules
of coolness and credibility. They have a female
singer for a start (gasp), they use strings (argh), they
aren't particularly interested in blow jobs In the bog
(Molorhead) or dying (Joy Division) or drugs (just
about any one you care to think of). You can always
be sure that If the media hate 'em they've got a
chance (Police, Pretenders, Blondle, Beatles). Wrong
choice for a single,by the way, but as we're album
bleeding it should have been 'Maxine'.
THE PHOTOS:

PAULINE MURRAY AND THE INVISIBLE GIRLS:
'Dream Sequences' (llusive). First offering from
Pauline's self -formed label. I really like this too
she has such an original, wistful voice. Probably
won't get played on thesadio because she says "my
naked body"
whoops. TOTP would ban it if they
weren't on strike. Good stuff Pauline
looking

-

-

forward to future developments.

t'

The new album

includes the single'Days are OK'
EST 13070

PAULINE MURRAY: original, wistful voice

-
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HOT CHOCOLATE: 'Are You Getting Enough Of
What Makes You Happy' (RAK). Errol Brown with One

tttttt
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1

of his tight-trousered, subtle as a flying mallet songs
about his favourite subject next, to airborne saucers.
This will go down a storm in the discos, even if it's
not wildly innovative. A big Improvement on the last
one about flying crockery. Come to think of 11. he
looks a bit like one of them. You don't think
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SECTOR 27: 'Not Ready' (Faulty Products). Tom
Robinson's new outfit with one of the week's more
original efforts. I'm glad to see Robinson's musical
integrity is as sound as ever. Growling vocals backed
up by lough instrumentation with plenty of báshing
and crashing from the drums. Robinson's
contemporary musical influences are very
interesting. The end bit is a triumph.

-

CARLY SIMON: 'Come Upstairs' (Elektra). Jumping
gism
wot a woman. All this business about the
taking off of clothes goes right over my head, after
all I'm a married man, but all you bachelor types will
be drooling over the inevitable video on TOTP(that's
if It ever resurfaces, ho ho ho). Oh, the song. It's a
bit boring, but who cares.

t

THE RADIATORS: 'Stranger Than Fiction' (Chiswick).
Ill told you what a wonderful lab. outtasight, mucho
groovy record This was, then that too would be
stranger than fiction. Diabolical crunge.

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND THE ASBURY JUKES:
'On The Beach' (Mercury). If Bruce Springsteen can't
think of anything to do then someone has got to do
his thinking for him. Southslde Johnny has manfully
taken on the job and does it very well. I specially like
the rolling drums.
,

TAU( TO ME

IAN MATTHEWS: 'She May Call You Up Tonight'
(Rockburgh). has spent his time playing around with
this Ilne-up and that band and has been bouncing
around generally like a ping-pong ball ever since
Southern Comfort broke up (they were the people
who did that version of 'Woodstock'). This is very,
very ordinary with nothing to distinguish It. although
played It several times in an attempt to find

r

1
I

a

something at least. Sorry.

SCIENCE: 'Look Don't Touch' (Rialto). A pointless
exercise in electronic disco. At least they display a
little bit of pretension, which is always good for e
laugh. More energy is needed In the content rather
than the packaging.

la

WARREN ZEVON: 'Jeannie Needs A Shooter'
(Asylum). 'Baby's Got A Gun' meets 'Free Electric

Band'. Astoundingly dull.

SMÓKEY ROBINSON: 'Heavy On Pride, Light On
Love' (Motown). They just can't deliver the goods
any more. can they? Not one of the Motown artists is
capable these days of coming up with anything of the
calibre of past smashes. Why don't they just call It a
day and let Jermaine Jackson do all the work?
fRANM 3INAlRA

lbw from
New

Irk, NewYorN

COMSAT ANGELS: 'Independence Day' (Polydor).
Oh yes, almost very topical. A song about a Catch 22
situation where it is not possible to relax because
nothing's been done and nothing can be done
because It's not possible to relax. Oh well, piffly
lyrics aside, this is a very original effort. II has a
weird way of unsettling you.

,

BILLY JOEL: 'It's Still Rock And Roll To Me' (CBS).
Flogged to death on American radio, bound to be a
hit No doubt, no question. Also the most irritating
track they could possibly have done as a single from
'Glass Houses'.
KISS: 'Talk To Me' (Mercury). Taken from
is that rather smelly album which
lampoons hacks in the worst possible light on the
cover. Music comes second on the Kiss list of
priorities. theatrical extravagance coming first. of
course. This is the usual formula which is perfect for
posing in front of a mirror with a cat tied to your head
and a tennis racket in hand for the throwing of
shapes.

'Unmasked', which

CUDDLY TOYS: 'Mad Man' (Fresh). Peter Poser and
David Bowie
'Marion Mental clash head on
appears clutching a copy of 'Aladdin Sane'. am
who
go by the name
at
bozos
laughs
one
Every
sick.
of Cuddly Toys.

...

I

FRESHIES: 'No Money / Oh Girl' (Razz).
Sievey's tribe with yet another pop song
an early bath. Stevey s got the arranging
he needs is a tune to go with it. Keep at

Chris
destined for
ability. all

1

it.

THE MONOCHROME SET: '405 Lines' (Dindisc). Dem

good some of these Dindisc bandettes. There is no
way that a semi -instrumental is going to make it,
snappy as it Is. It could have had a vocal line with
very little problem at all.

STOP PRESS

BOWWOWWOW:'C30-C60-C90 Go' (EMI). In the nick
of, this is an extraordinary record written by
chameleon -like Malcolm McLaren. Suhg by a 14 year -old girl called Annabel, this is stream of
consciousness from the jungle. The basic scam Is an
attack on the disposable; chuckaway world of junk
pop, think. Or it could be a celebration of the same.
It'sthe only single I've heard this week which could
1

have any future significant effect musically, although
the basic idea is beautifully simple. Stand by for total

press saturation, videos and stickers Talk about
living and dying by the sword: the sword In this case
being McLaren's viscious parody and self-parody.
Nobody escapes, least of all himself. A healthy
attitude to have, methinks. Buy this and hear the
drums clatter maniacally, Annabel sing/talk in near hysteria and make McLaren a thoroughly
happylmiserable man.

-

_
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The new album
includes the single 'Days are OK'
EST

12079
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The gospel according to King Ted. By JOHN SHEARLAW
"THE BACKWOODSMAN,' the boatman.
the tall tale teller of the Great American
West; he had answers' for every stage.
could provoke talk where none seemed to
be forthcoming. and reinforced tits
repartee by muscular evidence A prime
wrestler and a crack shot. trained by Indian
attack
he lorded it over the stales. the
woods and the rivers. and could easily be
singled out by his arrogant bearing and tall
figure in a Crowd, all the way from Pittsburgh to New Orleans."
('The Gamecock Of The Wilderness', from
'American Humour' by Constance Rourke)
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giant beds; his eyes stare at
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FLOORS above the.San

Antonio river, in a room
supposedly occupied by the
Great White Hunter Fred
Bear, Ted Nugent sprawls
backwards across one of two

'

Dublin feitivol

Birsninghemr.
Kirk

levíngton':

--

the ceiling, his yard -long hair
and nearly .
brushes
the thick pile
matches
carpet beneath.
There's a heatwave breeze drifting
through the window, lust sufficient
to warm the faces of the six

Southern belles who occupy the
remaining bed space, but it's no
more than a kilowatt compared to
the stream of hot air emanating from

the mouth of their hero.
Nugent. who at 31 is the one

"young white American boy" who
truly believes that he IS rock 'n' roll.
is putting on his second show of the
evening.
The first was for around 20,000
leen -to -twenties Texans in a giant
Nugent,
hall some hours before
Clad only in an antelope loincloth.
perspiring like a racehorse, and
screaming like a demented young

-

lion whose voice has yet to break.
He lost five pounds in sweat.
didn't give a flying fart That he broke
the house record. and found himself
stuck to his garment at the
conclusion la common enough
complaint when wearing leather next
to the skin under arduous conditions
and usually remedied, In Nu9enl'e
case, with generous applications of
Johnson's Baby Oil).
Now, In part two, the Walther

:
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automatic safely stowed, the energy
level has not diminished. We're just
a little closer. The head lolls around,
easily twisting on top of the tall.
lean frame despite the odd position.
"LOOK at me man, I'm in great
shape. I SLAVED them out there,
MY body and MY voice and MY
songs. am rock 'n' roll, man, I
invented the term,
"See all those saps out there?
They wouldn't even know how much
I'm capable of. I'm 95 per cent more
energetic than most of the human
population Is capable of being. I've
WORKED at It! I KNOW I CAN DO
'Ti" He sits up.
"Boy, I've learned . , . by trial and
error and observation. Mostly by
observation. I'd say. And I won't
have my pursuit of objectives
interfered with by INCOMPETENCE.
"Yeah. I feel superior. Everyone's
so quick to Condemn Ted Nugent
(he sneers) for being cocky. RIGHT!
I am cocky, and I deserve to be.
Yours truly painted that whole
piNOTCH
cture out there man. I AM A
ABOVE!
"It's right and proper that I come
out with inflammatory statements. I
deserve to I tell you this: the people
writing about me in the papers are
all friggln' SAPS. They should be
out buffing the boots of the people
that read their papers Man, that's
a0 they're fit for .. "
Neatly, mid -sentence. Nugent
answers the phone with
(presumably) a puma -like grab. The
encore stops. "Got some business,
be right back." And disappears.
TWO HOURS LATER my phone
rings, answered by ti grab like a
child at a free sweet counter. "Ted
here. Wanna carry on? (Mumbled
affirmative)- Look, I'm kinda cosy
right now Tomorrow do you?
G night." We decided to call iba
good start,
1

THE MIDDLE
FRED BEAR, alias Ted Nugent,

appears exactly on schedule. Last
night, he drawls huskily, sunglasses
shielding a tired but not hungoverlooking face, had been an excellent
night for Texas pussy. The "phone
call," he explains, had been a ruse
for getting out of one room full of
'beautiful' American women into
only to return when the
another
potential (and whose he didn't make
clear! had been exhausted. An extra
room is often booked In the tour
hotel for just such a reason.
"Man, don't you think that
American girls are just the most
BEAUTIFUL in the world. Isn't
American pussy just the BEST?"
I do recall reading that you'd said
that someplace, Ted. Yeah.
"Wh000hf Just believe It. Y'know
women ARE my one big indulgence
and sure I play up to it Why not? I
treat 'em good, and say all the right
things to them, send 'em away
happy- work it well. It's something I
do, something l like to do, and listen
It AT
leans
happens to me."n't
AALL!ii justacross)
Except, apparently. In England.
"Aw, you wouldn't believe it. You
get to London and there's all these
anaemic rejects hanging around.
No! I'm telling you man, London's
Whack City (he makes the
appropriate gesture, fingers and
thumb in a circle), not a patch on

...

I

Texas."

.

...

Ted Nugent, alias
The Nugpe,
The Motor City Madman, The Killed.
II-With-My-Bare-Hands-And-Ate-TheRaw-Meat-Hunter

The Tail Chaser,
The Live Gonzo, the Devoted
Father, The Sober Businessman,
The World-wide Rock Star? The tags
slip off the tongue just as easily as

Nugent himself dispenses them. He
means to.
He works, and hard, on the
constant generation of his Image on
tour. Rings up the local papers days
In advance with the familiar stream
of

"Interview" rhetoric. "Shocks"

radio stations with the same Rent,AMouth treatment. insists that the
local record stores have a minimum
number of copies of his album In

stock before he hits town.
"I like to start the rumbling In
advance," he explains. "Build up
the shock waves and the
anticipation before blowing that
place APART. And then keep it
going afterwards. You can't send
the Nugent forces In without them
having. some lasting effect. OK?"
And if 1i doesn't work, boy,
someone's ass gets kicked, sure
thing.

down a million sinks, and who
knows when It's going to stop? Who
even thinks?"
I'm to find that the cockatoo that
parades the rock 'n' roll stage is the
same finely honed, equipped -as best -es -he -can -be, man that

stumbles through the frozen wastes
of Alaska. the duck shoots in Maine,
and the slag hunts In Scotland
during his precious seven months
off.
The message is: I've got It worked
out. or: "I've achieved a fine sense
of what I consider myself to be. My
mind Is completely clear and free
and working just as best It can,
whether I'm hunting or rock 'n'
rolling,
"And there's NOBODY, the way I
see It, who couldn't be doing what
I'm doing. Between being born and
dying
and expect to live a long
time
there's no-one alive who
couldn't do it. There's me, a worldwide rock 'n' roll star, and there's
the guy sitting in front of the TV
watching the ball game. There's NO
difference. I've done It and I know."
On the one hand: This man
doesn't drink, take drugs or smoke.

--
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"That's gotta be the best, giving

them what they NEED."
His guitar playing? "Well for a
start I can shoot a gun a whole lot
better than I can play a guitar, and
that's saying something But them
saps give me no credit, they don't
ever watch. The way I play le my
own, and I use that whole guitar,
believe It. I can roll in and blow

them all away,"
His headline grabbing? Remember

'you promised to cut your dick off on
the Ed Sullivan Show If your last

album didn't hit the Billboard Top
10? "Aw sounds like the sort of
thing I'd say, doesn't It? I'm still
whangin' away, as you can see."
And your ego? Not asked, nor
answered directly. Cliff Davies,
again, had noticed an article where
Ted had claimed production credits
for 'Scream Dream', usúrping his
own contribution.
"How's the great producer this
morning, Ted? '
"If I ever need anybody to turn
knobs for me, I know just right
where to come." Out of the corner,
on his
the

gum
ever-present (sugar
Nugent is in no doubt that he
delivers; keeping up a steady 110
decibels for two hours, an orgy of
'Wango Tango' and
'Stormtroopin' that will carry
through Texas, the entire U-nited
States, the feudal reaches of
Europe, and lastly to the heathen
shores of Albion, with the only
thought to worry him being that the
British audiences will hot contain
nearly as many females as the 50150
ratio that Is par for the US.
Swooping and posing and "really
using the body," as he puts It,
Nugent drenches himself with.his
own sweat, hits the oxygen bottle
and gives 'em all his best shot.

v

Seemingly able to handle a'myriad
of attentions he can abruptly switch
his attention to whatever,he
considers top pridrity. A Journalist?.
Check 'em out. If they're worth It
the access is unlimited. A fan? In
the time and place necessary, the
same. Problems on the tour? Refer
them to me. I'm hiring the people
that sort it out.
Nugent's longest serving band

member, 'Scream Dream' -producer
and drummer Cliff Davies, at one
point refers to the man as His
Nugentness and it sticks. It's such a
correct term, and it fits perfectly.
For five months a year - for the
last eight years and probably for the
Nugent parades his
next four
rock 'n' roll kingdom like a cross
between Richard the Lionheart and
Davy Crockett king of the
backwoods and the last legendary
gamecock of the wilderness.
He visits, conquers (he feels, but
it'shis prerogative) and exacts his
dues. In this case, something like
six million dollars a year.
"I am able to MAKE money, that's
why I can afford to take so much
time off. I'm careful, and,) don't
believe in=excess. Sheeet! Look out
there. man. Look at America. Look
at them destroying themselves,with
their own excess. There's no-one
there, from the top to the friggin'
bottom who even goddamed THINKS
where it's all coming from. Their
NOTHING!"
water, their gas
"That's our water there. running

-

...

This man doesn't take second best,
or like being left behind in the race.
Thls_man doesn't like not enjoying
every single minute of playin',
balling, shootin' and screaming.
But, on the other hand; This man
does admit to paranoia, does know
when he's been (nearly) down the
dumper, does (within limits) know
his limitations. and does know what
the hell he's going to get out of If
when the ball game's over.
The shouting, bellowing, breast beating Theodore Nugent is the
usual myth of the on-stage spotlight,
a'case of the delivery fitting the
occasion. But, amazingly, the offstage Nugent carries a similar
energetic intensity, emitting his
commands In a steely, cold-blooded
manner that demands a similar
reaction. You pay, I scream. I pay,
you act the way you should do.
And the thread? The glimmer that
shows" that all this isn't the most
calculating and despotic lifestyle
(without the usual set of vices) that
rock 'n' roll hasever thrown up?
Nothing more than the smile behind
the steel, or, more aptly, the satire
behind the strength. An ability to put
anybody down, even In part to self deprecate himself, and acid tongue
his way out of a tight spot.
His rock 'n' roll? "The loudest and
the best ever. You're looking at the
man who started the heavy metal
revolution over therein England.
Listen to these crazy lyrics from
'Violent Love', ya hea(?" He sings.

-

Every night. Long, loud and wild
It's rock 'n' roll in an effigy that he
has carved for himself. "Wild," but
at the same time.safe and very
necessary.
He's dead right, too. He l5 the
one per cent who does go out and
do it (he does) and isn't it just
incredible that there are a large
number of the young in the
remaining 99 per cent who'flnd this
phenomenon a truly rewarding
experience? Boy, do we need each
other.
I go to sleep, on this occasion at
least, truly glad that (here are
people like Ted Nugent around.

THE END
THE END, unless you're watching
'Dallas' on the BBC (where It won't

happen for another C2 million yeti. Is
usually where It all falls Into place.
So, since It was the real Dallas
anyway .. there wasn't one.
The party, drummer Cliff Davies,
guitarist and vocalist Charlie Huhn,
bassist Dave Kiswiney, His
Nugentness, assorted managers,
business managers and tour
managers drill away in the 'heat
lag'; a highly efficient rock 'n' roll
machine that, I'm convinced, will
rekindle many of the Nugent sparks
that seemed to be merely glowing
over the last year or two.
'Scream Dreamt, rock 'rt¿ roll
rev!gorated, is Nugent back on form
(as in structured). For him it's a way
of proving that he -s back on the
right road after a year where divorce
.
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and the fight over custody of his two

children presented him with
problems that a gun or a guitar or a
finely tuned business brain couldn't
really accommodate.
He says, uncharactenslically
lamely; Last year my energy was
down, right, black periods weren't
out of the question. But even then
my energy was so much higher than
anyone else's I survived.
"This time, watch out!"
But you don't realty sue it. The
episode
the worst in a career
where "I've never plugged for a
dollar"
has left its dents and he
knows it. Yet Nugent, 31, and, as he
sees it, with four years left, is going
to come up topsides.
He sits, absorbed.,in a pile of
press cuttings, Next up Is an even
arger pile of business documents
that require the official seal. His
thoughts are of his children, a future
in America ("If the fuel lasts out"),
financial security, and a body that
will be able to handle a gun and a
bow and arrow a whole lot longer
than even his most trusted Birdland.
Orderly, impressive, sometimes
humourous, occasionally
devastating, he's living in a world
where you shoot to survive. cut
at
down in order to replenish and

-

-

-

-

take great pride In
the same time
justifying It all.
Yeah, of course he's the mad
barefoot hunter who buries his
hands in warm deer blood under a
lull moon in Missouri before
ritualistically butt-f-king the furry
corpse .. , If you want to believe
that. The tier and the tall tale teller
are part of the same Great American
myth that brought you the gonzo

long-hatred guitarist with 16 nubile
naked groupies In every guitar case.
But, and it should come as no
surprise, Nugent Is the real hunter.
He kills, he claims, because the
prey needs to be killed before it kills
Itself and because it's a sport he

enjoys. Along with the 'raw meat'
tales go the real stories of his
donations to the National Wildlife
Association, and several other
preservation bodies, his many
investments in stock replenishment
farms (not least horses and
wildfowl); both because they're
necessary and also a very good tax
shelter, and his desire to educate,
eventually, that,unllmited
preservation is worse than none at
all.

-

A goodly part of the untaxed part
of those six million dollars, per
annum, places Amboy Dukes,lnc,
and various other companies, as a
lair-sized land -holding organisation
with His Nugentness at the helm.
The next step, I'm told, is

-

investment In Scottish fish farming.
Nugent's logic remains icy and
impeccable. Shoot and blast away.
never gel caught with your back to
the prey, enjoy It and keep one step
ahead. As with your hunting, so with
your rock 'n' roll.
He turns angrily' "It's like people
asking me, pathetic uneducated city
saps mostly, how can you shoot the
poor little deer? Shit, man. Because
if you don't they'll get so godammed
overpopulated that they'll die of
inbreeding, disease and starvation.
That means a lot to me."
But slowly the humour creeps
back: "And so does my music. I go
out there and blast away and keep h
all healthy and just blow all that
deadwood off the horizon)"

john foxx
burning car
c/w 20th century
(theme from poet street -porter's
20thcentury box)

new single on metal beat
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THEKAI
new album

Bcat BOYS hi í11E Ict agc
The Lambrettas debut album

'Beat Boys in the Jet Age' is going places.
It includes their new single 'DA -A-AANCE'
which is already a hit, as well as their
previous hit single 'POISON IVY'
WATCH THIS ALBUM GO!

Lambrettas on tour.
July

London, Marquee
Portsmouth, Locarno
Torquay; Town Hall
Bournemouth, Stateside Centre
Cardiff, Top Rank
19 Bath, Pavillion
21, Norwich, Cromwells
22 Birmingham, Top Rank
23 Nottingham, Theatre Royal
1

15
16
17
18
.

24 Skegness, Sands Showbar
25 Withemsea,Grand Pavillion

A

26 Bradford, St Georges Hall

L
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TRW

LP TRAIN 10
MC SHUNT 10
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"There are now three bands back
home who are out do their own
us, Telephone and Trust. The latter
two both sing their lyrics In French
whilst we have always insisted on
performing in English." Does this
use of (ahem) a 'foreign" language
for their lyrics, even if it is the
universally accepted language of
song, cause problems for Shakin'

Certainty Fablenne
Shine, delectable lead
vocalise and frontperson with'
French -based metal terrors
Shakin' Street, has that

indefinable "extra" In
abundance. What this all
boils down to Is that the lady
(who in private life is married
to Damon Edge, one half of
Chris Westwoodian band
Chrome) has a terminal case
of star quality. Ever since the
'Shakin' Street' album burst
onto the scene some three
months ago, Mme Shine has
been doing her level best to
take on the likes of Debbie
Blondle, Kate Bush, and
Wendy O In the photograph
stakes with the constant
press attention she has been
afforded.

Street Inside France?

So when was invited along to
meet Fabienne, and Street rhythm
V
guitarist Eric Lewy, I turned up at
the designated time and place with
my heart pounding out the finale to
ti.
the '1812' overture and my legs
going taster than Dave Lee Roth's
mouth. And as I had
expected/hoped, meeting this '
dynamite singer proved quite an
experience.
The first thing that came to my
attention was her combination of
natural beauty (no facelifts in
operation here) and easy charm,
while personality -wise she veered
chameleon-like during the Interview
from childish enthusiasm through to
sharply defined intelligence almost
at will; the various aspects of her
physical and mental make-up giving
Fabienne an irresistable aura that
put her most certainly Into the
Jeanette ChaselYvonne 'Batgirl'
Craig Class. (Who?
Ed.)
Her co-Interviewee, Monsieur
Lewy was prone to exuding an
excessive amount of polite
cynicism, something that has
probably developed due to the
band's extraordinary and turbulent
struggle through to recognition.
So, let's start at the very
beginning. Fabienne Shine was born
In Tunis, with parentage that made
her hall -Muslim and half -Jewish.
about 28 years ago. She spent some
years in Rome, France and the USA
doing a whole host of jobs including
secretarial work (she was at one
time employed by French President
Giscard d'Estaing before his
elevation to head of state) movie
and theatre acting and various
singing assignments.
But the move which was to
change her life came in 1975 when
she arrived back in Paris and had a
chance encounter of the musical
ó 4
kind with Eric (a Frenchman with
Russian parents would you
believe?). "We came across each
FABIENNE: veering from childish enthusiasm to sharply-delíned
other in a bar where a lot of bands
perform and he just told me that he
with
me,"
wanted to form a group
explained Fablenne, while the much
mentioned Eric added that "I'd
never heard Fabienne sing, but had
a good feeling about teaming up
with her."
The two of them set Out on a
rather shaky path through the
musical mine -field that is rock 'n'
roll. For the first couple of years,
Shakin' Street was M the words of
Fablenne "a real mess. We went
"through so many personnel changes
and used to rehearse day after day
explained by Mme Shine.
scream through an amp to be
for up to 12 hours and what's more
"Someone from the French
heard," rued Fablenne. Come 1977,
we had absolutely -no money,
subsidiary of CBS came along to
major
a
al
played
almost,
once
more
existed
SS
and
live
to
nowhere
of our gigs and liking what he
one
the
semi
French festival "event",
solely on bread and butler."
saw asked us to send a tape of our
infamous Mont de Marsan debacle.
The band's shoddy debut gig
material to Paris.
recorded
things
punk
turned out to be yet another chapter "Another one of these
Fortunately we already had a demo
with the Clash and Damned," said
M their tale of woe. "It was In 1976
five
of our best numbers on
with
cut
in
France
the
on
Fablenne.
at a punk festival
it and this eventually formed the
"Oh no, It wasn't a punk do.,"
same bill as the Clash and Damned
Rock'." Mind
fo'Vampire
go
very
basis
down
Tyla
exactly
all;
the
disagreed
Eric.
"After
we
didn't
and
you, song quantity was no problem
Gang and Dr Feelgood were also on
well," said Eric. Not too surprising
for them as Fablenne and Eric had,
the bill." If my memory serves'me
when you consider that Shakin'
been composing consistently
correctly, one reviewer in.2ig'Zag at
Street have little time for the sort of
together ever since the formative
the time described Shakin' Street as
music In vogue then. "I hate punk
have
always
and
wave
days of the band.
churning out "a kind of,punk hit
and new
parade pastiche that bores me
done." Eric vehemently asserted,
on
to
firmly
went
Fablenne
shitless";
nasty,
huh?
while
OW, I've not actually heard
Anyway; be that as It may, the
outline where Street are coming,
a copy of -that very first
band were still no neaten a -positive
from. "We are primarily a hard rock
in
the
main
by
Led
breakthrough. That had to wait
Street album, but those
outfit influenced
'
another year with the release of
who have are never very
Zeppelin, the Rolling Stones and
Is
neither
Street
Shakin'
about it, so
'Vampire
complimentary
The Who.
Rock' on CBS France. At
this period in their development, SS
into straight heavy metal nor punk."
what were Fabtenne's feelings on
had consolidated as a quintet with
But, anyway, back to the
the project? "Yes, do agree with
Jackanory bit -of tactual dissertation. Fablenne, Eric Bulgarian-born Jean
those who say it's a bad album,not
Subsequent to that festival
Lou Kaiinowski on drums, Mike
because of the song quality (which
appearance, the band gigged about
Winter (a Frenchman born in the
was quite good) but due to the
once a month and were so hard up
States) on bass and Armlki Tigrane
terrible production job it was Oren
they couldn't even afford proper PA
doing the lead guitar honours. How
and I think it significant that its only
would
have
to literally
system. "I
this particular team came about was
sold about 25,000 copies in France
1

-

-

whatever the Ins and
theirrelationship,
on
YET,
definite plus point
onee

about haing such a chap
handling your affairs is the
instant connections to be made with
more established acts. Pearlman, for
instance, also happens to manage
the venerable Black Sabbath and as
a consequence Street have played a
number of dates In recent months
with the Sabs,
"Our first encounter with them
came In Germany when we did 10
gigs as support. Originally, it -was
supposed to be about 25, but
Geezer Butler's wife had a baby
hall -way through and the -rest of that
tour was cancelled," said Fabienne.
Since then, the 'French' quintet
have performed no less than 13
times on the seemingly eternal UK
leg of the Black Ones return to
reality on the circuit; according to
the demure vocalist things have
been going quite well. "We've had
no real problems at all." But once
again, in lumped Eric with a slightly
different version. "I thinklt's true to
4.
say that the band -hag come across
numerous diffleulles with audiences
intelligence.
at Sabbath gigs because they are
fanatically devoted to that band.
"Feeding off audience reaction is
so vital to me and being away from
the stage even for a month makes
my physically Sick I've always
enjoyed being part of a show; even
when I was a little girl I used to act
in the theatre. Mind you to me
getting satisfaction out of a gig
comes not only from seeing the fans
going completely crazy but also
through feeling a strong beat
pounding out from behind' me. It's
no good having one without the
other; the combination of the two is
over the last two rears as compared
what counts. It's rather like making
to 'Shakin' Street which has
love; doing it with someone you
reached a sales figure of 35,000 In
genuinely feel for gives the act an
just a couple of months. You can
extra degree of fulfillment."
see that 'Vampire Rock' wasn't very
Yet the paradoxes within
popular with the French -public, can't
Fabienne's character appear even
you?"
here, because off-stage she seems
At this juncture, Eric butted in.
to positively shun the limelight.
"What do you mean it didn't do well
Perhaps,- In the final analysis, this
commercially? Considering that at
statement'provides an important
insight into the reality of Shakin'
the time there was hardly any
Street; a reality ultimately unlocked
French.rock scene, I don't think
by Fabienne herself when she
'Vampire Rock; sold at all badly."
series
of
first
a
of
' Con/ldedrin me that "I feel that I'
This was to be -the
have to constantly undergo change
disagreements between the two
in everything that I do. My music,
founder-members, which while
hairstyle, clothes even my country
never escalating into all-out
of abode are always changing and
arguments, nonetheless set me
like David Bowie I have this Inner
thinking on a deeper level -about the
urge to be different and to never
.whole fabric and raison d'etre of the
stand still for too long. However,
Shakin' Street existence; just
being with Shakin' Street has been
exactly what conclusion II reached
very
the
the nicest part of my Hie and I do
until
will remain a secret
sincerely want to remain with the
end of this feature. (1 can hardly
protect for some time to come."
wait
Ed.)
Whether or noliShakin' Street
Meanwhile back at the interview.
eventually make It will depend
Eric had leapt on to a very brief
largely on Just how badly Fabienne
description of the current rock
craves,success as opposed to how
situation inside the land of
much she tears it's consequences
Chevalier; Platt and Nostradamus.

'

n the street

MALCOLM DOME- has a nibble with curvaceous
croissant FABIENNE SHINE of Frog rock combo
SHAKIN' STREET

1

"Mail oul."

expostulated Fablenne. "The French
press are constantly put::ng us
down for doing this but the public
still love the band and that's the
Important thing. We recently
completed a 50 dale tour of France
and the reaction everywhere was
absolutely fantastic."
As you can Imagine, trying to
keep this interview on a straight and
narlow path proved almost as
difficult as beating Peter Shilton, but
anyway with the fortitude of Dari
Dare I ploughed on, dragging the
voluble duo into discussing their link
whh Sandy Pearlman, currently the
band's manager How on earth did
this liaison with the Lord of Chaos
come about? "We first met him In
Paris last year when Blue Oyster
Cult were todring and we just got
introduced to him," expla ned
Fablenne. After this "momentous"
encounter, Street upped roots and
headed for sunny California and with
Ross The Boss, erstwhile lead
guitarist with the very wonderful
Dictators, replacing Tigrane on
.
Pearlman's advice, they set about
working their backsides off In the
Stales. They played with the like of
Cheap Trick, BOC (surprise,
surprise!) and Pal Travers and also
began to get things moving on their
second album In San Francisco's
Automatt Studios under the
guidance of, inevitably. Mr
Pearlman.

-
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HAPPY
HOUSE

Words: GILL PRINGLE
Pic: ANDY PHILLIPS
'

lure begins to tit: "I got so.bored one day that I wrote
three songs all in the day. Every time one of the
judges came In I had to whip the song out of ,the
typewriter, and replace it with one of their
documents."
"That same night, went round to Miki's, so excited
about the songs," continues Ross. "I lust jumped all
round the room, I really tell like we had a direction to
head In. We were going to write pop songs. From that
moment onwards things have snowballed and only got

HAPPY SONGS are in, and depressing noises are out, say The Ex-

pressos, who advocate putting the
pop back into pop songs. "No-one
actually sings songs anymore," bemoans
their guitarist, Miki Toldi.

1

No, the band haven't taken total leave of their
senses; they haven't Invested in a red double-decker
bus, crates of Coca-Cola, or 'We're All Going On A
Summer Holiday' tapes yet. What they want is to
revive some of the tun that used to go hand in hand
with sixties music.
"Depression seems to be the fashion at the moment, and it's making me depressed." says pretty
brunette songstress, Ross Rayner. "For instance, I
used to work for this agency that made commercials,
and 'cause I was the only girl there with a real cockney
accent, I was picked to do the voice-overs for the Sex
Pistols' record adverts on the radio. Anyway, I did the
yoke-overs, and the next day, I was asked to come

better."

e

-

1,

back and do it again. And do you know why? It was
'cause I sounded loo chirpy. I had to do the whole
thing all over again, only this time, sound more

miserable."

It would seem that Rotten's depression spread a lot
further than radio ads, according to Miki. "He made a
stand, and said a lot of things that were right, but at
the same time he wrecked a lot of careers of bands.
Everyone wanted to live up to him, and signed up to
the small record labets, ignoring the bigger parts of
the industry because that wasn't fashionable."
The Expressos signed up to WEA in March, confident that they were doing the right thing."The small
companies may, be very friendly and all that," says
Ross, "but what's important to a band is that they
know the DJs have got their record, and that it's in the
shops too. We don't want to be ripped off."
Ross probably has some idea what she's talking
about, having spent her earlier years working as a
legal secretary and In probation offices. "I nearly collapsed laughing after reading the first clause in the
contract Logo records offered us
they wanted 11
records over 10 years for £500!"
It's difficult to imagine someone as humorous as
Ross working in a probation office, but slowly the pic-
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EXPRESSOS: want to bring the fun back' into music.

f

j

time' look."
"Actually, Chrissie and are guile good friends,"
continues Ross. "It's like any other new lob really
instead of showing me where the filing cabinet was,
she showed me other things in the business."
On stage, The 'Espressos are a lively bunch, singing
their own songs, full of sheer entertainment value.
Why should current trends make them feel ashamed
of their blatant pleasure pop?
"Yeah, I used to wear bondage gear, nappies, had
spiky hair, the lot. Little old grannies used to cower
away from me," says Ross. "All of a sudden, everyone
was miserable. I was told that the police were my
worst enemies. I'd never even thought about the
police before that."
All the Expressos ask to smile without getting stabbed for it.
I

i

!

-

Before Ross joined up, The Expressos Pik' been
churning out
around in the form of The Bazoomies
punk like everyone else was. The current line-up Is:
Ross (lead vox), Miki (guitar), Johnnie Christo (bass),
Nick Pyall guitar, keyboards), Milan Zekavica (drums).
Miki and Ross argue about Ross's first encouter
with the band: "Miki was round al a friend of mine's
house, wiring up the living room. I could tell he fancied
me, and he invited me to the band's rehearsals that
"1
evening," says Ross. The other story from MIMI
was round al a friend's house, and Ross, who was also
there, obviously fancied me. Alter coming along to the
band's rehearsals that bight, she immediately took
over." The truth is probably a mixture of both. A sort
of Debbie Harry / Chris Stein set up, I enquire?
Ooops, no. ' I think Blondie's songs are great, but I
don't want to be another sex symbol, ' says Ross. "On
the other hand, I don't want the Chrissie Hynde macho
image either, the 'come on boys, I'll take you one al a

-
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NE X? asks MALCOLM DO M Eof the local victualler as he
shops around for new talent, but doesn't put all his X in one basket.
FU
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WEDEN

HASN'T
exactly been
setting the
rock scene ablaze
until now.
Pioneering the trail
are the EF Band. A
power-trio in the
Cream style, this lot
produce music
which is enjoyable
on both the
headbanging and
listening levels.

-

From the star-Line
band took a different path
to that normally taken by
Swedish outfits. They
decided to plunge

single nas made the
alternative chart.
Right, end of history
lesson, On to geography.
Why is It that the EF Band
are the first hard rock
outfit to break out of
Sweden?
"Sweden is dominated
by left-wing ideals and we
are looked upon as an
undesirable bunch of
capitalists because of the
music we play," said
Dufort. "Anyone who
does play this music
normally doesn't go
beyond doing covers of
Deep Purple songs and

straight into touring at
home and in the UK.
"Most Swedish groups
tend to rehearse for
about 10 years, play one
gig and then go back to
rehearsing " explained
Fischer. They also stuck
out like a sore rock 'n'
roll thumb because of
their Insistence on
singing in English and not
Swedish.
"The Swedes are very
the like."
jealous about their
Perhaps their greatest
language and it you don't
achievement has been
HOWEVER, the
native
in
the
perform
the completion of no less
steady EF rise
tongue, people tend to
than seven British tours
is beginning to
However
angry.
very
get
In under two years;
have an effect,
we write lyrics in English
successfully brought
as Dufort
the
is
that
because
about with no promotion,
of
outlined.
universal language
no major agencies or
were In Sweden
"We
Fischer.
said
song,"
and
backing
management
recently doing a few
Their first break, albeit
no big record company
dates, one of which was
a minor one, came in
Involvement. All the
when
the main club In
last
year,
February
necessary arrangements
Gothenbarg. To be
have been handled by the they recorded 'Another
was
honest, we really
which
Gone',
Day
band and their alla
of
expected a poor reaction
released as one side
purpose tour manager,
from anyone who
label
Rok
lndie
on
single
Scotsman Andy Goodwin.
about
bothered to turn up. But,
sold
This
Records.
This type of activity
is now
amazingly, the place was
and
copies
500
can
the
that
band
means
sold out and we got an
coupled
again,
available
genuinely call themselves
incredible reception. As a
with another EF number.
a grapevine outfit, having
Aerco.
result, we got 'Metal For
on
Angel'
'Night
concentrated their efforts
Mulhas' released in
Since that first release,
on building up a large
take
to
Sweden, and It became
have
begun
things
cult following.
the
band
the hottest selling album
shape. In May,
The roots of The EF
finally got a'stable line-up in the country,"
Band go back to the mid of
arrival
British
So, the EF band, off
with
the
seventies and a Swedish
their own backs, have
drummer Dave Dufort,
group by the name of
to push
school's
managed
of
brother
Girl
Eplzooic; no big deal In
themselves into the door
Denise and a veteran of
themselves (one locally
Said Dufort:
way
to
fame.
with
Steve
stints
successful album in
Gibbons, Alex Harvey and "All we need now is one
Gothenburg, their home
Mike Oldfield. Four
hefty kick to get us
base, being the only
months later, the trio cut
through, although that
claim to fame) but it did
provide the meeting -place 'Fighting For Rock And
can only be achieved
for guitarist Bengt
Roll', which appeared on
through considerable
Fischer and
'Metal For Muthas', and
financial assistance."
bassistivocalist Per
It's taken two years of
they also recorded a
Ericson. It was these two
single 'Self Made
hard graft but The EF
who (after Eplzooic split
Suicide' that has
Band have the
up) stuck together and In
subsequently been satisfaction of knowing
the summer of 1978,
released on Redball
that they have not only formed the first
Records 'Mulhas', of
survived but even begun
incarnation of The EF
course, gave the band
to prosper through their
Band.
mass exposure, while the, own efforts.
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where the band sat on
cloud nine and looked al
rainbows.
Side two features a
plethora of Purple pile
driving al its finest with
'Highway Star' (still not a
patch on the 'Made In
Japan' version) 'Space
Truckin'.
'Burn'
and
'Slormbringer'. Both the
last tracks feature
a

DEEP

PURPLE:
'Deepest Purple'

and

created` empires. Long
gone maybe, but not
forgotten, as their songs
_
echo down the long corFROM THE shores of Iwo ridors of time. It's still
Jima to the Balls Pond 'Smoke On The Water'

(EMI EMTV 25)

year's

Road,

the

Purpleers

thát gets.

the

best

sounding David Cover.
dale. The album ends with
'Smoke On The. Water'
response during a Gillan with one of the finest riffs
known to mankind.
set.
Scenting a last buck or
Relive those golden
Iwo, EMI have issued this moments yet again. An

epoch-making

'CROCODILES' is

-

everything It should be
it's especially effective
because it deals with the
very dilemmas Echo & The
Bunnymen may have to
face.
'Pride' and 'Stars Are
Stars' are clear enough
guidelines, the former a

tribute album packed with
wonderful raucous enterups from tainment, + + + + +

featuring Purple mark two

and'three line
1970

to 1974.

II

tracks ROBIN SMITH

personal.

-

please don't bend
,

+

masterpiece.

+

+ +

BERNIE

CHRIS

TAUPIN:

'He Who Rides The

Tiger' (Asylum
K52220)
THE MAN who has been

the lyrical inspiration
behind many of Elton

lace of parental pressure unashamedly avid Elton
the man who would be John fan, I have appopstar!
the latter a preciated Bernie's consong of similar in- tribution to the partnersecurities ("I caught a fall- ship as the wordman for
ing star / It Cut my hands several years But I can't
to pieces "1.
deny being more than a lit'Going Up' Ills the pat- tle taken aback at hearing
tern, too, in many ways an of his attempts to go it
archetype for the kind of alone
Bernie has always been
sound the Bunnymen are
beginning to develop. the introverted, modest
rich, fervent, rooted in the figure behind the great
sixties
Doors,
Velvet megaslar, preferring to
Underground etc, pointing stay out of the limelight
forward from there. Pete But following this release,
De Fratles' drumming, Les he Is even planning a
Patlinson's bass and Will series of gigs around the
Sergeant's guitar shud- Country. Anyway, enough
dering around a lavish pro- background.. .

-

duction

mix, dipping
furiously in and out of dark
shadows
a perfect foil
for McCulloch's elusive,
mournful voice.
'Monkeys',
'Villiers
Terrace'. 'All That Jazz',
stand Them in a line, look
al them growing, constrasiing, clashing against
one another-, adopting
new shapes, meaning different things at different
times.
,'Happy Death Men'
closes the album on a
sharp, doom -laden re-

-

joinder: it leaves

'Crocodiles' bulging and
bubbling over, a catalyst
of dark effervescence,
vague without vogue.
Of course, it's only rock
and roll
but if rock and
roll's one of the few things
we have left to play with,
we have to make it work In
new ways, from romance
to arrogance, from insight
to despairing contusion,
all the things rock and
roll's never seen.
Groups like Echo & Thé
Bunnymen wilt be having a
hard time over the coming
months. Without contraptions like pigeon-holes,
few groups are able to
make a lasting impression
on staid public / media
consciousness: great rock
which this Is
and roll

-

stiff rccordsty81

+

WESTWOOD

embittered John's hits comes out of
throwback to Ian (vocals) the shadow into the
McCulloch's youth. a spotlight with this debut
statement of intent in the album. Being an

deswond dekker

newsiogle

t!'r

sadly doesn't seem out are 'Love (The Barren
ECHO &THE BUNNY - to be enough.
Desert); and 'Born On The
MEN:
'Crocodiles' is a hefty 4th Of July'.
'Crocodiles'
first shot; almost this
But what's thls7 l've
(Korova)
first
to

remarkably innocent

destroyed, cities

.,

,

PAST

lightly -whipped tracks

PURPLE people pose (circa 1972).

1

+ Unbearable,

PURPLE

'Strange Kind Of Woman'
which reveals how
much Purple knocked off
the rough edges in a year.
'Child In Time' and
'Woman From Tokyo' are

THE

mil*

'

King' and

'Fireball" complete the
frenetic trilogy before

1

e + + + Gum it a spin + + Gire it a

ICKING UP
N PUNK'S

band were labelled
"progressive", whatever
that may have meant,

++++ Buy

4

which would seem to have
the official sanction of at
least one founder Purple
member. Ian Paice helped
put the album together
and the tracks were
mastered on a Neumann
VMS 80 to enhance
volume and quality.
Yes. first up It's 'Black
Night', the Purple track
that finally destroyed the
withering petals of flower
power and meant, that the

'Speed

Unbe stable

+ +

,i .Sl

;ac'
ti

y

-

-

the last track and
come
the title screams of con-

-

troversy
'Whores 01
Paris'. Okay, let's lace It
This song is a sermon
packaged In brightly - coloured wrapping of

melody,

It's sexist,

moralistic, and any other
hip word you care to throw
at it
but agree totally
with the sentiments. En-

-

ding

I

a

moralistic

review on

a

note doesn't

seem quite

right

bad.

LINDA

somehow, but that:s loo
DIVER

HOYT

+ + + +

Rusty

AXTON:

Old

'A

Halo'

(Young Blood
Records YBLP 800)
AFTER

THE success of
Texas -boy Joe Ely on The
Clash tour. perhapstime is
right for a country rock 'n'
roll revival_ There is certainly a lot of good, rootsy
country music made which
is being virtually ignored
in this country. The success o1 Hoyt Axton's
single. 'Della & The
None of the tracks on Dealer' has
brought him to
the album features Elton's the attention
of many
melodies all music is by open-minded music
Dennis Tufano. But that Axton is one of fans.
those
couldn't possibly detract legendary low-key
from the excellence o1 a American
singer
man who I consider the songwriters
who will never
King among lyricists. The become
anything more
melodies are not par- than a
cull
figure over
ticularly spectacular
here,
certainly not on the par of
However
It's
previous EJ standards in the States. all different
(although as you probably album only Axton's new
lust released
guess by now, I might be a here, 'A Rusty
Old Halo',
little biased).
has spent a year in
US
Don't judge Bernie by charts. It contains athe
whole
the macho man image he series of
evocative songs
portrays on the cover, just which conjure
listen to 'Lover's Cross', of dusty Mexicanup visions
and
which reveals his un- wide open -spacebars
cowboy
mistakeable romantic films.
country boy streak that I
Being a soft hearted tool
find irresistible, It's an un- I can't help liking
this kind
aretentious love song of Irrelevant cowboy
Which reminded me a bit music. Even though washof Jim Croce's track of the ed out Californian session
same name.
men like Stephen Stills, Dr
For a man who has been John, and Skunk Baxter
behind the scenes foe so play on this album there Is
long, Bernie has a still a fresh feel about Ax remarkably good' voice, ton's uncluttered songs.
which becomes most ap- Hoyt Axton makes relaxparent on the best track, ing musk which has tar
'Approaching Armaged- more genuine spirit about
don . How can (describe a it than moil of the middle
song that left me ecstatic? of the road material we
have to put up with on the
. sulI won't begin to
fice to say It's an radio And Hoyt has
alter
autobiography retelling credibility as well
Axton
Bernie's songwrlfing all his mum, Mae Bclassic
to
Co
-wrote
Presley's
career over the past
years.
'Heartbreak Hotel'.
Other tracks that stand + + + Vr PHILIP HAIL

-

-

Record Mirror, July 12, 1980
off in the freezerll was
Listening to 'Three without voicing my admiraJEFF BECK: 'There Ing
a strawberry fool to meet Times
As Bad',
tion fn. the choice of -Date
& Back' (EPIC EPC her" (shades or Har- reminded too much of was
the Krantz as lead vocalist.
rison's
1

8288)

- not
with

YUP, BECKO's back

so much
a
vengeance but with
assorted bunch an
of

sweeties all the same He
disappeared while the
angst of New Wave boiled
and festered In the cities
so what has been the

-resultant metamorphosis?
Beck has ripened, got a
tighter style (as In more

disciplined)

and

a

definitive sophistication
Side one's little gem Is
'The Pump , a climactic intro, culminating in true
blue guitar as soothing as
a drop o1 calomfne on

Peeling, burnt skin.

'Savoy Truffle' classic 'Freebird', with the
from the 'While Album' distinctive piano style of
there). Their ballads are Billy Powell forcing
better than pleasant, too nostalgia Into the album
'You're Always The just when I was hoping I
Last To Know' and more could look upon this as a
notably the very pretty 'Cl- new band.
ing To Me', a song of
However, for a moment
touching honesty and In 'Get Away', we do get
dependence. Like the away from the Lynyrd
album Itself; and just Skynyrd taste with a
because they haven't slightly more commercial
scored that follow-up hit number. Alas, the
yet doesn't mean they've originality does not last
ceased to exist. +'+ + + and from 'Winners Arid
PAUL SEXTON
Losers' to the end of the

ROSSINGTON-COL

LINS BAND:

'Anytime

Anyplace
Anywhere' (MCA

Space Boogie' (camp
name, eh?) has sheer 5130)
energy. Beck tackling
SPRINGING FROM 'the
dodgy rhythm changes,
not unaided and abetted nucleus of Lynyrd Skynyrd
comes
a
determined
recent
n
Phillipsby son explosive Seven -piece band, called
Deterdrums, dynamic Rossington-Collins.
throughout the faster mined they may be, but, I
tracks, TI Becko' must be ask myself, do they have
enough, originality to
a mucho macho parody for
has he been caught in a roach the peak they're obtime warp?) with Its ham- viously aiming for?
my, Spanla fretwork, while
'Golden Road' meanders
aimlessly on, with fists of
flutesy chord manoeuvres

-

She has

album, the Inevitable
sound comes through

again and again.
To quote from the MCA

biography: "The latest
music from these old
friends is strong, vibrant,
powerful containing many
of the elements from
before, but with a fresh,
new, sophisticated, nitty-

gritty approach"

-

granted, but there are too

many

elements

'

from

before. and there is not
enough .emphasis on

"new".
-

I

cannot end this review

PHANG

attempt.

Katy'.

So

'Dream Street Rose' is his
first shot in a while, and
even he'll lace the fact
that it won't win him many
new friends, But thankfully there's still some sort of
market for the kind of

a

aggression

-

brave

'Daylight

via

kind of raw
that
seems to Insinuate "we're
a new band, and don't you
forget 11"
you're not a
new band, but the least I
can do Is to respect a

Joplin

21

about as close as you can
to a 'hit without charting,

distinctive. Ilstenable

+ + +

cameos that Gord writes,

GORDON
T:

There's his homely,
husky voice to love as
well,
the title
'Dream Street Rose' track enhancing
a single, and the
(Warner Bros K56802) familiar,on oceanic
'Sea Of
Tranquility' (with confiHE'S AROUND 40 years dent, paired guitars that
old, his albums look dated suggest another 'Edmund
and you probably think Fitzgerald') and the folky,
they sound dated. Except shanty -like 'Ghosts Of
that you probably haven't Cape Horn'. 'The Aucbothered to listen for tioneer' is folky and
years: he's just a singer- uptempo too. 'Make Way
songwliter from years For The Lady' Is nagging
ago, quite good for 'If You and 'If You Need Me' is a
Could Read My Mind', oh. ballad with all its sentiL

I

G H T F O O

,

and, 'The Wreck Of The
Edmund Fitzgerald'.
it was only
But wait
Iwo years ago, on his last
album 'Endless Wire', that
he produced the outstan-

...

ding ballad 'The Circle Is
Small'. and came just

ment put to good use and
none left over. Perhaps It

still

all

seems

anachronistic to you, but
what's wrong with stepping back In lime for 35
minutes or so? + + + +
PAUL SEXTON

;r

so jazzy and razamattaz.

r

v°

The obvious deficiency
comes in the vocals area
)'cos there aren't any, a

shame,

because

this

would have upheld the
weaker, more laborious
sections), But the real
villain of the piece is 'The

New single - Picture bag

Final Peace', Beck's
'recently released single.

-

'

The BIG question is where

JAMES WARREN: teetering on

the brink.

NOTSO
DUMB

BUNNIES

does entertainment stop
andthe consuming fire of
ego take over? Streams of
wailing, banshee guitar
with interspersed. mock;
emotive rifling isn't a good
idea if you want to keep
people in the same room .
.. Still, met a typical fan
in the market who didn't
think it was boring stuff;
so laid
"Fab, man
back!" he said. "Just like
he used to be In the old
days
After that, who
was I to argue? It's got
spark
but II won't set
your hair alight._ + + +
I

-
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BEV PERRY

VOYAGER: 'Act' Of

Love'

(Mountain

TOPS 127)

.

THEY MUST have thought
it was so easy, Voyager,
when they burst on to the

charts seemingly tiom
nowhere last year with the
Hotel' single.
Subsequent failures will
have taught them that it
just isn't that way. but still
the record promised a loi

THE KORGIS: 'Dumb Waiters' (Rialto Tenor 'Hallway
104)
THE CORGIS are a real poser. They are a band' who
have hit singles in a world where image Is all, and yet
they have no image. At all. None. They have never
been caught playing live, but they are on their third hit
and it promises to be the biggest yet. But no image ...
sure beats the hell outta me.
Cast your digital recorder back to August last year
and their first effort, 'Young And Russian'. Don't
remember, huh? Then October and 'If I Had You' with
all that peering tres wistful and myopic into the
cameras on TOTP. Yeh, remember that one, dontcha?
Now there's 'Everybody's Got To Learn Sometime'
and It Is nothing short of a classic smasheroonie.
Which goes to show that you don't have to fit one of
Westwood's dreaded pop boxes to succeed it the product is good enough. James Warren of the National
Health spas and his friend Andy Davis, who has since
' left the warren for lettuce patches anew write
endless wistful, romantic pop songs and this album is
full of 'em. There is a never-ending succession of
these ditties which increase in quality on side one until 'Everybody' Got To Learn Sometime' at the demise
of side one:
Recorded at the Crescent Studios in Bath, where
Gabriel was doing his new album at the same time last
year, the LP smacks of the contented harmonies what
you get down in those parts (hallo to the Beaujolais,
Baths greatest restaurant) and is definitely what you
might calf accomplished.
Although definitely a case of filing under "Easy
Listening ', this album is of sound body and mind. My
only criticism, oh God here we go they think, Is that
Corgi wrists teeter on the brink of limp. They don't actually flop at right angles, but it is a near thing. Still, if
this sort of mellow Moog and kool Korg (the inspiration
for their name?) can cut It
then who cares if the
wrist waggles like a dog's tail, If you'll excuse the ex-

-

pression.

High Points here are 'Silent Running' and 'Dumb
Waiters, the two most likely to in points In the
credibility stakes, and 'Evbglsmtm' and 'if It's Alright
with You Baby' (the neat single) iron the creases in
your brain to pertection.
Anyway,
mustn't rabbit on ,any longer. +++vt
1

SIMON LUDGATE

and much of. that is now

fulfilled with their second
album release.
Down-the -middle British
pop bands aren't'hat easy
to come by these days.
Pop records, yes, but how
many of them are by fly-

by-night

N

beings who

l.'

drown even faster than
they surface? On a less
transient level, there's the
Corgis, the Planets, New

Musk, there's the

Sinceros on a slightly
more diverse plane, and
that is roughly where
Voyager come In. 'Act Of
Love' is a wholly-compelent collection of songs
with pop roots, but -with
more than an occasional
suggestion of jazz and
heavier rock.
Lead singer Paul French
has a voice stolen directly
from Chris Rea, and the
connection doesn't quite
end there, because these
sound like the sort of
songs Rea might record-if
he ever had a mind to be a
little more commercial.
There's nothing likely 4o
sell so well as 'Halfway
Hotel', but tunes like 'Sing
Out
Love Is Easy' and
'At The Lido' are strident
and damn listenable.

-

They've
humour,

a

sense

especially

of

on

'Whatever Happened To
Cherry': "We were Cool-

d

4

Free Flimsy Disc

with first 20,000

'Twist&Shout'
Featuring the

Mo-diFications
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JC's F

.,. connection

k

amongst these are
'Central Detention Centre'
the band that
beat U8 40 to a dole orientated handle and
which was the brainchild
of Chris Gill, the Mancunian Frank Zappa and as
unsung a local hero as the
likes of John Scott. Steve
Hopkins and nutty drummer Tony Roberts who
crop up alt over this LP
with Incestuous abandon.
and

a. f

w

L

by Gyro,

A

vs/w

Another sleeper

(there's still hope. folks) is
Ed Banger's superb 'Kinnel Tommy', that angst ridden cry from the terraces to a net footballer.
The passion in the
delivery puts it on a par
with anything on the first

saw to W. alma.
r.Á01 7tAO

John

5
.7

j

mss

ST. JOHN outside the family

VARIOUS ARTISTS:

'The

Crap

Stops

Here' (Rabid LAST 1)

JOHN

COOPER

CLARKE: 'Ou Est La

Matson De
Fromage?' (Rabid
NOZE 1)
RABID

RECORDS

com-

prises a triumvirate as
sharp as any to the music
business. Consider Tosh
Ryan
all purpose wide

-

1

w 1.e'

r

_.L_

,

album

(honest) whilst Hannah's
outrageously good production lifts it beyond the
realms of novelty.
Ed, ne Eddie Garrity and

R

.

Lennon

.

current singer with
Slaughter And The Dogs,
used lo front The

stately home
boy and blag merchant
who had the teenage
Slaughter And The Dogs
supporting The Pistols as
early as June '76, just one
of many equally essential

Nosebleeds, whose 'Ain't
Bin To No Music School'
was a prophetic pun
message round about mid
'77. Just think of all the art
cite and one which has re- school boys who have
mained warns in the hearts clogged the scene since
of bum - flap brigade then and eat yer hearts out
members old and new, Or for not having made this a
Jilted John's epic single hit.
of the same name whose
Some of the participants
speedy purchase by EMI are still boldly searching
(the lIrst time In history for their elusive pots of
they've been on the case) gold and leading the field
enabled it to top the charts is Chris Stevey, predicted
just two summers ago.
by one euphoric critic to
Of course, there are be the Paul McCartney of
always those thatget away the eighties. By hlmsell,on

Consider (again)

"The Wizard"

Hannett,

I "Zero"
producer of

Slaughter's 'Cranked Up
lauded meister- Really High' I 'The Bitch',
as disparate as about the earliest punk in-

highly
works

Buzz'coc.ks'

'Spiral

Scratch', the Joy Division
catalogue and the latest
Magazine opus.
Plus the majority of the
15 fine cuts on the 'Crap'
compilation, which isn't as
arrogant an exercise in
back - slapping as It may
first appear since most of
Its singles are now
surd label. And last, but by unavailable, collectors'
no means least, Martin Items, even
achievements as a prime
mover on thg stunning
Manchester scene.'
Lawrence Beedle
qualified accountant and
disarmingly sensible surrealist, since responsible
for unleashing many an
unmined gem on the Ab-

-

xt,^

11105110115011 out GORY MR
10010000/1

[11+0001

'Last' end with his ex- is highly inconsistent, this
cellent Freshles on the Rabid "bootleg" is inpreviously unreleased dispensable.
'Yesterday Tomorrow', For a start, It documents
this all - round writer I some -of John's early permusician I producer I formances where jokes
record company magnate were oecasionatiy
(his own) has yet to justify necessary to keep bemusthe book of rejection slips ed audiences at bay. It's
(again, his own) recently interesting to recall how
circulated amongst select slow - handclapping
journalists.
crowds were talked into
Less eccentrically. The silent appreciation and
Out weigh In with 'Who Is note how certain phrases
innocent', a song which have been pinched from
Virgin re-released but poems no longer Included
allegedly refused to pro- Inhis repertoire to be
mote on not being able to grafted on to new.
secure a cheap enough
Following a live section
album deal.
that includes the
In the event, this filie
'Action Man'
Unrecorded
are
AOR
'Sperm Test' as_well
jrecl itating a veritable and
as the former highlights
ousting tournament betand 'Kung Fu inween the major labels 'Majorca'
there's some
e'en as I write and did you ternational',
well
produced backing
know that their George tracked material which
Is
the
actual
Borowski
could be outtakes from
"Guitar George. he knows 'Psycle Sluts' sessions.the
all the chords" referred to
Although the studio verin Dire Straits) 'Sultans Of
sion of 'Readers' Wives'
Swing'.
Bul the most snobbish on 'Disguise 'In Love' is
item here Is John Cooper highly effective there's
no disputing Its exClarke's 'Psycle Sluts'
still one of his best poems cellence as a live, unacand the version complete companied piece. The
with drum machine and el; absence of rhyme means
tects whose pressing ran the opposite applies to the
out shortly after its (unfinished here) occarelease in '77, though not sionally autobiographical
before one copy gol him 'Ten Years In An Open
Neck Shirt' which In print
his deal with Epic.
Said major will not be is a typically surreal piece
too happy about the inclu- of narrative.
sion of an early version of
Finally, there's some
'Bronze Adonis', still less "tile In the studio" tom'Ou Est La Matson De loolery and rehearsal tilts
Fromage', a collection of of poems which never got
23 fragments of varying through
quality control
lengths some of which and would be of little conappear for the first time.
sequence if not for being
Listening to the hyper - essential ephemera for
scatalogical 'Letter To enthusiasts.
Fiesta', it's hardly surpris- apiece, five for 'Fromage'
ing they've not been if you can hear yourself in
released before and the audience. MIKE
although the sound quality NICHOLLS

outfit
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS might be that this is s
shot by Island to recoup funds squandered on cheep
Uitr'avoe
end cash in on the current popularity
John Foxe.
Remember too that the rest of the band of
also with e
different label and hare simultaneouslyarereleased
an
album of their own.
However, unlike Phonogram'a 'Best
Graham
Parker' travesty, this has a right to exist Of
be a lot of people around scratching There must
their heads
wondering why they didn't get Into Ultravox.
The most plausible reason for the
band
never
having
more than a cull following and hence not
devastating
the album charts Is they were unfashionable
at
a lime
when the music press was of its most
influential. I
mean how many articles do you recall reading
them between 1976-79 compared to the likes about
The
Jam; Stranglers and Clash, all of whom releasedof
debut
albums at the same time?
This was probably due more to the misconceived
Idea that Ultravox were lumping on the punk band
wagon, though a less embarrassing excuse Is that
their first two albums were ahead of their time. Songs
like 'Dangerous Rhythm' and 'The Wild, The Beautiful
And The Damned' (both from Feb '77, gasp) display's
remarkable sophistication and purposefulness McAfee
in the current combo.
And though 'My Sex' and 'Hiroshima Mon Amour'
show the band verging on pretentiousness, faking
Itself too seriously etc weren't these same charges
applicable to the vastly more hip Human League and
Tubewayy Army circa late '78?

By this time Ultravox had been around too long to be
acceptable, although some credibility was salvaged by
recording their third album with Conny Planck of Waftwork, who had already been "In" for a year/!)
'Systems Of Romance' provides 'Three Into One'
with the evocatively ethereal 'Just For A Moment'
which charts s similar course atmospherically to aide
two of 'Low' /early '7T but that didn't help Ultnroxl
end 'Quiet Men', Foxe* outstanding auloblographlcal
statement.
Without wishing to put too the a Point on /t, /tare
Ultras« and am ashamed not to have got into the band
before disillusion brought about John's departure. If
you feel the same way you should nor, tins album
and obtain all its pesidaeareeere Melead. NemartMAraa
MIKE NICHOLLS
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Wishbone Ash? Steely Dan? Neil
Young? Never heard of them
Does the left
hand know

j:r..

what the
right hand
is doing
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companies?

WISHBONE ASH
HE MAJOR record companies are
in
big trouble. Sales are down,
companies have joined forces with
resultant job losses, and so far the
only scapegoat that's presented itself
been home taping. Although this has has
going on for years, the companies saybeen
it's
that
and pirate recordings from the Far
East
that's caused the slump._

--

They're desperately looking for new talent to provide
the million sellers, but do they really
know what
they're looking for? They're now signing
metal acts with the same grim hope that up heavy
they signed
the new wave bands a few years ago
and it looks as
if they go on the premise that the more mud
they
throw at the wall, the more will stick.
The decision makers
those who decide which
bands will be signed to their labels
are the ASR
men (artist and repertoire). They travel theicountry
listening to bands and are also on the receiving end of
countless demo tapes which are sent in by new bands.
A survey, conducted by John Mayer and
Robert Bell
from Edinburgh, has just produced some alarming
results. A number of demo tapes were sent to ASH
departments of the major record companies. The tapes
featured Wishbone Ash, Neil Young, Miles Davis.
Charlie Parker, Steely Dan and tracks from 'Saturday
Night Fever'. All the tapes were recorded straight from
existing commercially successful records that-have, in
total,sold millions around the world. But
the

-

-
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NEIL YOUNG
artists were given fictitious names. All the tapes were
rejected.
Mayer,' who runs the Phoenix Record shop in,
Edinburgh. explained his reasons for doing the survey.
"We had discovered Holocaust, a young heavy metal
band. But the more we thought about taking them to a
major company.to look for a deal, the, more we didn't
like the Idea: We've taken acts in the,past'lo the
majors, acts whichwe've considered to be excellent in
one field or another, and all but twice we've been
knocked back.

"So we had to come up with an Idea that would
establish the name Holocaust, and the record
company, as quickly as possible. We decided to show
the record companies up for what they really are. We
pay no disrespect to the companies for the way they
can handle marketing for massive organisations like
The Who, Abba or the Rolling Stones. They are the
people for those type of jobs. We are not.
"We decided to let the world see that the major
record companies cannot only nof spot good talent
theydon't even know the artists on their own labels.
We purposely copied records which have been
commercially successful throughout the world. We
sent the cassettes from various addresses throughout
the UK. We hoped that the ASH men would not
recognise both their own artists and internationally
recognisable artists. We were right. They didn't.
"Every single tape we sent was knocked back. Not
one of them suggested that these were recordings
from records, or even that this was a hoax. One
company
GTO
even managed to break the tape.
"We followed up with phone calls. We phoned

-

-

as person at ASM, posing as Joseph Shaughnessy
(alias Steely Dan) asking what he thought of our music.
He said the music was 'quite repetitive, uninteresting'
and thought we had several years to go until 'we
would be commercially acceptable to a record
company', I think Mr Becker and Mr Fágin would

disagree "
CBS Records rejected tapes by Charlie Parker an
Miles Davis (alias Sam Wallace)
as both artists have
recorded for their label, presumably they didn't
recognise them. If they, in fact, paid much attention o
he tapes, EMI and WEA turned down a tape by
Wishbone Ash (alias Lost Horizon) both with standard
rejection letters. RCA gave the elbow to a Neil Young
tape (alias Ross Fisher Band), with a standard letter.
Mayer feels, with some justification, that the malor
labels don't know what they're doing. Not only can
some ASRmen not spot well known acts, they can't
even identify them as their own product. No doubt,
this survey will result in red faces in certain
companies, b ut the others needn't feel smugeither.
Canthey honestly swear,with hand on heart, that they
listen to every demo tape they're sent" And if not, why
not? The music Is the soufce of their strength as a
record company. Yet so far, the companies have lust
kicked up a lot of fuss about other possible factors in
the failing market. It's about time they put their own
houses in order. And about time they started
employing the methods used by the independents
like using their ears.
Oh
and Holocaust's single, 'Heavy Metal Mayhem'
twill be released soon with distribution through
Spartan.
BY JIM EVANS
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MORE ENERGY
TERSEA
THAN
POWER
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THE NEW ALBUM FROM
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SAMSON TOUR -

"MID -SUMMER NIGHT TOUR" -1980
JUNE

Albans Civic

Plymouth, Fiesta

JULY
2

3
5

St. Austell, NewCornish Riviera

Northampton, NFM Club
Wolverhampton, Wolfrun College

Scarborough, Taboo Club
Blackburn, King George's Hall
9 Manchester, "What's On" TV programme
10 Portsmouth, Locarno
I I London, Marquee
12 West Runton, Paviltion
14 Bristol, The Granary
7
8

Wakefield, Unity Hall
Blackpool, Norbreck Castle
18 Middlesbrough, Rock Garden
19 Peterlee Festival
20 Arbroath, Coudor Club
21 Aberdeen, Music Hall
23 Inverness, Caledonian
24 -Edinburgh, Nice Club
25 Derby, Ajanta
28 Hull, Wellington Club
29 Sheffield, Limit Club
30 Bath, Pavillion
31 Norwich, St. Andrew's Hall
AUGUST
I London, Electric Ballroom
16

MALCOLM DOME

17

28 St.

30

IS Yeovil, Johnson Hall

. 'Head On; the band's first LP for'Gem, is
remarkable
achievement, proving without a shadow of a doubt Samson's
right
shoulder
to
to
shoulder
with
the best
unequivocal
stand
rock bands in the UK. 11

... 'Head On'

fully deserving of the fee star accolade
and is already up there alongside 'Wheels Of Steel' and
'Kiss Unmasked' as an album of the year. 11
GEOFF BARTON
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outrageously overweight,
but he looked fit and
healthy. The leader of the
gang, the man who put
the bang in gang,
9 is very
definitely back,
I asked him how he has
approached the lash of
working his way back into
the limelight,
"I was forced to go on
the cabaret circuit, as

st'-. ia..

.19"-

I

I

And the last

o1

_

t

The manager al the

those

dlslinlive Glitter Band hits Music Machine said alter
'the gig that they had
with the pumping

"oomph" that got you

right there was In the Top
five years ago.
Gazzer made a decision
and quit the hurly -burly
for a quiet life and the
woman he loved. It wasn't
the fairy tale he had
anticipated and lessons
were learnt, mistakes
were made. He travelled
all over the world in a
successful attempt to
iedtscover himself,
becoming a monk for a
while in the process, and
spent all of the estimated
million pounds he had
earned: Now Garry, Paul,
whatever, Is back, the
.'
circle having turned
' through a complete
revolution.
10

never had so many

1

'

people there before it
was a record
not bad
for a supposedly "ex"

-
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GARY GLITTER unmasked

star.

-

eat your heart put Gene Simmons.

had heard that things
were not too rosy
I

financially, with a huge
tax bill outstanding.
"There is a lot of

_

pressure on me
financially to start
working again, because
basically I'm broke , .
I'm bankrupt personally.
which means have to
repay all my debts rather
than writing them off as
.

I

.

you would if you werea
limited company. So I've
been willing to take

1>1..

-

anything workwlse:
weddings, barmitzvahs
anything.
II you're wondering
"As I see It, the.good
what the hell I'm doing
thing about this situation
writing about a rock 'n'
is that I've recently been
roller who you may think
all over the UK on the
wóuld be eligible for a
road, because I'm, so
pension, I happen to
keen to accept work, and
has
believe that this boy
'I've been able to play to a.
turned up again at the
much wider audience.
right time, Things have
I've really worked my
run down Into a state of
I've
bollocks oft
musical limbo, with the
started from scratch. (Eh?
old familiar pattern of a
Ed) And now feel like
handful of artists ruling
I'm right back in form
the roost unchallenged:
Olympic standard."
the situation we had in
Confident and
'77
before
early
punk
determined talk from the
exploded.
lapsed leader of the
Mr Glitter. the Jimmy
gang. But isn't it a
Savile of rock, has a gift
different kettle of sequins
for extrovert, flashy fun
playing to today's
music, currently
audiences?
conspicuous by Its
"They seem to gob a
absence
never a
lot at you these days,
healthy'lhing for rock.
He arrived the requisite which is about the only
difference. I like what
15 minutes late, just like
they mean by It, but
the old days, and looked
clapping their hands
as good, If not better,
would be enough reallyy
than ever. I'm pleased to
Audiences don t change
report that he was

-

-

I

-

-

4

Beam me up Scottie ..,.
that much."
was curious to
discover how someone
like Glitter ends up being
known as Gary Glitter:
what was his

background?

.

family were Protestant.
but I was sent to a
Catholic school because
my
it was nearer
mother was very lazy like
that, As a result I was
excluded from quite a few
of the school activities,
like morning prayers,
when I was made to stand
Jn the corridor. I think
that sort of experience

-
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Robert Johnson
a guitar legend

1
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at your weight? You're kidding.

I

"I was born in 1944 and
was brought up in
Bambury, which was a
pretty quiet town. My

MEMPHIS
w,

.

drummer very much to
the fore, so I'll probably
I was.dlfferent'fróm,
use a drum -machine and
everyone else.
"1 think the Fifties was
a real live drummer.
a lost generation, it
"The format won't be
completely divorced from
certainly was for me, and
people spent the Sixties
the old days, but think
that's what they want
making up for it by going
and, let's face It, no-one
completely bananas.
does it as well as I do."
We're still dipping back
How well I remember
into the Fifties now.
"I made my first record blissfully ignoring my
homework and watching
in 1959 (when yours truly
was two years old) and
,Gary,on 'Top Of The
Pops' Instead. How well
then went on to be the
remember also his
warm-up man on 'Ready,
sometimes overportly
Steady, Go!' with Cathy
McGowan in 1963. I used
frame squeezed Into
those outrageous gutter
toocome on and tell the.
suits.
kids a few jokes, pick the
dancers and generally tell
"Yeah, I've always
suffered from a terrible
them to look as if they
weight problerp, but it's
were enjoying
never been an obstacle.
themselves, even if they
I;ve never once had a
weren't, and to stop
letter from anyone who
picking their noses
has seen one of my
things like that. It was the
concerts saying they
only time I've had a
thought was a fat slob.
'proper' job, as my mum
It's only the papers who
would say.
seem to have that hang "So here I am 20 years
up. Criticism has never
later virtually starting
worried me, and now I'm
again, I'm going to be
too long In the tooth to
commencing work on a
let it gel to me.
new album with Mike
"I've never been what
Leander, my co - writer
on all the old hits'. Seeing
you could call the
what bands are up to
archetypal rock star
these days has given me
you know, gaunt,skinny
plenty of ideas. I was
and moody. I've always
made a conscious effort
very flattered that the
to avoid all that.
Human League picked up
on 'Rock 'n Roll' and
"I've had my tour years
that Joan Jett has done
o1 fun, they tell me I've
'Doing Alright With The
earned over a million
Boys'. love what the
pounds. Now I'm skint
and I've got to get back
League'are doing and I
may well allow myself to
up there again. And do
be influenced In some
you know what? I can't
ways by their ideas. At
think of anything I'd
rather be doing." SIMONI
the same time, I want to
keep the rote of a real
LUDGATE
started.me off feeling that

I

Available
at last -the légendar
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archetypal high
priest of the original
glitterati, that
that was the only work
numbered Bolan and being offered to me.
didn't enjoy it much, but
Bowie amongst the
It did give me the
ranks, has shed
opportunity to gel the
three names and
feel o1 things again. did
three dives to date.
it for only eight or nine
Born in 1944 as Paul weeks and then the
chance of playing gigs at
Gadd, he became
the Music Machine and
Paul Russell and
Lyceum started to come
later Paul Raven.
up."

m1
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SIMON LUDGATE and MIKE GARDNER tal

GARY FINDS A
NEW GANG
ALEOPARD
may never
change its
spots, but it
can always change
,Its name. Gary
Glitter, the
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SLADEALIVE
AGAIN
CAN remember

'Top
I when
The Pops' was
fun to watch.
Of

Every Thursday you
had the sight of Rod
Stewart and the
Faces playing
football and

swopping

instruments mid
song. You could
smirk while
watching Sweet
attempt to get
credibility while
dressed as
tastelessly as the
three flying ducks
on Hilda Ogden's
wall.
There was Marc Bolan,
vamping. pouting and
strutting his star
spangled face with his
guitar lead tucked neatly
in his back pocket. There
was the infamous lead
singer with, the

thankfully forgotten,
Chicory Tip who managed
to inspire mass hatred
and contempt for his
hamfisted attempt to do a Rod Stewart
Impersonation while

dressed as an extra
terrestrial being from
Blake's Seven.on a
budget of two 15p
luncheon vouchers.
Then there was Slade.
Don Powell sal on his
drums, Impervious to all
around him chewing
Wrigley's with his,
seemingly pneumatic
molars, pumping out the
stomp rhythm with his
candy striped sticks.
Bassist Jimmy Lea
rocked and swayed as he
careered around the tiny
podium which Is
festooned with streamers
and hordes of pubescent
revellers.
Dave Hill had his
chubby lace permanently
fixed in the grin position
as ha teetered
dangerously cn his,
seemingly, telescopic
platform boots while
wiggling his silver lame
bullocks al the cameras,
Finally, there was
Noddy, the true leader of
the gang. A real nutter
who commanded
attention, if nó1 by his
authority then by his
sumptuous foghorn of a
bellow that was loosely
called a voice. He told us
when to stomp, when to
clap, when lo feel the
noise, and got us all
crazy then.
So whatever happened
to Slade?
Immany ways Slade are
back to square one. They
made their reputation
long before 'Get Down
And Get With it' battered
its way into the charts in
August 1971 as one of the
best nights out in the
country with their
forceful brand of rock.
After five years of hard
slog they were rewarded
with a Polydor recording
contract and the
miscalculated image of
being Britain's first
skinhead band. They
decided to release a
stage favourite 'Get
Down Get With It' an
adapted Little Richard
number, recorded where
they sounded best, on
stage. It was a song that
they claimed summed up
in three minutes what the
band was about, sweat,
booze and aggression
tempered' with the good.
time spirit.
The single crept up the
charts with only the
diligence of John Peel
and RadioLuxembourg
keeping the song on the
airwaves and their solid
touring schedule to keep
it afloat. The single
reached Number 16 but that was just the
beginning.
We consciously
thought of going for
three minute hits,
obviously when you've
had a smell of the charts

,

you don't want to be a
one hit wonder," claims
Noddy Holder.
For the foliow up
Noddy wrote foe the first
time with Jimmy Lea, a

combination they've
stuck with'ever since.
"We weren't convinced
with 'Cos Luv You' as 'a
hit but Chas Chandler,
the ex-member of the
Animals and manager of
Jiml Hendrix and our
manager since then, told
iI was a great
us
1

song and it had our
stamp on it. We thought
It was

*bit wet,"

says

Noddy.
The 'wet' song made
Number One within two
weeks of release.
The band then started
on an impressive string
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including
'Orne', 'Many

Weer All Crazee Now',
Gudbuy To Jane' and

'Cum On Feel The
Naive'.
We stayed on a level
Ie terms of lame," says
Jimmy Lea. "Marc Bolan
was getting big articles in
all the Sunday Papers.
we just couldn't crack it
the size that he was at
all. The only thing that
cracked it for us was live

appearances."
The live appearance in
particular was the Lincoln
Festival, purported to be
the last great festival
with most of the big
names like Rod Stewart
and the Faces, Beach
Boys, Joe Cocker and
even Monty Python. The
Press descended on it as
if it was a wake for the
Woodstock nation, as it
seemed to be, with the
likes of Stanley Baker
and high powered City
magnates involved in the

organisation.

'They booed us when
went on stage,"
recalls Noddy. "They all
thought 'What are you
doing on this festival with
Cocker and the Beach
Boys?' But we built and
built and built. At the end
we did 'Get Down Get
With It' which had been a
hit by then and the crowd
went beserk and we stole
the show. We had all the
music Press front covers
the next week and that
cracked us to the
masses.
"People now don't give
we

us

credibility because

usually they haven't seen
us live. We still pack out
everywhere we play but
people think we were oft
the scene for two years
even though we were
working solidly around
the world.

"People think we've
split up and they think
It's all old hat so it's a
matter of breaking down
that barrier again which
Is a good buzz for us,"
he adds optimistically.

Alter the hits and the
moderate success of
their movie 'Flame' they
tackled the United States
of America.
"People were saying
a death out

that we died

there because of a few
measly write ups that
came back and I have to
tell them that you can't
survive two weeks, let
alone two years there if

I
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you're crap," asserts
Jimmy.
"Our albums all made
the Top 100 which is good
considering we never had
a hit single to carry the
album along with it."
But back home they
found that absence had
cooled their hit making
potential.
"When we came back
In 1977 the climate had
changed and the new
wave was happening. We
enjoyed It but we didn't
realise that we'd become
semi-heavy metal and
very Americanised with
the big arena rock thing.
We wrote the 'Whatever
Happened To Slade'
album and it was totally
the climate," explains
Noddy adding that the
correct time for release
would be now with the
resurgence of the heavy
metal wave.
"Because it didn't take
oft we decided to work
solidly here to gel a firm
foothold again.
"it was a blow to the
ego, you think that you
can come back and
everything will be as it
was and it's not like
that," continues Noddy.
They took nine months
oft trying to decide on a
direction until a one off
gig in Germany made
them realise that Slade
have only one direction
and that's to play to their
strength on the live
stage.
Now with many of the
new bands
acknowledging them as
inspiration Slade find
themselves on the
threshold of a new
recognition. A
recognition that should
start with the recent
release of their good
value six track EP at the
bargain price of í1.49
called 'Six Of The Best.'
"We think our time will
come again. We wouldn't
carry on it we didn't think
we could. Wben we get in
front of an audience and
they're still going crazy
we know we ve still got
it.
"All the success we've
had we've had to light for
and it was never an easy
run the first time round.
We were together live
years before we even got
a record deal. We've
learnt that it we stick at
it our day will come
again."
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WOULD YOU buy a record by these men?

It's a positive
charge.
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to the glam rockers who won't lie down and die.
'Take
of hits

Record Mirror, July 12, 1980
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Sleepy

Steve

A

continue the conversation there.

PICTURE THIS: It's

Wednesday afternoon
and I'm off to
Interview Steve
Hackett. I've listened to all
his albums, I've read old ,
Press cuttings and still I'm
no nearer to really knowing
him. I Imagine a quiet,
cautious man who gives
nothing away. I want to know
about Mr Hackett himself, I'll

..

-

girlfriend.

We stare Into space. Sigh. This

won't do, Well Steve, you don't

be sympathetic, I'll be

understanding, I'll be the
little darling I always am.
Hal IHoliow laugh,) Here's what
really happened. turn up at his
house. Steve a`nswers the door and
I'm ushered in. It's a jolly nice
house with lots of leafy green plants
and beautiful things new,and old,
and we make small talk as he makes
me a cup OI lea, The atmosphere ás
I

relaxed In your private life? Steve
looks momentarily surprised,
stunned even. He strokes his chin,
yes,
ponders awhile then says"
you're right. That's very Irue."
Soave leans forward in her seat.
hoping for some great revelation.
"You find yourself overly
committed to your work and It loses
its sparkle. I've been concentrating
on my private life and consequently
when I get on stage I enjoy It. and I
think it shows."
What does Mr Hackett do with his
ilte then, apart from producing one
album a year? Apparently he has a
fairly hectic Isle, tend to be busy
organizing albums and the shows.
Beyond that I'm busy socially. I like

very slow, very tired, as he's just
returned from a gig in Liverpool.
"Let's do the interview upstairs,
It'll be tidier there." Steve says. (Oh
yeah
Ed) as he leads the way,
I cup in hand. We
enter a sunkissed
room, peaceful and serene, with lots
of beautiful prints made by his artist

seem to give much away In your
Interviews. A're you shy or is it that
you just don't like interviews?
"I'm lalrry shy, that s true," Steve
admits, "but I haven't really done
many interviews since the Please
Don't Touch' album, I did quite a lot
then and In a way I was Interviewed
out
"Besides; I don't want to make a
big deal of this but l eel that what I
did say was misinterpreted. A lot of
I

journalists tend to put words in your
mouth and they tried to make out
,there was a lot of acrimony between
Genesis and myself It's made me
wary, very aware of what I'm

I

saying."

This is true. Although Steve Is
very likeable chap. courteous,

a

friendly, he's also an interviewer's
nightmare. Not that he deliberately
tries to be. but he refuses to be
drawn far on any subject
whatsoever.
So let's talk about the album,
'Defector', It's a very sombre piece
of work think, very dramatic.
"Yeah, It's the last album I'm

to see my friends."
By now we've finished our tea,
and Steve is hungry. so we mosey

down the road to

a

little cafe and

I

ask him If he sees much of his old
pals in Genesis
"Not as much as I'd Ilke to," he
replies. "There tends to be a bit of

the stiff upper lip where that's
concerned. I'd like to phone Pete
(Gabriel) and tell him how much I
like his album, But It's just down to
time, really. don't have enough.
"Already I'm starting to think
about the next album Many people
are asking me for a live album but
I'd like to do an acoustic one
"I'd also like to write a book," he
confides. "I've already got the idea,
again it's just down to the time
I'm sorry, I lend to be
again
repeating myself don't I? I'm lust so
tired I haven't really woken up yet."
I decide to call it quits and leave.
so I say goodbye and head for the
tube station. I found Steve Hackett
very pleasant, but you can only talk
about nothing for so long.
Can I go home now?
DANIELA SOAVE
I

...

_

I

going to make in that style," he
says. "My new stuff will sound tess
less monumental. I'm starting
to think I've broken the barriers a bit
In that 'Defector' ddesn't have the
same amount of weight throughout
the work that the others possess "
Are you more confident in
yourself then?
"Yes I am. I'm a lot happier with
the material and the sound we have
live, probably because now have
material from four albums to choose
from Obviously not everything you
record sounds good live, and now I
can pick and choose."
Well, I wonder, could it be you're
happier because you're more

t",;,

ti

I

ettin" stronger.

is

This Feelin'
b/w I Wanna
Know Your Name
by Frank Hóoker
and Positive People

-.r
-

available on a
single. now
climbing the charts

7" or 12"
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This Feelin' by Fránk Hooker and Positive People.
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Echo Ft The Bunnymen
do áII the rabbitting
WHAT'S IN a name?
It must be

Rock and roll is a Ile; It's a
preservation of useless myths; tt lives
in boxes. If you don't fit into rock and
roll's boxes - If you don't do it for the
wrong reasons - then you're shut out_
Ifyou break the chains and run away
there's nowhere to run lo. If you're
not careful, someone will invent a box
for you.
Echo 8 The Bunnymen are very
wary. They set me thinking, In
Manchester they don't even
acknowledge my existence; but a day
later I'm starting to understand them,
Bill Drummond (co-manager; also comanager of The Teardrop Explodes;
also co-founder and co -proprietor of
Liverpool's Zoo Records) tells me:
"They're a very heavy downer band.
Expect them to give you a hard time."
I did but they didn't .
"We're Just not very good at
interviews," Ian McCulloch tells me
over a plate of egg and chips at
Brian's. "It's just like meeting anyone
for the first time. You get journalists
who don't know a thing about you haven't even seen you - but you're
still expected to open up. I mean, a
lot of it's really personal .
McCulloch is 21, an ex -sixth former
turned lyricistlguilarisll.singer with
Echo 8 The Bunnymen; possesses
two "A" levels but only schooled two
extra years to bide time. When he
was 13 he wanted to be a star: I think
he still does In those days his
parents laughed when he told them
what he wanted to do; they wanted
him to follow footsteps
"They thought I should get an
ordinary job; and the laughing got
worse as I got older. know they
never laughed out loud, but lo
I
themselves, They Just didn't
dunno
He stops himself in mid -stream, as
he's prone to do That lack of creative
help-from -home almost certainly
resulted in the song, 'Pride'
Mother says/Sister says/Do you
mund II we laugh with you/Do you
mind if we sung with you?
'Pride' is achingly powerful, a
distraught, bitter song: In some

bordering on
months, now, since I
a table in a pub
around
sat
with three Sounds people, and
laughed out loud at what one
of them was saying.
18

.

9y,..

o

al

...

'

This one was Liverpudlian, he was
gesticulating, throwing his arms in the
air and shouting. "These bands,
man," he went. "you should hear 8
'em, man! Teardrop Explodes, Echo
The Bunnymen, Pink Military Stand
Alone!"
And three of us were laughing al
these silly names; and he was striving
to tell us, somehow, about the wealth
01 these bands
This Is 18 months on' Pink Military,
The Teardrop Explodes, Echo 8 Thé
Bunnymen have all released music
that's surprised. infuriated and fuelled
me in recent months. wish hadn't
laughed.
So what's In a name??
The things these names represent
are very disparate; they point in so
many directions; they swerve from
Pink Military's majestic (perhaps
contrived?) mystique to The Teardrop
Explodes' subline sub-Yachts pop. to
.
Echo 8 The Bunnymen's .
Well. Echo 8 The Bunnymen have
made an album called 'Crocodiles'
but what's in a title? (Possibly
quite a lot.) They've made an album
as tempestuous, impetuous and
fearsome as anything this year. It
feels like something major. it feels
claustrophobic, worried, stretched to
its own limits, rebellious, proud,
magnificent It sets me thinking
While people are wrapping
themselves up in safe, domestic HM
explosions and cosy, irrelevant ska
schemes, and while the business
continues to work from sales-graphs.
the real music - the music with soul,
with fire, with life - is In danger of
becoming something that sits on the
side -lines. This Is something to get

..
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By William Burroughs -sorry, CHRIS WESTWOOD
Doe-eyed.pics by ANDY PHILLIPS
IAN McCULLOCH: parents laughed at him.
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.eases. it's perhaps a good thing
.
mey laughed in other senses .
lurking around all
*ere are shadows
Their music constantly
that Echo do.
yips info darkness. It's been
the era of
Kniatively aligned
but
yywith
be
dange
dingy hnot ddan
~guiding.
g rous their ~g
music is terse, tough. Illuminated. It
allows no release from the pressure,
bi,1 catches the parts you wouldn't
pert li to catch.
I woke up singing
In Liverpool.
Happy death men stand In
men" and fell
death
IinelHaPPY
strange when I realised what I was
doing. That's how perversely
infectious Echo & The Bunnymen are.
"But it's not a contrived sort of
doomy-ness," says McCulloch, "It It's
contrived, people are able to give
and definitions
clear explanations
about what they're doing. But we
don't totally understand it ourselves.
what we're getting at. Like. it's hard
to describe what each track's about.
because that album's a whole thing, a
complete thing,
It's like. it you think you can get

31

opportunity to record, play, tour; all

that jazz .
The Bunnymen are not amused.
They might be with Korova now . a
branch of all-powerful Big Brother
WEA - but they see no flashing lights,
no illuminated staircases, no pride
and glory for the taking
Les Pattinson sits squat, sweaty, in
,

Birmingham dressing room. He's
wearing dark glasses. and I think he's
looking at me. He's just come off
stage.
"I wouldn't really want this lour to
take off on a massive level - with
everyone who comes lo see us
automatically going away and buying
our records. That would be a bit false;
we're not into that sort of success.
We just want to carry on doing what
we're doing we wanna be able to
have fun, to play to people, to
Communicate. Not to communicate in
the political sense, but to get through
. for it to be more an emotional
thing. Like. you start wanting to make
music because something hits you,
some of the music you grow up with.
Did you hear (something or other) by
a

k51
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underneath the album, find out what's
going on
you might not find any
.

.

answers I don't think there are any
answers on this album. Perhaps, by
the second

album we might be
getting a bit closer ourselves.
"It's the way I like to write, to try
and keep it spontaneous, loose, keep
in
room for improvisation. I
think e the ibig
difference between The
Teardrop and us, is
well, they're
really precise, really strict, and we're
a lot more
raucous. It's different kinds

st
Of

soul.

"I liked Joy Division. Were you a
Joy Division tan'?
I loved the sort of
soacey feel they had, the room

around each Instrument."
Echo & The Bunnymen formed two
years or so ago, drew
their name
horn a list of suggestions
offered up
by an ex -flatmate of McCullough's,
early gigs In and around

rilaved
verpool with a drum machine
instead of
a drummer. They were
sPotted by Dave "Zoo" Batty and Bill
''Zoo" Drummond (themselves ex -Big
In Japan members) and promptly
aligned with Zoo Records An

It

was. Awwww!

He sits on the word. "Brilliant ..
brilliant .. ."
Les Pattinson plays bass with Echo
8 The Bunnymen. There's a flurry of
activity around him in the dressing
room as he sits, momentarily locked
.

up in his world of deja -vu, gazing

.
r}

g

... about '67.
Brilliant!"
Bowie

.

o

1
-

'

!.

blankly through shades.
Will Sergeant plays guitar; he's just
come off stage. too. He complains.
"Crap!" he complains. "Give 'em an
Inch and they'll go metric! Everything
went wrong! Me guitar wouldn't work
(Did you see that? It was working a
minute before we started. then it just
wouldn't bloody work when got on
stage. Me other guitar fell of the
strap! That's typical. I just can't get
Into It If things go wrong. Me guitar
tell oft the strap! That sort of thing
makes me feel a real bloody Idiot.
The bass pedal broke; Pete broke a
'
stick' something erse went wrong
. 1 can't remember what it was, but
something else went wrong
.
I'm glad I caught you on a good
night.
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Write to Mailman, Record Mirror,
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WIN AN LP

Long Acre, London, WC2

40
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the Popagram and the g
REMEMBER. you have to complete
of an LP token First correr
word to be eligible for the prize
wins.
hat
the
of
one out
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NAME
ADDRESS

CONNOLLY
CORNER
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POPAGRAM

wit of New Barnet takes over)
Nutters. perverts, psychos,
(The

Illiterates, you name them, we get them. One person
who persistently (usually half a dozen letters a week) writes to us Is John Connolly. Now, we would award him an LP token lust for trying but he never puts his address on the letters. So John, send us your address and perhaps we'll send you a
token. Then maybe you'll get off our backs. Here's this week's batch of Connolly

,rt

letters.

CAN'T really say if IN LAST week's 'Sounds' doncha think should win
and 'Melody Maker' they
an LP please, pretty
I like your paper or
had wanted ads for new
please, please, please,
not, I only buy
rock journalists, I suggest cos if It weren't for
Record Mirror i
Mike Nicholls and Ronnie
people like me Mailman
you'd be outa work.
because where live Gurr apply, then maybe
could get a decent
John Connolly, New
they don't sell toilet they
job.
'Barnet, Crematorium.
paper.
John Connolly, the only
But sane.
John Connolly, the
person In New Barnet
HAVING JUST looked
Outer Limits of New who writes to Record
Mirror.
through your editorial
Barnet.
sent them but
would say that you
It's supposed to theyWethrew
them back.
Mailman are either
be for wrapping
Daniels Soave of Suzanne
ON 'THE Streets of San
Garrett am correct?
chips in.
I

I

WHATEVER HAPPENED to that once great band
ELO? Evidently, It seems that Jeff Lynne has
received a sharp knock on the head. Alter writing
such rock classics as 'Rockaria', 'Telephone Line',
'Turn To Stone' etc, why does he suddenly come out
with all this disco crap from 'Discovery' and now he
has even lowered himself and the band to perform

I

.

I

1

papers, or would you lust
dismiss this letter as just
another grovelling little
git trying to boost your
ego?
John Connolly, the
grovelling creep of New
Barnet.
You're not grovelling
enough.

I'VE ALWAYS imagined
TV's 'Lou Grant' similar
to the Record Mirror
editorial room, with All
Martin as Lou. and
Rosalind Russell as Billie
and Ronnie Gurr as that
budding reporter Rossi,
but maybe 'Lou Grant's'
on past your bedtime, eh
Mailman?
John Connolly, the TV
Junkie of New Barnet.
Lou'Who?
AN EASY way of getting
letter printed in Record
Mirror is to always end

your sentence with a
question mark, am I
correct Mailman?
John Connolly, The
Ghoul of New Barnet.
Look, smart arse,
almost any letter we get
Re print.

a

Francisco' on TV, I'd like
to know why Karl Malden
doesn't wear any flowers
in his hair?
John Connolly, the
President of the Scott
McKenzie Appreciation
Society.
And spoil the perm.

iS ROSALIND Russell

John Connolly, the only
person in Linthrope Road
who writes to Record
Mirror.
Yes.
DEAR MAILMAN. Why

not me?

a

blonde, brunette, or
redhead?
John Connolly, the New
Barnet headhunter.
She won't take them
off to let us see.

Super Big - headed Mick,
Winchester.
He's the only person
that writes to us.

BACK IN March '79, I
bought the Pistols album
'The Great Rock 'n' Roll
Swindle', they have now.
released five singles from
it, and I have bought all of
them, am I the kind of
person record company
executives dream about?
John Connolly, the
Phantom of New Barnet.
They're praying for
people like you.

IT'S ALL the same around

HAVE 'Sid Wasn't That
Vicious' talooed on my
chest and I stand in the
corner of pubs topless
lust to show it oil, does
this make me a poseur?
John Connolly, New
Bernet Massage Parlour.
Just an idiot.
I

I'VE HAD a letter printed
In Record Mirror for,four

consecutive weeks.

_

HELPFUL?

-

our place Mod, mod,
bloody mod. I'm the only
HM Ian here. Surely I
should get an LP token
for being so helpful In
trying to convert them In
fact, another LP could
bring me to success
HM Andy.
You should be put
down.

DAFT
PURCf1 SED my first
copy of RM on April 14,
I

1978. a1

the

Impressionable age of 14.
Fine. I thought the
greatest thing since
Gorgio Moroder, and from
that day onwards spent
my hard -grovelled money
on it.

But, owing to serious
financial (my bank

manager lust doesn't

DIRT
LP's aid Nagler cost you herd corned
road So It makes a lot of sense to keep
thegroovee dust and dirt free, The
Garvard Dusimaster with a K' carbon
ftbsiabruah is one sure way to help keep
your records clean,
Tale full advantage of lbwspecial offer

framliecord Mirror.

lMNrnrd Dtatxnaatsr normalcy costa
Still Lop- The coat to you now la
ISM and that includes postage,
VAT. You lava £1.1D.
order Write to us now with your
name and address, enclose a Cheque or
)palm order-for 63 80 for each
ulster ordered and send to
y
lamer Garrard Offer, Spatltgt
Ltd, Record 1llrrer,
141 Harlow, Lara.

understand me) reasons.I
stopped buying RM,
having to settle for the
'Beano' instead. My life
was not worth Ilving but
managed and bought
your rapidly degenerating
paper at sparceintervals.
When you joined
SuperpopRM was pure
unadulterated shirand`I
wouldn't have considered
wasting the dirt under my
'fingernail Writ '
In a momentary brain
lapse bought the June
11 issue. Relief! Joyl It
I

should John Connolly
(the wit of New Barnet)
get letters printed, and

-

he answe a across
Solve the (lgh cryptic c ues and write
the puzzle so that the eta red down Column will spell out the
name of a band of rat racers. Remembe the clues aren't In
the order of the puzzle. You have to decide what the correct
order is.

with (gulp) Olivia Newton -John? Sadly it looks as
though ELO 'have gone to join the ranks of Roxy
Music, Fleetwood Mac, etc.
Dismayed, Epsom.
You've only just realised?

I

WOULD THERE be a
chance of your printing
this Mailman if said that
your letters page was
the most cleverly edited
out otthe lour music

ilE

I

was back to its usual
level except that is for

Mailman. The one that I'd
been used to was witty.
rude and perverted. Oh
where has Mailman gone
I cry
Therefore I have come
to the conclusion that the
previous Mailman was...
JR, and because of the
shooting (Paula Yalés did

ill

he is

temporarily in

the LP token with

completed Popagram and
Xword every week. What
shall do is waft for next
week's answers then go
back in time, ransack
your office (I will be able
to do this as am
completely invisible) and
find the lea) winning
letter and replace it with
mine. Simple isn't it?
Of course all the fun
would be taken out'or11 if
this letter was printed
and won a legitimate LP
token. would then have
to pester some other
paper or magazine to get
my kicks
Yours in anticipation,
John Olde. PS: With the
power of my time
machine can also
arrange - er - fatal
accidents.
Get lost sonny, or we'll
be the ones causing fatal
accidents.

I

MIMMIMME

_

I

a

HAVE just invented a
time machine, which
means (am going to win

XWORD

I

Mailman's second cousin.
He's joined the Beano.

I

Change your ways! Ddn't lie on a levy In the kitchen (4,5)
A very strange magician can't give you up 16.6)
Put the cot in parcel for just one night (4,7)

I

CATCH

TIME

1101

I

the cupboard, so please
give him the 2p rise and
you never know might
just buy RM two weeks
on the trot.
I

You'll lind what Kate's doing In the gin bar 19)
I'd substii ale a substitute for molten wealth (6.4)
II the British stealers could lust praise O., you'd have the
solution 15.61
Slops and exits combine in mixture for swindlers (3 7)
Part of a keen whist player could become ready and willing

a

OK, WHAT'S the catch.
why are you being nice to
us Queen fans? Last week

'Malcolm Dome In oil?
bags to put the iodine on
I

afterwards.
Carol, Tidworth.
We don't know what
came over us;

CLUES

SOMETHING'S WRONG
with me, I think I'M dying.
My palms are all sweaty
(no,

I. am

not

in

according to

love,

my

horoscope anyway) my
back aches and my brain
is beginning' to drip out
through my left ear.
Why, 'cos there's no Top
Of The Pops.

-

í

Cheques made payable to'liecord Mirror'
This offer Is open to all readers of
RecordMirror In the II K. white stocks
last. Please allow 21 -28 days postal

delivery Money back If not delighted If
goods are returned within 7 days of
receipt_ No claims for loss 1a transit can
be made after 80 days. Reoord Mirror
cannot be held responsible for returned
goods lost In transit.

Haar.Se

garrard

II

Ludgate and

DYING
5.

MI EMI

good review, this week a
poster, what next? Boiling

Simon

MINN

I
know I always moan
about the crap they put on
it now and again but' Ide
without Top Of The Pops
just doesn't seem to be

'worth

ACROSS
1

8
9

It)

10
12

Rod Stewart LP'f1,5,2.3,4)

13
14

Bee Gees labei11, 1.11
and 23 Across, 1966 Small

15
18

21
22

23

Transpon tó Cairo 15.4)

Faces hit 13.4)
Recent Dr Hook hit (4s)'
Outtandos Police hit (2,8)

the Beeb and sort out that

strike please.
Anyway, I'm otf'now but
don't forget to sort it all
Out before next Thursday
night or else I'll take the
drastic action of eating my
Record Mirrors one by one
(yes, both copies) lift I'm
dead.
P Drivel, Scarborough, N
Yorkshire.
One will do it.

-

Recent

No

1

from

American pp01014,21
Helen
Of 5~1(51
See le Across.

Ilvinq- Thursday

night just ain't the same.
So will you nip round to

DOWN

Will The Beat go on for
esern (4,4,4)
What The Specials are
working for 13,4)
1979, Rosy Music single

(-1

1

He wants to gel serious
18.7)

2_ All Mod Cons

follow up

17,4)
3
4

6

7

1

Hear You Nows
NowWSas One

(5.7)
MeaOoar LP (3 3,2,41

Chinatown

Inhabitants

14 5)

White Punks On Dope (S)
13 She don't have to put on
the red light 17)
16
Joel had a big yellow one
11

17
1S
20

Beatles film 14)
Bew.e LP (31
They were Going For The

One (3)

Last weak'c solution to Y word. ACROSS I
Christine 4 Apple 7 Fm Alive. 9 Tomita 11 Yellow River
-14' No Self Control.
18 New Muslk 18 Tommy
20 Eleanor 22 Crime 23 Ska, 24
Sunny 25 Gary Milman. 28 RCA.
and Willing,

3

Peter5
6 Joni. a Ego 0 Billy.12Ric5,
11 VanMorrison.
17 Knack 19 Faces. 21 layia_ 21 Sun.
last week's solution to Popagram;
On order al pu~ali) Peter

Frampton
Squeeze.

Green, Sammy Hagar, So Far Array Borwy M,
Elton John,
UK Subs, Rosy Music, The Scratch, Whilesnake,
DOWN COLUMN Gary Nyman.

LAST WEEK'S WINNER Neu Burrows of Aadey, Nottingham
we.
ck QH the mark lest week We made a cock up of printing the Popagram boa upside down, Stet. M manage,, to do
aaadwaw We LP token.
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CHORUS

Cupid draw back your bow and let your arrow go
Straight to my lover's heart for me, for me
Cupid please hear my cry and let your arrow fly
Straight to my lover's heart for me.

I've Loved you for a long time
Now It's time to make you my baby.
I've Loved you for a long time'
Now it's time to make you my baby.

I'm in distress
I don't mean to bother you but
There's danger of me losing all of my happiness
For I love a girl who doesn't know I exist
And this you can fix.

Now,

I look at you,
You turn away
I say to you

CHORUS:

Please look my way
But you say to me
Leave me alone
Then I say I
Can't live without you.

Oh, Cupid draw back your bow and let your arrow go
Straight to my lover's heart for me, for me
Cupid, please hear my cry and let your arrow fly
Straight to my lover's heart for me
Now Cupid don't you hear me calling you I need you
Cupid.

Now, Cupid, if your arrow makes her love strong for me
I promise I will love her until eternity
I know between the two of us her heart we can steal.
Help me if you will.

*

a.

A

T

Oh, Cupid draw back your bow and let your arrow go
Straight to my lover's heart for me, for me
Cupid, please hear my cry and let your arrow fly
Straight to my lover's heart for me
Now, Cupid don't you hear me calling you I need you

Cupid.

_

W. & M. by Sam Cooke
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ou d you be love an bé ved
Could you be loved and be loved
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Copyright for Cupid by Kegs Music Corporation/The Essex Music Group
Copyright for I've Loved Your For a Long Time by Carlin Music Ltd.
Detroit Spinners Information
c/o Atlantic Recording Corporation,
Rockefeller Plaza,
1
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Girl, Baby you know
my love's for you
And it hurts me so bad
I'm telling you
Come on look at me once
Try it again
Can't you see I
Can't Live Without You

- That

CHORUS:

-

CHORUS

'

flap

--

I

Don't let them fool you
Or even try to school you, Oh no
We've got a mind of our own
So go to hell if what you're thinking is not right
Love would never leave us alone In the darkness there must come out to light
CHORUS:
The road of life is rocky
And you may stumble too
So while you point your fingers
Someohe else is judging you
Love your brother man
CHORUS:

I

Don't let them change you
Or even rearrange you, Oh no
We've got a life to live
They say only, only .
Only the fittest of the fittest shall survive
Stay alive

CHORUS:
You ain't gonna miss.your water
Until your well runs dry
No matter how you treat him
The man will never be satisfied

Could you be, Could you be, Could you be loved
Could.you be, Could you be loved

C

Could you be, Could you be loved

,

Say something,.Say something, Say something
Say something

1

Reggae, Reggae
Say

Rocers
ksomething
Rockers
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Say something could you be loved
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Words and Music by Bob Marley
Copyright
-Rondo, Music
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onetoturn to

No

MET a guy at a party of temporary release and
got Irresponsibil¿ty Don't
recently. We talked
le credit a one-night stand
drunk and the
preg- with Tiny more meaning
happened. Now iI'mgb
nanpe
I

nant and the
my hu sba4'S.
ye m

eveim

I can't
touching

me nYes, I'mhmarried with
and can't get
two children,

mind.

leis man out of my
even to the extent that I'm

becoming short-tempered

children.

with the
1

have no one to turn to

than that.

Now it's time to stop
feeling sorry for yourself,
no matter how trapped
and oppressed you may
feel and make some decisions. You don't need
your husband's consent,
in law, if you choose to
laminate this pregnancy.
And if you and your husband no longer have
anything in common and
you've reached the point
where you feel only
physical revulsion for him,
then you must assess
whether you want to continue this marriage. Even

know his
and don't even
name. so there's no
him
meeting
of
chance
again. As I'm 35 and he's
only 19. I know you're going to say I should grow
up Fm sitting crying now
over this letter. because
I'm at the end of my tether.
can't ask for a personal it
you're financially
reply as my husband dependant on him at premy mall.
I

all

reads

sent, that shouldn't be
your only reason for staying together.

Francis, Birmingham

You've reached the
end of your tether in more
ways than one. Though

you're concerned enough
about the welfare of your
children to stay, the marriage ties

that bind seem

to have been chafing for
some time. Your brief en-

counter at the party was
lust

another symptom of

a

marriage that has lost its
meaning for you.' You
needed to let yourself go;

`To clarify your own feel-

ings you may want to talk
confidentially to someone
nearer home. You can do
just that If you ring the
Brook Advisory Centre, (9
York Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham), on 021-455
0491, Monday to Friday,
6.30-8.30, or Saturday,
2.30.4.30. Ask to speak to a
counsellor. Brook's team

of

doctors

and

he counsellors offer medical
an and legal advice and aid,
could and will give practical
who
of- back-up It you need it.
anyone
have been
fered you the same sense Make that call.

to forget for a while. 11
was attractive, that's

added bonus, but he

l
4
1_-

:

--_

~1.11 +

G'E E P'S FAX

and the doctor or hóspital authority a Ong, just in
concerned for full reports, case they have anything
MY mother was punched takes between six and on offer too. in general,
building societies will proIn the face and her hand- eight' months to be probag was stolen on her way cessed. Anyone who has vide mortgages two and a
home from work a couple been the ,victim, of a half times the value of
of months ago. Someone physical assault can lodge your salary, but a
has been charged with a claim al any time within reasonable store of savassault and theft and the three years of the date of ings may lack -up your procase will be coming up 'the incident, provided the spects. The building
later this year, Is there any matter was reported to society will assess your
way she can get cash com- the police. Road accident possibilities, taking your
pensation from the person victims are,uñfortunately, job and incomé into consideration and will usually
who attacked her before. not eligible.
require an employers
or after the case comes to
and/or bankers reference
court?
to boot.
Terry, Birmingham
I APPLY?

ON WAX

SINCE Graham Parker is in the charts this week,
here Is a list of all his albums and singles. The
albums are: 'Nowlin Wind' (6360.129) April 76,
produced by Nick Lowe; 'Live At Marble Arch Official
Bootleg' (GPI) Sept 76; 'Heal Treatment' (6360.137)
October 76: "A Bunch Of Stiffs' (See: 21 April 77 'Stick To Me' (9101.017) October 777 'The Parkerilla'
(6641.797) April78; 'Squeezing Out Sparks' (9102.030)

March 79; 'Live Sparks' (SP.63) Summer 79; 'High
Times' (6360.172) 1979; 'Honky Tonk Demos'
(OVLM.5003) September 79. The singles include:
'Silly Thing I'm Gonna Use If Now' (6059.135) March

CAN

yours 18th birthday
Isn't so far away why not
start looking for. a likely
If

It depends o'n whether

this person pleads guilty FOR some time I've been
or not guilty. A plea of not saving up to buy my own
guilty, regardless of the Ilat How old do I have to
decision of the court, be before I can try for a
leaves your mother mortgage and how do go
without a leg to stand on about applying for one?
as tar as suing goes. If the I'm 17 now.
plea is guilty, she can sue Bill, Manchester
and should ask about the
The minimum age at
possibility of legal aid, to
which you can apply for a
help her do this.
Even if your mother mortgage is 18. So, if your
Isn't able to sue, she can savings aren't already in a
stake a claim for cash building society account
compensation with the you might like to think
Criminal Injuries Compen- about transferring them
sation
oard, 10.12 now, as this will certainly
Russell Square, London improve your chances of a
Wt. (Tel: 01 636 2812). Ask loan.
her to write for an applicaTo apply for a mortgage,
tion form. Both the short
and long-term medical ef- simply arrange an interfects of injuries sustained view with one, (or more),
will be taken Into con- of the building societies in
sideration along with loss your area. Although there
of earnings and other rele- have been large cuts in
vant factors. Any claim the public sector it's also
Housing
submitted to the Board, worth giving theypur
local
who will contact the police Department of
I

ti

1

/

/

(deleted); 'Soul Shoes White Honey' (6059.147)
Silly Thing' (live)
76 (deleted); 'Kansas Cify
free with first 5,000 copies of Heat
Treatment); 'Hotel Chambermaid Don't Ask Me
Treatment);
Questions' (6059.158) October 76 (deleted); 'Pburin It
A!P Ouf
Help Me Shake If (6059.1611 January 77
(deleted); 'Pink Parker' EP (Park 001) February 77;
'New York Shuffle The Bleep' (6059.185) November
77 (deleted); 'Hey Lord Don't Ask Me Questions
Watch The Moon Come Down' (Park 002); 'Protection
/ I Want You Back' (5059.219) February 79; 79;Local
Girls Discovering Japan' (6059.226) June
'Mercury Polsening / (no B-side)' (SP 41) April 79
(12in grey vinyl bootleg) The following are credited to
The Rumour. Fist the albums: 'Max'(6360,149) July
77; "Frogs Sprouts Clogs And Krauts' (Seer 13)
March 79; And the singles: 'Do No thin Till'
'Somethin's Coin On' (6059.174) July 77; 'I'm So
Glad' 'This Town' (6059.181) October 77; "Frozen
Years' 'All Fall Down' (Buy 43) February 1979;
"Emotional Traffic' 'Hard Enough To Show' (Buy
this appeared In live colours under
45) May 1979
three catalogue numbers, Buy 45, Buy 45 DJ and Buy
45 Plug!
'Denote Stiff releases. All the others are
Phonogram. If you need any more info, contact The
Press Office, Stiff Records, 9/11 Woodfield Road,
London W9.
76

properly now? The

/

July

building society will arrange for a valuation, (based on the value of the Ilat
or house), and may make
you a written offer. If they
do, you, in turn, have to
accept this in writing,
sealing the contract.
Once you've lined upthe
mortgage and have ound
the property you want to
buy, you'll need to take
advice from a solicitor,
and if you're unsure of
any of the terms and conditions in the contract you
should do this anyway,
before signing.

/

/

/

/

/

/

//

PROBLEMS? Write to
Susanne Garrett, Help,
Record Mirror, 40 Long

Acre, London WC2.
Please enclose

a stamped
addressed envelope to
ensure a personal reply.
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PRECEDING THE rlease of Ms new album, VAN MORRISON heads fns bill et the CeplNl pea
kwFssfhat which rune from Friday night so Sunday night. Other artists include RAY GNARL E,
BB KING, OSI8ISA and DAVE BRUBECK.
JAYNE COUNTY begins her British lour at Camden Musk MacNrns ¡Saturday) and BNstei
laminrma
ty Community Centre (Tuuda)'). This Is Aar first visit over here since obtaining
Thou coamk warriors from the Serpasso Sea, HAWK WIND Sr. back they're debit a pnl
oft gig at the Lyceum on Sunday with ea.Harkwlnder N/K TURNER'S new band, INNER CIT
UNIT, plus WANT HEAT, THE BEA TNIX and ANDROIDS OF MU.
THE STRANGLERS are deflnlfs/y on, finalised dates being Crawley Leisure Centre (Th.,
day), Bristol Colston Half (Friday), St Austell New Cornish Riviera (Saturday), Southampton G.

The, Information here Is
collect at time of going to
press but may be'sub ect
to Change. Please check
with the venue concerned

THURSDAY
JULY 10

moot (Sunday), Ipswich Gaumonf (Monday), and Blrininghem Odeon (Wednesday) h. da
precede the release of their album 'The Msnlnbleck', which has been recorded and M now In t
of being mixed.
which N being 92,
In Ireland, EABMYLOU HARRIS I. headlining the Llsdoonearna Fesfrral,
from Friday to Sunday.
at London's Venue
THE ITHREES, Bob Morley 's backing group, hare that, own shows
Tuesday and Wednesday, at the end of Marley and the Wailers' four.
and Slog
And onto hoary metal (ernberanaT) ORCHRIST, MYTHRA, RAVEN, OVERKILL
hare switched In
CASTER are faking pert In the Wsfsand HM Feltival on Sunday. SAMSON
Weal Runlol
dales around, and now play Portsmouth Locarno (Thursday), Marques (Friday)
Pavilion (Saturday), Bristol Granary (Monday), Yeovil Johnson Hall (rues ry) and Wakefield Uhl
fy Hall (Wednesday).
Still on the road
GIRLSCHOOL, DEXY'S MIDNIGHT RUNNERS, 07WA Y AND BARgET7
DANGEROUS GIRLS, LAMBRETTAS, CREATION REBEL

BIRMINGHAM, Top Rant. 1021216
3726) Steel Pulse
BRADFORD, Colege Oueens Hall.
1539 17111

~se

Band

1511

CLEETHORPES, Molar Gardens,
1629251 Dae's Midnight Runners
COVENTRY. Doe And *Trumpet.
1216781 The Stains
CRAWLEY, Sports Centre) 1371317,
Strangler./ Heedline
EDINBURGH, Astoria 1031-661
16621 VD1.6

EDINBURGH. Eric

HAVE A GO AT OUR COMPETITION
£100 OF RECORD TOKENS TO BE
WON EACH WEEK
If you think you

E

O

c3

JUMP TO THE BEAT Stacey

(4

RB E. Nays Head, Lon.

i

1217581

Allender
HOLYWELL.

Arrogant/The

Band

The Alt
mum Hallst
Seventeen
ILFORD, Cranbro ,Ji. .554 73261.
SuUl Approach 5rhrie
KINGSTON, Waves
Tuns,

Edgy

II909641

V

SUNDERLAND; Aneabelf
Johnny 0 Bend

New Road

(01.217

.1a

48

diumYin
Lemon Boyyce

14541.

/

I

LONDON,

C.
101.36560211. Tr' -tin

U2

1523413.

B

y

Greyho

-Pt

Wham

it

,

LONDON,

Marquee

VAN MORRISON: London's Capita
on Sunday.
T`iO, NAB
if urue

Wardour

16111

Me-Settee/Directions

($

EVERYBODY'S GOT TO LEARN SOMETIME Korgis

(9

COULD TOÜ'BE LOVED Bob Morley and the Wailers
PINTS OF,LAGER

COSSplIMON TEMPLER!TWOdgenessabounds

o

Club, I LONDON, Reds, Woo
Town 101 876 28891.
Ion's Band

Mlddtron

15

words the first album you would buy wtlh your

(0 18142

2181Ctulaen

J

LONDON, Cock Tavern
Ha kelntl
5560211. Jeer slide
Y HIGH WYCOM BE. Red Head LO
don Road 1217511, Red Beam 4
i
LONDON, Dlnpwalla Cared
101 267 19671
Method /Tneppica
Rookie.
4Na0 ERSFIEL D, Allmon Not
LONDON. Greyhound
Fulham I
I Vlolatien
Palace Road (01
355 05161,
HOIV
EPSFIELO, C1no0tr

in

II

Cad,lleea/Jeri
151,9901601

Bob
HULL

SkintightVr

LONDON, Gunners

Dawn Street

LONDON.UaII Moon, Herne H111101

1

I

274 27331.02

a' scan Club

Attie Nook

KING

Sit

'5080711

(830211

'

-d

'

-

TIEBREAKER Say in not more than
tokens and why

Road

DEESIDE, 101.010 Centre 161671
Bob Mrn And Thar well(,
log I EDINBURGH.Elk Browne 103f 0
76401 City
\5L, FOLKESTONE. Leas Clrll Ma

LONDON. Hope And Anchor. MI- KINGSTON,
Tuns
s
T
In ion (01 359 45101, lose
Velenllms
LONDON. 100 Club, Oslord Street
KINGSWOOD
'all, W
(01 636 06331, Dudu Pukwané s
Squad P tied
es I
BIRMINGHAM, Bawl b'gan
/Ha1101 amt
I
Heeds
Digbeihi02162113531.10111
LONDON, 101 Club, Clapham (01
I.
II OR TH.
It N.
BIRMINGHAM, Sally Oaf
puim I
223 6309) Bobby S.Imon'a And
Scarlet O'H.n (open
brook Pub
Boys / Italians
LONDON, John Bull, Chiswick (01
Fem...N
1.90960
BLACKBURN, Lode Star IF
9W 00621, Spider/Chevron.
LEEDS. Royal Pe lo
,:0
Chester .001 Buffalo
LONDON, Marquee, Wardour
John Olray A
.$lly B,
BLACKPOOL, Sabellian. Artñy
Street Samson
red bemlance
nomy5
143671.
L NOON. MoonlightClub. Railway
LEEDS. Ste
al
1735511
BRADFORD. Tavern In The' Town '
west Hampstead
Rolle Ed
15150011 The Numbers
r
Root le
And The
LIsO
A. Festw
BRIGHTON. Alhambra 1278712,
.Company
As
Hooker
(pile° Sande :Mal
9hueti.
LO 4S
31cklare Halt, Portobe
pre
BRISTOL. Colston Hall 12º17687.
oak Machine, Camden
701.960 45901, The C.pla,
Simpler.
LONDON. Two Brewers, Clapham
,0
283 Fabulous Poodles
/We Complee
High Street
36211 Biunel
COLCHESTER,Town House UHF
ION
Nashville. Kenai
Lei DON, Aleaarldra Palace 101
LONDON. Venue Victoria.
COVENTRY. General Wolle 188402E
101
tl Temporary Y
/I
2031. Capital Jar/ Festival R
Voyager Elgin
ee.
Ch,nalown
M5Y'
to
1
Cherls
/ BB King / Mu
Llon. Putney
LONDON.
Seven High
DUNDEE, Boner Hall, Jan Hammer I LONDON.,.,
(Iola.
I
Webers / Gino Banned / Clu
Slreel. (01-788
Yur EDINBURGH. Eric Browns, Fun Cl'
Fulham
/fps 3414
¿le y
Terry / Sam Tee Men Taylor
Iy
Cool
Barbara
Thompson's Pew
ETON. The ChrlslOpher IIW,ndso,
LONDON. While Swan. Greenwich,
LONDON. Ro
inn Covent
/ Riot Money / Mosse
Moms.
101-691 63311, Billy Kerloll And
659481 Motley Clew
Garden 101 6
re Whirlwind /
Mullen / Ronnie Scott Few /
The Supreme,
GLASGOW, Apollo 1041 331,92211
AIyha
Frowner/1 2 Noon -100 poll
Bob Manley And The Wailers
LONDON, Windsor Castles Harrow
LONDO.
u;gngare 101
LONDON. Be,a e, House. Cantu
Road 101-28611483E Adventure
GLENROT hi E S. Rolhes Arms I 686
French
r99r
Town 101.47E 1889). Chic.
LYNMO'UTH. Lynmoum Hotel. 12481
17537011. WOO
LO.
e, Putney
Shack
Ocean
GRA55INGTON, Town Hall
71003451
11
LONDON. The Colppennaa
MAIDSTONE. Queens Head
1752637). Mugglm Blight / The..
ION. Towers
ter
Westhourne Grove 101-621 fig
Puiseln
Gip
Internet
Ballroom, 152551).
/
Beat / David
Road COI
I
In Which W T
xyIns,
lard.
P
u
S
LONDON, COCK Tavern, FulOS
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'Wild Willy himself occasionally displayed admirable instrumental ability. His guitar solo on 'Who
Shot Liberty Valance' was

Y

eminently sensible whilst
the one on 'Genevieve'
made it more than just the

l

token weepie,
Helping lo pump up the
gibberish quotient was
some nonsensical improvisation On 'Cor Baby
That Was Really Free' and
'Cherryl's Going Home'.
'Down The Road' manag-

ed to Include an unnerv-

.0

I

TPEÓR:POF,THE P
,

r'

^

'

The encore Is a crazed
version of 19th Nervous
Breakdown' which sound..
ed like the Rolling Stones
playing at 78 rpml
BARB( BOOP

FIST

Marcluée.London
EVER SINCE

I

was nearly

blown over by the wind tunnel volume of their
debut single, 'Name. Rank
And Serial Number', I've
had Fist listed as a band to
be checked out as soon as
possible. i finally managed
to fulfil this modest ambition when the NorthEastern terrors played
Marquee support to the
venerable Iron Maiden
and to err on the side of
euphemism, they were
decidedly excellent.
OK, so their stage act
was a little lacking in the
lustre and subtlety departments (blonde guitarist
Dave Irwin excepted) but
that mattered not at all
because on the musical
Iron) lheband poured out
an overwhelmingly
rhythmic cacophony on
the jungle warfare scale
and I. for one, had absolutely no complaints.

Ingly accurate Impersonation of Charlie Watts and
acknowledgement of that
afternoon's Wimbledon
final when Otway axed a
microphone expertly served by Barrett.
Another deft touch was
the shotgun lire during
'Baby's In The Club', and
that's pretty much the
lowdown on a BAO show, As one punter reminded
Otway during a long
catalogue of complaints
he was making about
himself: "You're still a
nutter though!"
A useful asset Indeed.
Incidentally I! you want to
see them more than once
you'll have to buy
And the songs
more than one single! themselves
were of the
Welcome to the world of highest
order, with a steelRecession Rock.
stretching from
.
MIKE NICHOLLS eyed.span
'You'll Never Get me Up'
through 'Brain Damage'
THE EXPRESSOS
and 'Axeman' to a virulentRock Garden, Lon- ly catchy finale rendition
JOHN OTWAY AND don
of 'Name' proving that In
the mettle 'n' mayhem
WILD "WILLY BARTHE LAST time (summer stakes, these lads utterly
RETT
'79) that I ventured into the annihilate the opposition,
core of Covent Garden, I MALCOLM DOME
was crushed by a
Millstone
disorderly mass of, soSURPRISED TO see this called "rude'boys" throb- ART OBJECTS
THE
fine pair bullet back into bing to the nutty sound of VIP's
the charts after an un- Madness. This, time, I was
satisfactory separation? crushed by opera -goers as 101 Club, London
Here's the goods. For the I made my way to the AS A NEW name and a
past three weeks, admis- apathetic Rock Garden. new force to be reckoned
sion to the gigs has not Newly painted, they said) with, the Art Objects prebeen via cash. Nor cheque Even triple coatings of sent a fusion of poetry,
and credit cards whatever double gloss couldn't music and dance. Their
galloping inflation might. disguise the fact that the line-up comprises six
lead you to believe.
Rock Garden stinks.
members, who cross
No, modern currency
And there's nothing musical thresholds with an
takes the form of their sadder than your average interesting network of
latest
and, according to power pop band trying to rhythms, to be translated
close fans, worst
45, escape from rock's fourth into dance by Wojtek.
and so, hey presto, lump- division in'lo third division
They 'are a highly ining John claiming to feel stakes.
novative and inventive
as flushed as Paul
Despite plenty of air band, guaranteed to
Newman after had made play with the sugary, ex- disturb your equablmity
'The Sting'. Of course, the' quisite single 'Hey Girl' with their piercingly 'arblue-eyed healt-throb the Expressos don't hold ticulated lyrics. As the
never had to tour in a tent enough potential to tidal ebb and flow of sound
to keep his costs down secure a place In the star- washes over
you, suddenand although Otway al - dom ranks.
a wave will break leaving
f e c I s
the same The Expressos sadly let lyyou
high and dry.
mischievous twinkle, themselves
down. They
They fracture struc,there the comparison have the appeal, even If it
tures: 'Hard Objects', play
ends.
is exceptionally contrived. for legendary heroes:
For example, in the pro- Vocalist Roui could well
'Batman' and have neat
fessionalism stakes, be another
Wendy
song titles 'Showing Off
there's a mighty gulf twixt with Sandie Shaw Woo'
(yes
To Me Girls'.
the two. In other words, she, of bare feet
fame!),
For comparisons it
the gig was a shambles. Fay Fife and B-52 girls
'Sure,\drunken devotees dazzling overtones. Roz- would be John Cooper
Clarke meets the Pop
Iajfped It up with their zl's stage
is
Group but there are none.
pints right until the final, polished with
presence
all the Catch them on the refractured rendition of naivete and gaiety
of many bound.
'House Of The Rising a girl vocalist that we have
In contrast
were the
Sun', but if it was music come to know.
VIP's who won't stop the
you wanted, you were on
The Expressos (just) world, but then there Is no
the wrong side of town, lack any soil of profesreason to do so, unless
chum.
sionalism. Sure Johnnie
This was pub rock at its Christie (bass), Mick Told! you want lo get off. After a
most basic, innocently un - (guitar), Nick P all (guitar) trip to Paris with The
violated by the trappings and Milan Zackavieka Chords they have emergof the business. We could (drums) scramble together ed with some new songs,
have been out in ,the a fast boppy upbeat mood, but still play the old
such as Bolan's
deepest countryside were but they lack any real fire. favourites
'I Love To Boogie', which
It not for the heckling Rout's shrill crescendo
was the encore. The atwhich tends to be the ter croon is positively lifting
mosphere was more akin
7ltory of city -dwellers.
over the skipping beat. to that of a private party
Following an awful per- Their unvarying original than a gig, with a large
formance by Dave. Swar- songs are written to the number of the audience
brick soundalike Eddie same receding formula, dancing on stage. If auStanton from Milton alter a while they become dience participation was
Keynes (well somebody's boring as hell, but things the goal, then the VIP's
gotta come from there) weren't too dispiriting. certainly succeeded, with
which featured first Bar- 'Johnnie B. Good , 'Your their summery sounds and
rett and then Otway on Letter' and naturally the songs about ginfnends.
drums, the headliner's strongest number 'Hey 'Quarter Moon' Is to be
own troupe was unleash- Girl' which is sung with their next single and I, for
ed.
such verve and passion, one will certainly buy it
Saner moments coincid- this number alone created Heaven is hot, and hot.h
ed with the presence of a mood of high energy was in the, 101 Club on
the Mark Freeman I Alan with Its
rivalling Saturday night. AMANDA
Otter rhythm section and hooklines.
NICHOLLS

Are -the Stranglers pasta it? (Brought to you by Cain Catchlines'Ltd.)

THE STRANGLERS

Some.

Rome, Rome
"FRIENDS, ROMANS
t

since

their

not -so -Nice

these walls
Place. In within
residency.

-

Countrymen
Lend us
your ears." A creditable
Cornwetlian preface to
The Stranglers' first gig

park

An .unlikely setting

a

far 'from verdant
in
the middle of the babbling

metropolis overlooked by
a ISwering Castilla where
popes of old sought

refuge from Irate

parishioners by nipping
along an underground
pass connected to the
Vatican nearby.
By 10 pm, -the park is
overflowing with 8,000
roaring radis raring to
root, toot and generally

ON SALE -N01

get down to

the band
whose pasta exploits have
made them a household
word In every prison in
Europe.
The Stranglers have

reached a spaghetti junction In their career. Unaided by airplay their last few
singles have plopped in
and rippled out again.
Their credentials as first
division rock maestros
have taken a battering
from the press and cryptic observers of the

"scene".

But under the stars in

u.ECTRI<e :GUn-flR

cornetto land they proved
once more
after a
shakey start
that live
they not only still cut it
they disembody it, skewer
it and burn It over red ho)
coals.
The set on the night
contained numbers from
most of the previous

--

albums

-

'Hanging

Around' and 'Down In The
Sewer" the TV theme per-

sonlfled, '.Tank',
'Duchess',

-

'Genelix',

'Raven'
you name it.
Plus the' single 'Who
Wants The World' which

shocked everyone
associated with the band

when it never made the 10,
and two new songs from

the next album

-

'Thrown
'Meninblack'
Away' and 'Hail To Our
M
COMPILED

al.ta n, MITCHELL

n 50/34.00

The SONf1d5 Book
of the Electric Guitar
Tius is the first publicahon of its kind for the electnc
guitar enthusiast or aspiring player if caters for the
vast demand for information about the instruments
used by many major bands, and contains reviews of
over 50 guitars currently on the mar ket II also
carries concise advice and guidance for the

-beginner
The Sounds Book of the Electric Guitar In on sale at most
major newsagents, or you can get It by completing the
order form below and sending it with your cheque
or Postal Order for TI 50 (made payable to
Sounds) to Sounds Guitar Book, c/o
Subscription Dept, Morgan -Grampian
Ltd, 30 Calderwood Street.
London SEIB 6QH.

Nome

Address

long, languid la=
ment which at times
sounds like a theme from
e Fellini movie and an interstellar Lord's Prayer.
Get the drift?
Men

a

Previous alfresco

Stranglers'

gigs

have

been dismal affairs. They
found it difficult to breeze
with the sleaze amongst
the birds, bees and smell

of burning grass.
But in the cold light of

day to

Rome

they

slaughtered the Eyries
who in the end refused to
leave after the stipulated
one encore. They bombarded the stage with
cans of Peron' beer and
empty Chianti bottles until the band returned with
a bare -chested Jean caus-

ing a few macaroni
madonnas to actually
scream.
If a spell in the nick
does this I hope they get
solitary next time
BARRY CAIN

...

Manchester,

/

-

-
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SPLODGENESSABOUNDS
Venue, London

TED NUGENT/THE SCORPIONS/DEF

LEpPARD

Hemistair Auditorium, San Antonio
THANKYOUthankyouthankyouthankyouthankyou

..

HOW CAN

Syr Antonio!!1
'.Are you ready for some of Mai good'n'f ud old dh.
ti melee roll?" (Screeches, yells, whoops and hollers
and somewhere in the balcony. a firecracker or two.)
"Can you feel your heart beating' Can you feel your
bogy twitching?" (Yeah/ Screech! holier!)

"CAN POUT.'
Too late; they're off. Ted Nugent, bulldozing his way
Into his Texas stronghold for the second time this
yell, isn't prone to wail for a response he knows Is
coming. Feed the Troops. feed 'eh, mes), end feed 'ern
ss bud as they can stand it. All the boys vaho Can'l`can
go home and watch TV. All the girls who can't can
come .round and collect a backstage pass'il they're
pretty enough.
Those that's staying around
mere 2gii100 or só
can feast and gorge on Nugent's unique, and octaaonahy ridiculous, rock'e'roll version of a jungle
feast; enough screams and feedback to 'launch a
oozed horror movies, enough Athleticism to fuel three
circuses, and enough beautifully meaningless heavy
metal flying through the speakers to demolish Intelligent criticism for el least three hours,
The Ted Nugent Show, Nugent sharing the singing
with guitarist Charlie Kuhn, Dave Kiswiney plugging In
on bass and drummer Cliff Davies artfully (and often
humorously) altering the pate, doesn't invite cliches .
-rather it invents them.
Nugent swings In clutching's rope 1'vine", "ell but
bare -weed under a leatheL loin Cloth, screams the lire
alarm scream end signals the start; basically a welln tneered attack on whatever the acoustics happen
to be. Not good sound, not bad sound; lust sound that
gets through regardless.
On the back of 'Scream Dream' (a fitting climax as I1
more or less describes Nugent's voice), they hit the
banshee dance of the 'Wango Tango, fire up the
pussy with 'Violent Love' and 'Hard As Nags and
stungun with 'Stormtroopin', 'Paralysed' and 'Cat.
Scratch Fever'. Nugent himself adopts'the limelight
amidst his dressed colleagues, looking under the
spotlights and the perspiration like a cross between a.
guitar heromodelied out of marble by'Rodin'and a wet
polar bear with a big stick.
But that, of course; you know airéady. Loveable,
loud and laughable and guess what fans? What with
the new album, and Ted singing so many more songs
than usual, the 'Wango Tango' tour has more power
punch, shod and sharp, than ever. Why, it's nearly
rock'n'roll.
For the rest, Del Leopard, happy enough to be on a
tour where the massive audiences are polite enough
to see the whole show, give out 35 minutes of hard
rock that could turn out to be their version of a pools
win. Their youthfulness, oddly a barrier in England, is
ignored by Texas, their recognisable songs are given
rodeo receptions, and their next star lesson Is completed. While the Scorpions, old hands in comparison,
give the Madman a traditional run for his money with a
set of Teutonic solidity. The right songa, the right
staging -'and a filling finale with an orgy of mike stand
throwing and strapless guitar' swinging leave them
with encores, fans and good or Southern acclaim.
Now let's see ... was It the tigers who came on before
the trapeze artists? Or did the clowns come on In between? JOHN SHEARLAW

BAD MANNERS

SAD AMONG

Ballroom, STRANGERS

Electric
,London

Rock

Garden, Lon-

SURELY BY now the fatty don
phase will be wearing
thin? It's been going since "IT TAKES a happy man to
. "
last year Ouite a time by play the blues .
.

today's standards. Those
of the shaven heads are
bound to have deserted
Bad Manners for another
cause or fashion
Not so, quite the opposite The Bad Manners

And such slights of
Irony to make Sad Among
Strangers as bright, warm
and glossy as they are.
This could be the bleak,
grey modernist world

forward

music,

forward

only Ideas being strangled by
gathered momentum, but their own synthetic
outside 'the Electric awareness but, instead,
to

'Hoax

has

not

-

I.

I

1.

JANE of the MO-DETTES: spot the door.

-DETTES
NOT -BAD
MO-DETTES
Marquee, London

-

for .Fatty 'Buster tional disorder into

he; hedonistic melodies, shilrest ling rhythms.
Sometimes their time while the others pioneer changing holds them
on with suits and ties.
back: things don't so
A few encores and a much flow as jerk about'
frisk at the door later, and therels a possible lack of
the crowds pile out onto true spontaneity, slip and
the road
into the slide, elasticity. But there
reassuring glare of a are several songs that exItashing blue light. GILL haust and consume
'My
PRINGLE
Kind Of Loser', 'I Know
lakes

tall

a

and

back-stage

way through the set,

-

-

Christine Miller provides a
little bit of sex appeal as
she zips round the stage
doing all kinds of unco-

ordinated dances

Faye Fife on speed.

- like

The drummer's quiet
behind his kit while the second guitarist appears to
be a well behaved young
lad. But then during the,
seeing these uncouth 'Talking
Bum' song Capidiots playing In 'the lain Sensible's
apsmooth, sophisticated pears on stage,missus
and with
Venue. Max Splodge the help of Mae, they
drag
h
revelled -in the fact thate
the guitarist along the
was playing to a largely floor and then throw him
old
apathetic middle
he Into the crowd.
trendy audience
constantly insulted
And In case you're
using thestrongestmous e wondering
about the
rd Imaginable.. Only
music,
well that plays only
the
core fans standing
minor role to.the visual
front escaped his - ul- aantics.
The band just run
mouthed ramblings.
through. a serles of
Though Max, In leopard primitive punk rills and it's
hat, only when they rip open
skin trousers and t
Chief old favourites like 'Two
Is the ringleader a
rabble rouser the rest of Little' Boys', 'Pretty
the band don't $low Woman', 'Love Song', and
Themselves tó beGOver- 'The Laughing Policeman'
shadowed by this artful that you actually hear
dad snatches of melody.
splodge?. The fat b

on
pianist, who arriv
stage wearing a plg *bask
Splodgenessabounds
and tiring a toy Iasigiu n, are a lovably hopeless
Is a ridiculous loOlung punk rock band. They profigure.
vide totally over-the-top
which is
The other old ma ' (t the entertainment
band is the bass 'who always spontaneous and
wit.
rowdy
sparkles
with
Dlace
of
,wouldn't look out
PHILIP HALL
in the new Zombie{1NIm.

Mo-Dettes lack in stunning musical
originality (at the moment) they make up for In style
and exhuberance. Singer Ramona has a voice that hits

you like a slap in the face with a wet mackeral and bass
player Jane does the four minute mile all over the
stage while holding down her line
It was a pity the sound was so bad' the guitar was
practically lost in the mix, so the overriding Impression
was drums and bass. Nol That it mattered to the packed
audience (which consisted largely of bulky herberts
with big feet and bad manners and a lot of Mo-Dette
clones)
or to the crowd hanging round in the rain
outside because the house full signs were up. The
band's visual impact was lost on me as I could only see
them between bounces (as it were) and more people
were hanging by their teeth from the speakers
Between the sticky heat and the thumping Egyptian
sand dance beat of the band, we could have been in a
seedy club in Cairo The first and second songs, 'Norman (He's No Rebell' and 'Two Can Play' sounded
similar. with the same shuffling beat. but that could just
have been the murky sound. 'White Mice' is
recognisable through its exposure as their lirst single,
and was the number that lilted the audience (literally)
to new heights It was also the song that forced me to
retire temporarily to the door where there was the
possibility of finding some air that hadn't been already
breathed by 300 other people.
It would be very unfair to judge the Mo-Dettes' songs
on that one performance, but they have other gigs
booked right now and think they're worth seeing.
Guitarist Kate had her playing smothered, so only the
people In the first four rows in front of her will know
how good she is, and as the drums came through so
loud it was almost impossible to know how June fits into the structure.
However. their single 'Paint It Black' has a lot to
that was their last song of the set and
recommend it
a strong chart contender. 'White Mice' got another air.
along with 'Twist And Shout' which Is
the
encore,
ing in
one of their stage favourites. The crowd finally got a bit
out of hand and tried to join the band onstage for the
grand finale. But the Mo-Dettes couldn't handle all the
extra help, and the show had to be stopped while the
bodies were removed from the stage.
So If you're going to see them at the Moonlight on
Thursday, gel there early to reserve your spot at the
you're going to have a lot of coin=
front of the stage
petition. ROSALIND RUSSELL

-

'UPSIDE DOWN,
THE FIRST
'GREAT SINGLE
FROM
DIANA ROSS'S
SUPERB
NEW ALBUM
'DIANA
STMA 8033

I

-

into flames halfway

-

Pat Thetic, the bespectacled guitarist, looks like a
student and is lust as
unexciting as one. Blonde

WHAT THE

Bloodvessel',

-

.

a

A

Nothing Of The Jungle'.
'Jokin' With The Rabb!'
.
songs that could be
distorted paraphrases of
Gabriel - period Genesis,
Teardrop Explodes, or
as it those
others
references matter at all.
"I know who you are y
My Friend Chameleon

the joke

serious review of

Here Is a band who are
obscene, noisy, filthy, and
very funny. A band who
see it as an insult to be
taken seriously.
It was a great contrast

had SAS (whoops() choose
taken on a sinister side. place their thoughts in a
The implications of an au- tangible pop shell that
dience such as (heirs, are draws from the past but
only too clear with a street pushes enthusiastically
lined with meatwagons elsewhere..
piece
A five
and men -in -blue.
Back Inside, and the sea keyboards, guitars, drums
they stand low - key on
of ears and braces is gelling very hot and stilled. a minute Rock Garden
pushing opThe heal makes dancing stage,
difficult, and the band pre- timistically through 45
sent an extremely curtail- minutes. Visually, they're
ed set.
The only dif- perversely charismatic
ference music -wise bet- (guitarist, Pod, Is Mary
ween this gig and one six Poppins; keyboard -1st Sig
months ago, is that the au- is Herman Munster), but
dience has doubled and there's no obvious, clean,
there are more coloured manicured image to grab
lights and (lashing smoke hold of. Verbal, they're
bombs. Same old mad among the mythiCs
numbers, same old set.
spilling "serious" songs
The heat gets too much of love, mistrust, emo-

Ballroom,

a

be expected

Splodgenessabounds?

-

-1

,

to write

I

39

I

i

1

-

...

And a swift swoop into
the most menacing SAS
song: a very few words
that go a long way. 'My
Friend Chameleon' is a
lovely paradox, bursting

through, then restoring
itself to a different klla
then. Like their best
moments, it leaves the
unexpected lust round the
corner It enfolds in an
unlikely manner. It's very
good.
Sad Among Strangers:
pop with twists. They're
part of the new rockpop

uprising, but they don't
even have a Rough Trade
for stability or Mothershlp
direction. And another

"problem":
them
clever
which
for a

I've

seen

live times (who's. a
boy, then? ' Ed),

is truly necessary
clear perspective,
new
faces in the darkness.
They have a small mob of

and

2

I've seen few

eccentric enthusiast

-

few others
know about them.
Sad Among Strangers
are founded on such
ironies. A juxtaposition of
monicker and contest I
context, happy optimists
peeling off their darker
moments. a band who
should be heard, not being heard. They could be
one of rock's great Catch
22's They, could become

followers

essential.
Just you wait? CHRIS
WESTWOOD

TANA'

SS

SIDE DOWN

12'l'MG 111'`'.
TMG.1195. ALSO AVAIL AIM í...1S12'
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PETER GABRIEL: no

SPIRIT
F
o

wi'vo

-

o
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a

self exposure
the inevitable blunders which such
planned performances produce. Yel
even when Gabriel makes a mistake
he remains an actor. bowing in
apology to the audience in character.
The control that Gabriel praises in
'DIY' on the, second album Is total and
he exercises it.

PETER GABRIEL

Arlington Theatre, Santa
Barbara
THE SECOND show of Gabriel's
American tour is sold out but not as
crowded as the lust which was
cancelled by the local Kojaks In Santa
Ana as a fire risk The interventions of

Spontaneity suffers billet Gabriel's

best, art prospers, Yes, folks, art
this is clever stuff, ordered and

-

cinematic arrangements, lull of
references to musical styles, each
song with a subject and a theme to
explore. So the 'Biko' bagpipes are
both a lament and full of the sound of
the imperialist armies that police
South Africa. Gabriel works with
connections, the media, childhood
guns and the need for attention all
revealed in Intimate connection in
'Family Snapshots' These are the
sinister undertones that Gabriel
delights In exploring
Glum before the horror and ironies
of modern lire. Gabriel on stage Is
wistful, a boyish and humble clown
who portrays a series of personages,
at the edge for over) with the aid of
the best technology. bars of light,
cordless mikes and neckless bass.
John Ellis. on lead guitar, is
outstanding at conveying the violence
of the bootboy character to be found
in many of the songs and he and
bald-headed Tony Levin on
innumerable basses add to the
character of the songs.

authority tickle Gabriel whose recent
work centres on the activities of the
powerful and the powerless Genesis
T-shirts abound but Peter is the hero
as the spotlight shapes and
silhouettes his every gesture.
And every gesture Is planned, part
of the message part of the show
While Gabriel has abandoned
costumes he's neither abandoned
stage control nor his commitment to
acting This is mental music, sell exposure is not part of the deal.
Lights, music and gesture have all
been meticulously worked out to
create a theatrical package that owes
more to bleak modernist theatre than
to our average stun 'em stupid rock
extravaganza
Gabriel Is a cult ligure in America. a
charisma king who is too much of an
actor to be a personality in the
showbiz sense Between numbers he
Introduces the numbers to follow with
explanations that thrive on a dry wit
that gives nothing of himself away
His look remains troubled and
humble, an overtroubied good-looking
schoolboy with the weight of the
world on his shoulders. Gabriel's
characters and what he has to say are
the centre of the show, not Gabriel
himself.
This Is both the strength and
weakness of his act. Rock as an
amateur art traditionally thrives on
spontaneity which "progressive" art
rock tends to lack Gabriel's
controlled orchestration treats each
song like a formalised and completed
video. The lights know where to look
and the only excitement comes from

By the end of the set, which
features all the new records and such
treasures as 'Salisbury Hill', the
audience is left in a state of awe and
reverence. Yet the cost of Gabriel's
Insistence on total artistic control is a
certain deadness, a tendency to be
impressed rather than moved.
Overly intellectual albums work like
comedy records
they die fast, As
long as Gabriel remains aloof.
omniscient and artistic, he'll remain
Impressive and slightly sterile. But as
thls'show bore out. he's getting
closer to a successful fusion, MARK
COOPER

-

... And Essex,
eternal hero

DAVID ESSEX

Dominion Theatre,
London

'

The new album from Con Funk Shunfull of spiny, lull of soul,
and Mien fourth consecutive
gold albsxn in the USA
Hear the unnvstakahle ,,orce of
soul on ten mocks 'including
NI- new single 'Got To he Enough'
¡T MER 14
12' MERX 14)

Album 6337102

phorxlQan

his band played lengthy
from 'Silver
Dream Race,', Dave
descended from the ceil-

extracts
ing on

a suspended shiny
motorcycle
a 20th cen-

-

AND THE screaming goes tury angel in white shirt
on. Despite attempts to 'and matching white boots.
launch himself into mass
Well, there was the hew

appeal, Essex still draws
the weeny teenies- They
were braving the rain with
"David we love you"
badges and hugging pictures of the blue-eyed
Peter Pan.
The ageless heart-throb
merely adjusted his shin sleeves and answered
them back with a crooked
grin that lust excited them
all -the more
What an entrance. As

album to plug first of all,
that sounded like a rushed
studio job and certainly
didn't improve live. Songs
like 'Talking With Your
Body' are vinyl suicide II
ever heard it.
1

So

Dave

had to rely
back

heavily on his

catalogue and the tab old
songs came thick and fast.
'Gonna Make You A Star'
Is still a positive electric
charge and he probed the

depths even further with
'Lamplight'. But the one
that drew the most leafs
was 'If I Could' a song that
will always freeze my
throat, Don't you lust want
to howl when he hangs on
that last line and that orchestral section takes off
on a one-way ticket to
Venus?
The old groaner con
solidated the show with
the Copacabana beat of
.'Oh What A Circus' and
the might of 'Imperial
Wizard'.
It was a long set and he
gave them everything -they
wanted
time has not
made his Signal white
smile complacent
Long
may he run. ROBIN SMITH

-
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NOISES Chris Palmer o1 Soho Greek Street's
Grooves record shop Is now complu ng Radio Luxembourg's Impsn chart snow (Fridays 9-t10M), which should give IÍ more
EMI's disco dept lie` Gol Abbey) and lots more
personnel have been made redundant from the end 01 the
nyonfh and Motown will move back to EMI's Manchester
Square offices . Jermmne Jackson 'Burning Hot' is due on
ern this week . George Benson's 12in LV B-side will be 'The
reeeln Is that hot or Is that hot?!
World Is A Ghetto' I
Herb Alpert 'Beyond' on I3m evidently should Indeed be
peeled 33larpro, making It 126-127.126 bpm after all, though I
Isaac Hayes 'I Ann Never' Is due
think the 13 -side is at 45rpm
flip on UK -121n but now in its US promo exagain with original
Narada
tended 125-126-125 ("go head") -127bpm 10.26 remit
Michael Walden 'I Don't Want Nobody Els-e' I 'You're Soo
Go30' Mass Production 'Cosmic Lust' I 'Gonna Make You
Loire Me',Sun 'Space Ranger' ! ?101 Spot' I 'Quest' will be on
k lain ere long ., Sadao Watanabe featuring Dave Grusin A
yr. Gale is the latest Japanese digital recording 10 Create a
s on JVC's Flying D,0k label,, Heroic Hancock's US 121n 01
as For it' IUS Columbia 43-t131Ó) has a much extended 'Stars
Anota s Erskine T has' reserviced.
your Eyes' as flip
ngation 'Pal A Little Love On Me. from Iasi Xmas while EMI
es nave had a US Capitol promo 12in of Helen Reddy 'Take
You Find', a cool chugging inborn DOR Ihudder like
de singing current Cull Richard ,_ Motown's 20th AnniverB
s celebrated by the September 5th release of a special
,el Iwhith you'd better order now as it's for immediate
twill containing 20 double -sided Top 40 hit singles (40
s, a badge, plus the hitherto unreleased Marveleltes
lets Keepers Losers Weepers' lis That the Nella Dodds
-1 cow Kim Weston 'Do Like I Do'
PEEL's latest
sp ^sot -disc development is a flimsy 71n,Tadlo commercial
.enbsing a cinema programme
but surely DJs would Imd d
more useful without backing music so that they could run
message over an instrumental break of their own?
m tat Radio's Graham Dene and his producer Mike Childs are
w travelling with me to New York on Sunday (I'm going more
in than the forum, I1 Blackburn's Martin Plaits doesn't obppi -and did you catch the hysterical tape on Capital that put
5-anam and a stumbling lady 'phone-in contestant to the back dl Je T'Aime' with amazingly pornographic results?!
Jewell (Finchley Road Les Elites) would have come to
ne,i York but will lose his day lob if he does- oddly enough at
El re Motors (no relation) Tony Jenkins (Mayfair Playboy) will
to auditioning DJs for a new central London club, apply to him
.5 Greenacres Avenue, Ickenham. Uxbridge, Middlesex
P cnaid Lolthouse, A years,a DJ at such Newcastle-upon-Tyne
'tubs as Junes. Playground & Grobs, ís going mobile again
on, his tau -funk Lofty's Roadshow (Newcastle 681913 I
7'9011
Key James of au -pair fame is mobile on Wednesdays
of the week) through PS0 agency 101-267
s o,5 a busy night
'5141 and says that as Mondays at Golders Green Great Expec.1Ins will soon be a Doctors & Nurses night )tor real), he'll
e tree tickets to any genuine nurses'(and au -pairs) who can
welt proof with an SAE at the 911 Finchley Road club . lain
G ."Wind of Hendon's Groove Line record shop now does
died
Fri i Saturdays al Finchley Road's redecorated Purple
Pissvcat lin Lithos Road), and reports Chic's latest is a real
Kelly returns to jazz-funk Wigan Pier next
lot,' - clearer
Tuesday flying up horn Brighton Sherrys, his Mon -Saturday
residency now which Is getting a massive relit by Bacchus ...
Ji h, DeSade seems to be at Gravesend Wings every Thurs I
Northe(n Clubc1 Oat and Sheerness Woodys on Tuesdays
T,ng Pete Stringfellow's new plush Stringfellows next 'to
Peppermint Park In St Martins Lane evidently has a jacket & Ile
tnhrr which may prove too provincial for the type of smart
'a -neon - Conscious Londoners it might otherwise attract
zed Wait Brown ISurb,ton) o1 the zany DJ style can be seen in
mi.- odd High Street on the back of a Ford Ranchero playing
'illy music and evlolleng the virtues of Kentucky Fried
i
ken much to people's amazement! .. Sean 'Slimline'
:n celebrated his birthday at the Royalty last Saturday
stn wish Tom 'No Buns Please' Holland and Marlin Collins
'Thin
oil s skinny anyway) came to Gulllvers to see JamesCanter
Mot, Hamilton and Fatman Graham 'Call Me Cuddles'
no let the side down rather)
Jo Field, now helping on Glen
markets,
Hatfield
and
Oils import stall in Hemel Hempstead
aa,ns Sean French that eggs on toast are fattening!
SURFACE

-

1

-

e

DISCO DATES
Ill)

FRIDAY

Light Of The
,Y rid live plus Pepe. Brother
1
we 6 Marlin Collins funk
Slerenage Summer Soul
1, s°val al Titian
Mecca
r hue in Danestrele, Robbie
or cent & Jett Young funk
Canvey Goldmine, Chris Din.
nos
starts Junking Torquay
M

u

n r o e s

WILLIAM

.

DOVAUGHN; 'e.

smooth 121bpm revival of Eddie
Floyd's 'I've Never Found A Girl'
C
some Curtis Ma ylleld.11ke
*moochers inoindin the 7in-issued
103152 ISSnom 'Hold On To love
and 280pó, title back plush 40bpm
e>'Adventureslp
DYNASTY
°UIn The
Land 01 Music' LP (US Soler BKL1
1576), Apart teq've
em theJdoa,Be
12imrgelenas°d
60pm
To
love Yon This bnghr ' breezy
Sons,elenl
rs other killers are
the Al
lery11413pHudson-inspired
perkily
Chugging Idler, 110bpm On Me
Right smacker, bouncily skipping
(Manly
r11Sbpm 'Day And
squeak. with
ers
Beal -Ilk breaks , and, evens more
Bear like - tit-Ilnbpe 'Groove
Control' Ice Breaker being an ex
citing :holy 127bpm flier and she title track a ¡offing slow 39179bpm
D
a
SIMPSON: 'Love
II Right' IUS Warner
Bros W BSe92691. Puppy good bouncily jogging 110bpm 7in backbeat
'lecher
the Roberta B Donny
mould lint of pent-up excitement
Given
sound
Isinq nqs
No Mouenllain
High Enough , sea Rowdy/1 edited
from Ihe,r upcoming A Musical Al.

Don't Make

lair' LP

CANDI STATON: 'Belch, I'm Gon.
na Get Ya' (LP Candi Stolen' US
Warner Bros BSK 3121), Subdued
set, liveliest being this bubbling
solidly (humping
Chuyer
with he usual o tOben
l
style and

pl
perky

ar hay
iiiiéanaevabass1na
tli mpe

that works well out of Tom Browne
and 'Bounce Rork Skate Roil'
before throng on perleetly into
Denise LaSalle 'I'm So Hoe' amazingly on 3 -track 12th (lipped by the
now
'S1Y1oiSI

ItS-Ilbbpm°UDo
1

Tour

Thong' and 110-112-1lxbpm 'Copy
thus'
the import album's three
holies' backs.
SHACKATACK: 'Slepyyiñ ' ¡enquire. lo Les McCutcheon, 0602.

-

On

.100551

midenilliedoody

white label and well worm finding
this lovely Melly swaying claass.y in
sir:mental 99bpm 12:n tau piano
jogger obviously has 'This Groove
n mind as though much slower un
necessarily keep, sloppYiny almost
too often Ica comfort Similar quality Set (nothing amateur about
these) are the lap's Iwo tracks. the
Skipping 131.1301mm 'Klll,ng Time'
and almospher,e dead slow 31bpm
'Lumiere Are they British or
American?
LEVEL 42. Love Meeting love
UK -recorded
(Elite DAZZ 5)
naggIngly
musically ambitious
derivative mellow flowing and
swaying 99.98.100-1010pm 12in
out logger with bubbling synth
try
y
e'álke beat al limes
Irom the
piano intensity buildingtrots
break. sav raking he lead on the
11

- nnieLlCalls.
Me
nose

Ilea being rather

e

Galo

rackly prith ngs
are being recut so there aren't
many copies about yet
Ba rbers

cston

:w.k

Quieter bassbackod blh the Unissued'Looking For Love' being a
sombre downbeat deadpan steady

*mockingly and will be even more
etching when no, spread mew
Parts a 2' (the latter at 12abtnel

Street Life'
lempo and yowling guitar, Halluray
TO Heaven' a last B5/431npm elowle
and 'The Hunter Gel^, Captured By
The Game a emoollpy swing {I
124bpm Marvelelies revival still

ALFONZO SURRETT.'Maee It Feel
Good' (US MCA 41749). Slightly disjointed repetitive burbling 110010
111-112 113.11251kn lalealto-backed
smacker villa some yowling
Soul
uck guitar occasional laps and
bumping bass on US 7th but
r viewed Irom rammed Ole promo
STuRPOINT '1 Just wrens Dance
With You' IUS Chocolate City CC
12001- Heavy basspushed 116415Mom 71n lank chanter should
work with the Raydic I Lakeside /
Cameo -Igoe things

102bpm logger with

tooled lo the dated old Motown
structure
FATBACK: Beceslrokln IUS Spring 30121. CommepnOmy only On US
7in although the prom* 12in termr
rider review will be out here soon
This lading bassynth-mimed good

RIEW

pp

Ieioty

117.115 117.118 117.116Apm

1

heavy funk smacker should work
extremely well with Teens Mane
A 'TASTE OF RONEY/'Rescue Ma'
DukeWHISPERS 'Out The Boa' (US
Soler YD -12052). Healwave- produced Emmlotol lnsG-like bre eathy
Ilavoure0 Mery smacking 113.112- Perky 106bpm 7in logger, not
lain halstepper with Fonlella Bass's oldie
1130pm
heezlre synth and smubbina PETER JACQUES BAND: 'The
old 'And
aught
Louder' IMealcan MAXI MAXI.
The Beal Goes On LP°ti
'Lose Me, 00111, Chin -sung lathy tripping slow
CURTIS MAYFIELD
103bpm bumper like a cooled-out
Love Me Now' (LP 'Something To
much
Belllo, In' US RSO 05.1/077). Lean HaywoodlAl Hudson, Iran"C
better Ilan the ghastly
Long moody rhythm Intro reaches

lovely

atmospheric

an

sweetly.

sung 110-111 beat leper mat's gelling good DJ reaction without being

clearly defined dancer 'Tripping
Out' being a 'Rue' -type 91bpm
a

CHIC. 'Rebels Are We' IUS Atlantic
36651. Lacklustre ierky al
le
InbornInborn7in backbeal further less
than compulsive
la FE, 'Hot To Trol'
ALFREDO
(LP

Alfredo'

AS Choate 0-4731

in-

teresting amalgamation of Brazilian
and disco with long Latin pertuasloe intro men nice fiddle before
lakes over, is loo stow al
Me
118-117.1160pm to mu with the
Baby'O/George D
yssey

~at

beat but could work anyhow
MICHAEL
'Wild
HENDERSON
Receiver (US Buddah BDA 6221,
Cnat-mnoed heavy
um°ed
125bpm 7in lank thumper builds

'Soul

CRUSADERS.

Shadows'

(MCA MCAT 6301. Bill Welters-sunp

pulsating l4le756-0BB7
6Bpm slow logger may not be
the,
another 'Street lee' a 0
than with others from (heir new LP
is coupled on 3 -track 12in by the old
bouncily leaping simple 125-127bpm
'Pul
Where You
moremos n Cconvoluted 1212
120-125.124-128-121-125.12x.121
1250pm 'Sweet ñ Sour from -n loll
three penned by Joe Sample)
DIANA ROSS- 'Upside Down'
(Motown IMG 1195)ed
sombre

11

d)

mÍ4
distinn'ctively lurrclung 109bpm 12th thudding Iner,
ISur not

with more bass al least thanthe
album
still decidedly a
Diana Rosa ugh Ws
ANTONIA RODRIGUEZ. 'La 'lamb.' (Magnet 12MAG 149). Remised

121bpm 12in Jeissue of Iasi year e
Warty hil, ideal for tser,ouslyl parties
-cabs and pensioners out
a

EDDrT

GRANT.

Preachln'

Genocide' (LP Love In Eels' Ice
ElGlmgly ethnic 11B-120ICE 1a
122-12aepm Afro chanter with throb king back -heal stabbing brass,
ringing guitar and mounting tension
May Sea bit specialist bull, really
toed 'Feel The Rhythm 101 You
A d II' being a mellow lush jogging
al of the
1051mmrolrolbpm r
Pioneers oldie with H y guitar.
and Nobody's Goi Time. a last
synth -backed 126.127bpm bounder
with blues harmonica
,Now That
DETROIT SPINNERS.
You're Mine Again' (LP 'Love Trip-

plli AIl.nlic

_soulful

1511311-

v,

'He

Satelymgit

sal, this being

ospel-drenched

SVI

I

u

'Counting
'Erueonw°Te

One.To
hr
,de
n
PURE ENERGY, 'Party On' (US
Prism POS-aO01. Quavery chick

weed

leapp

GG

and bounding

12611nIro).129.130.13,-I72bpm

deep soul

mOn

a

great

Id -style

and

pounder
piling well In North Londonvi0enllY
KANO 'I'm Ready' IUS Emergency
THOS 55141. Clapping and bass
synth 1111 out Into a squeakily sung
Europop
but mainly electronic
127Dpre 12in lhunderer
JACKIE MOORS: 'Helpless' IUS
Colum01e43111131, Frantic 1350pm
Itln Northern Soul filer originally py
Kim Weston
BUSTA JONES. 'Just A Little
Misunderstanding' US SprIng SP0
4161. Less frantically budding 121'
130bpm 12in Northern churner Plow
on UK 7in only, 20952341 ongmaly
by the Contours

Ullantlolmned

3413pm

smoother,

while )apart horn their included Iasi
three heel the ¡aster ones getting
action arethe happily cantering
125bcm 'Spill Decision with deep
bass vocal bits and suck 121bpm I
Just Wanl To Fall In Love'.
AVERAGE WHITE BAND! 'For You,
For Love' (RCA Awn 12.2). Jogging
0 35171 bpm 12in slowee with almost
Bee Gees squeakiness el times.
and lerken4larlmQ bumpily loping
121-119.120bpe,
Way flip

'Help

Is

em. -sung 1250pm 121n finery !budder the cleaner Puler Instrumenlal:Make Your Mover B-side vary
Sian Sean much Seller
DANCE PEOPLE. 'Dance The Night
Away' )Sault HH 1521 Interesting
subdued 114bpm An Ihmbber Mina
Laboim
RITCHIE FAMILY. 'Give Me A
Break' Soundtrack LP 'Can't Slop

l

sic'
Mercury 63990511
Positively, unauraCuye t25-127bpm
basic ' disco" squawker
Me
Village People's typical alma,
1340pm Idle track being merely
amnio esbng Ito ludo. horn
special back-to-back 12th promo)

The

MORODER. 'Night
(Poydor POSP 1341 Inslrumental 129bpm 7in syntheslter
momee, Irom American Gigolo',
hit
whose biggest soundtrack
(though not on the LPI is actually
Inc Miracles' old The Love I Saw In
You Was Just A Mirage'.
NICK STRAKER BAND, 'A Walk In
The Park' (CBS 15251. Galloping 12e
(intro)-13.113bpm nn pure pop,

0100510
Delve'

once

on

Pinnacle and

Europe.

A

E

F

E

Phantom

leaving Greenwich
130ami SUNDAY (131 Paul
Hill sunk Poynings
Devils Dyke Hotel near
Brighton in the open air, Chile
Brown loins the cast at Col.

Embassy Suite

DJ TOP TEN
on Br(adford though not
six months. bIggest disco hits, using our UK Disco 90 and the usual In
verse scoring method. Of the individual artists Narade Michael
Walden leads over Michael Jackson. Bros Johnson Whispers
and Bobby Thurston, while the top len for the hest hall oh the

CHRISTOPHéR HALL of Lidgel Green

himselfa DJ, has kindly worked out a Chart for the (1st

1980 are)

2
3
4

5
B

7

AND THE BEAT GOESON,WMspers
STOMP! Brothers Johnson
TONIGHT I'M ALRIGHT, Narada Michael Walden
CHECK OUT THE GROOVE,'Bobby Thurston
SHOULDA LOVED YOU, Narada Michael Walden
HOLDIN' ONIBURNIN' ALIVE. Tony Rallo
DON'T PUSH IT DON'T FORCE IT Leon Hayward
I

201h
8

THE GROOVE Rodney Franklin
GOT THE FUNK. Positive Force
ROCK WITH YOU Michael Jackson

10

1.
S.

6.
7.
S.
5,

10.
11.
12.

1;
te

'moat

7" WIP 6629

CBS
Epic

AI

S

S1

sane.

I'

i

AIMG TN(

1

a

.

a

,'m

186/5161 II

COMING IN SOON
George Benson LP
George Benson I2'
Taste of Honey LP
Seasnth bonne. LF

I

Iit

W.1,
Mt.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE
otter the tastes Mail Orde,
Semite possible. Orders can be
et....ed Al Ate... or
aarclaycord ewer the telephone.

Huesca P
Stanley (,lent
Compiled
Motional Sow

rot

We

Margo.

Sylvia

or

DJ's NOTE

Slarship Orchesue LP
Crusaders LP

19

iewe

moment we're in the
middle of pulling together one
reeding list. if you
bell of
would like to go on it, give me a
ring (Tony Hodge.).

Bob James LP

Tom Brown 12'
K azumr LP
George Sensor.
Lonnie Listen 5m

sae,

At the

Richard Tee LP
Dynasty 12'
Locksmith LP
Cameron LP

11.

20.

:MAW

Epic
Atlantic
Calibre

Sugarhill

12.BERWICK ST.LONDON
TEU 01.437 3655

'
Man SOS. in
15. Flakes 12'
lb George tune n
7'
17. Cecil Pa, er

C/W "SHE'S LOST CONTROL"
I2" V'I'RSION IN FULL COLOUR BAG
12"12WIP6629

Solar
ABM

Atlantic

Century Fox

9 WE

2.
3.

Clark & Jon

weekender, Pete Tong Junks

-

I

THIS WEH'S 110 Olt 1110105
1. RICE Clarke 12-

Peer

Chester

r

1

Aerodrome'Biggies Alldeyer,
Jeff Young & Mick Clark funk
Canvey Goldmine, Jim Kershaw links a T F
Much'
Iuiwoel-power allniter al
's new
Froggy
Louie tank Southgate

y'Bentwalers

BREAKERS
BUBBLING UNDER the UK Disco 90 (page 47) with Increased
support are Stanley Clarke 'We Supply' (Epee LP). ST Express
'Talon OIf' I 'Have Some Fun' IUS Columbia LPI, Bob James
'Snowbird Fantasy' I 'Brighton By The Sea' I 'The Walkman'
'Reunited' I 'Thoroughbred' I 'Shepherd's Song' (Tappan Zee
'Law
LP) Pleasure 'Take A Chance' I 'Now You Choose Me' 1
label
Of The Raw' IUS Fantasy LP), Rick Clarke 'Potion' (white
Dial)
121n), Kleeer 'Winners' I 'Open Your Mind' (Atlantic 12in).
North)
Roy
I
Scotland
'Can Reach You' (Young Blood
Ayers I Wayne Henderson 'Thank You Thank You' I 'Have
Your Way' I 'Tell Me What You Want' (Polydor LP), Richard Tee
'Now' I What A Woman Really Means' (reopen Zee LP)
Donald Byrd 'Dominoes' I 'Wind Parade' (Blue Note 12101
Johnny Hammond 'Los Conquistadores Chocolates' I Shifting
Gears' IUS Milestone LP), Sadao Watanabe 'Samba Do Marcos' I 'Morning island' I 'Down East' (Japanese JVC I Flying
Disk LP), Pure Energy 'Party On' IUS Prism 12ín1, Rene
Angela 'Turn 1t Out' 1 'Do You Really Love Me' (Capitol LP),
Taste Of Honey 'Boogie Oogle Oogíe' (Capitol 12in promo).
Rick James 'Big Time IUS Gordy) Curtis Mayfield 'Love Me
Love Me Now (US ISO LPI Chico Hamilton 'Strut' I
'Mysterious Maiden' I 'Magic Fingers' (Eleklra 121n), Peter
Brown 'Gan') Be Love -Do It To Me Anyway' (TK 12111, Michael
Jackson 'Girlfriend' (Epic). Eddy Grant 'Feel The Rhythm' I
'Preachln Genocide' (Ice LP). Shalamar 'I Owe You One' IUS
Solar 121n), Sheila & B. Devotion 'King 01 The World' (Carrere
121n), Lonnie Elston Smith 'Expansions' SRCA 12in) Fever
'Don't You Want Me?' I 'The One Tonight IUS Fantasy LP),
Level 42 'Love Meeting Love' (Elite 12en), Brick 'Free' I 'Get
Fired Up' (US Bang LP), Robbie Dupree 'Steal Away' (Elektral
DORC (Dance Orientated Rock Chan)- 1(21 LIgeld Gold, 2(1)
Remy, 3131 Hot Choc, 4(4) McLean 517) NewtonJohnlELO 6(17)
Stones 7161 ELO, 0114) Police 'Bed', 9(S) Man Tran, 10110)
Korgls. 11(111 Robertson 12(81 MASH. 131161 LITHO, 14115) DeeNolans 181re)
Leo Sayer(re)
Whitesn9akea11116)) Matchbox,1

\

tribes welcome'
National Soul Feiivat

Fsi

him.

OF LONDON TOWN

"ail

USA

big in

-

here's Cecil Parker (not the British
BEEFCAKE CORNER
comedy actor as .you can tell, and doubtless pronounced
Clssel Parker by Americans) whose great `Really Really Love
You' took a big leap up the disco Chan this week following Its
UK release on EMI Aparl.lrom that I don't know nuffink about

J

locks lank Reading Woodley

Club, Paul Clark & Tony Monson look Thames riverboat

On The

PROTON. 'We're Funkint' Ballislle
12BP 364). NrOTension Influenced
but messy and poorly recorded

Stage 3 has a 1st anniversary
night with Thomas Felton

/loltslinks
Jasone

'12en

'Whoa

Leysdown-onSea Island
abgayer while Leysdown
ranüous

é...N

1

A

Brentwood
YC 'Darryl
Johnson funk
Sgvinall White Hart weekly:
SA'UROAY (12) Sean French,
B
Jones. John Douglas,
Galt Soul, Chris Tyler & Andy
Stan lank Colchester
Em.
basal' Suite weekender, Tom
Holland & Pete Tong `plus
Presumably more) funk
Way

Hayden & Mel

3-L:.";:'

`3

I

weekly

'Wednesdays tool. Key HIII

i+.I
'-,

3--}

+.:

UK NEWIES

ONE WAY'leeluring AL HUDSON:
'Pop II' (MCA MCAT 6191. Sk,ppable Ireaky phoneringinglntro to

flip's longer 100-99.100.101-102IOIOpmhale oenbl Love' version

Tottenham Shades, MONDAY
(141 Dave Rawlings razz -tanks
Reading Calcot Hotel in Bath
Road weekly

4s?

r,_

By JAMES HAMILTON

IMPORTS

,Lewes

MYger

7s
v..urs

'Y

;i_.isa+¡r,,Y,P

Thenklst For What You've Gal' (LP
'Figures Can't Caiculele' US TEC
TEC
1210) Similar ,sllu sparse
but beastly emphasised taster Ito.
too' .1090pm remake of his slinkily
thudding classic logger 146192 97
94bpm In its 1074 original veruon)
this ,s the Cut that's causing all the
excitement Others being
lovely
dead slow 0.210pm smooching el
Sam Cooke a 'you Send Me a

Colin Ringe funk

knights

..v

}

tv!

Y41'

41

12, 1980

p,

Pick James LP
Ramsey Lewin LP
y

ra4:o°anace

Record Mirror, July 12.1980
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DISCOLAND
Don't

Forget
Sat July 6th

LEWISHAM HIGH SJ, LONDON SE13

XMAS
OPTIKINETICS

ICE STEREO

Lie

3000 MIIER

Ser

-

5th Poly 1980

'

25% off

CALL FOR;
150. trirme Hen
Reel Bins 1265 pier
CCM berme 150. Mr rob £375 peer
1/11 .14 poll Won, ItIS' 1110' + horn, £499

From

XMAS

Lirlit to Efe

1100 Auto

.L.4R3Et,126

15% OFF

Amber.
Lowest ever price

ao"poesaaaw,rh
w eo.te

woo atVdenrergcon,rdBr

let Pnae129
,

SALE PRICE

SQUIRE'S
PARTY FLASHER

iALEMC'

£4.95

Len

per bumper emmdie plus

a

P.º

halt

£75

Neer.*

y1

PRICE

PAR 38 SPOTLIGHTS
c

P

ccrot ,toer We.co
W unir Eí0, caco -

Mt

£7

.JI

stocks ram

IngleCases,

hone

DISCO ELECTRONICS

ghting Screens
Pin Spars, He155plen,
Whullmes 51551 Show

Per

Protecras, UV Strobes,
Motor halt. Snares

Poble the
Mount

aa

->

Over 35- different speaker cabs, loaded with either: HEtH or
electrovoice in stock, including the new 200 watt sound laser from
Leech.

/ CONSOLES INCLUDE:
-

!

501E PRICE

Ems.

ALSO STOCKISTS OF:

IrLATE SHOPPING
EVERY WEEK NIGHT

Excellent Mail Order Service
(Ring or write for catalogue)

KIÑGSBURY ROAD,ERDINGTON,'BIRMIÑGHAM 24'

I

P6Prf

00

i

£78

DISCO BARN

20 THORNEY LANE SOUTH
IVER, BUCKS. Tel. 107531 653171
Full range of Disco & Lighting Equipment

by Wyeminster
As customers for any items
in our vast stocks of our
Disco Equipment
of Chronic,' HH, Optikinetics,
Mode and many'other leading makes.
21

DISCOSCENE
PLEASE RING

Peveril Road

Southampton SO2 7F0
Tel: 0703 445073

Carlton Cowl

a,

01-8361522

,

-

r.,,,

.

M. SUPPLER%

Grainger Rood, Soul lend -on-5M, Emu

E7í9
L369

DISCO EQUIPMENT
HARROW DISCO CENTRE

COSTS A LOT LESS AT ABC

(THE DISCOUNT PEOPLE)

All makes New and Used Gear in Stock
Unbelievable Prices. Mail Order.
Instant Credit

DISCOMART

01.8688637/6454

ABC
MUSIC

Send 5)p for our latest
catalogue

DISCOMART
SURBITON ROAD
KINGSTON, SURREY
Tel. 01-546 9877
56

ADVERTISE

Full range

Wyeminster Retail

ARAM MALL
3

SHOWROOM OPEN 6 DAYS 9.7 pm
Mallorder. HP, Access. Barclaycard

IN

1

OFF ALL DISCO
CONSOLES

HP. Mail Order. Access. Hire, Repair
OpenMon.S.t 10ewe em

MO

REQUIRED

Need we say more?
SPECIAL THIS MONTH!

SIMMS JUPITER CONSOLES

NON.POWERED
WITH AMP

AVAILABLE NOW!!
Please Send Laige S.A.E.

TO

rtl

er

Man order ervle.. for mghlneee end c.Olne, mmng. Includlog
Imr char,. and eovwlng., handle,. c..son end .peaW.ed her "veer
fining lilt., ledge and coolest, Cannon* end solyin.. also
ÉM.Iter
mll.r compression driven, ARO mice, Colenon speakers end
ASS horn. Send 10p In names for Illustrated col /Rogues ha
Uwe

.350 RAYNERS'LANE, PINNER, MIDDX
.

~=lf

ADAM HALL SUPPLIES

Stockists of Citronle: TK DIscosound, ICE, FAL,
Haze, Optikinectics, Cloud. SW, Audlotech,
Simms, Pulsar, Soundout, Satyrus, Meteor, Rank
-

k

WrIle or phone now for
FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
IS Wellington Street, Luton LU1 SAA
Telephone 0582 39021/411733
Open Mon -Fri 10 am 1,m, Sat 10d 30

Lme 01 0415656

Cr.,,,' .Chsilasfl an

,11.111 1'

*,Secondhand Equipment
* Special Offers and Discounts * DIy

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

021450 8369

Sa+

* On -Premises Servicing Finance
* Complete Systems to Spares and Accessories
* Pert Exchange

P&P C100
P%PC300
P6 P(5 0:1
Send to Roger Squire's Mad
Order FREEPOST Barnet,
Her is ENS SYB, Mal Order Hoe

from Spaghetti Junction!

Call in fora demonstr. rion or ring us on

¡i

1

* Large Stocks * Mail Order

Over 1103

gney On Ilse m
and
value On looney
Marour me, odd. sale pace Ella..
r Beta Bay
um Rev Chasm

I

ON PRODUCTION OF THIS ADVERT

MAITRE, SIS, BSR, PLUTO, OPTI, GOLDRING, SHURE, PULSAR, RCF,
RADIOMIC'S, ETC, ETC.

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
NIKE AND REPAIR SERVICE, CLUB INSTALLATIONS, CREDIT FACILITIES,
Opts Monday -Saturday, 9.30.60m
ALWAYS PLENTY OF SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT IN STOCK

6rr

10%

(75 050
£500100

Des?

SALE PRICE

-

60P, Tel 041-944 3303

Add PBP as follows,
Goods up to Cis

£13.50

SPECIAL OF THE MONTH

AMPS

FAL, McGREGOR, CLOUD, ICE, LEECH, HIM, PLUS CHASSIS AMPS.

I

,,

Deansgate, M34EN
Tel, 061.831 7676
GLASGOW Queen
Margaret Road 10H Queen
Margaret Drivel, Kelmnstde G20
251

Strand, Orange, Electro -Voice.

ICE, GUERRINI, FAL, McGREGOR, AUDIOTECH, CLOUD
INCLUDING THE (2,000 CONSOLE FROM'GUERRINI.

DJ'S

1214

'/J1Qw

Si'-i_ro

r1r-')

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Omni?, Wiener, sman honer melt eyelets tor,

Prove?, 00

PROFESSIONAL SOUND AND LIGHTING

i

500

r>f

All shops open 10em 7pm Mon.
Fre IOam-6pm Saturdays

and D I.T.

CITRONIC LU4-700
LIGHTING CONTROLLER

'BIRMINGHAM'S LARGEST SOUND SPECIALIST

(3 mops

..o

Junction

1

Equahrers, Speakers

£22

drama, Baeev
Let Pnc !9300

£1.90

LE

-

UV GENERATOR

$qVE

PRICE

In,
or ele©ev
.`SATE PRICE

Sale
Many more lantacas
Mtq'Graaler
Ralgalns

tMe

ran mounts,
Lear

be,,.,
you
mcsehnte m

e

£169
PA 150 £99. 5t

11:1

MANCHESTER

50

Posse/

_

125 Church Road.
St George. BS59JR,

SALE PRICE £39.50
GAMMA BEAM

Pon hale horn

arch. -,.lies us to

A 100. £75.

Tel. 0272 550550/550701

SALE PRICE

Led

176

BRISTOL

lies meat sale began

£380
A

.

IOU()

Road, N19500

.

OPTI
BUBBLE GUN

SAVE

LIGHT C

Tel 01 272 7474

The Warsaw inhuhhb power

SALE PRICE

rowonetNe

FREE

delne,y

UK

f5
£19.99,,

ICE BUBBLE MACHINE

ry

`I

Ill

DUCOUET fTOREP

LONDON

MaeI,sle Oula yore money wnh
oemele Be,hme mamH
nail Lm Poor 14100

me

&W ES

S'Ubin
136!

FAS'Amps Stereo 300

2x2 Amp £299

50

21!!

eNer

lade, bolt., 110,10
7 eel saved ro
He stun
Fantasy. value
tor moo.

.:

HP3Ba,rer50/,

FAL STEREO RANGER
au'

Nan .Pew and

iRanger

with built inl ¢r two
£499

PEP

00,49wit:

Available

herver

QUAD LITE
~net ownigni .wrm.,ehrda,p

iN

Rotating Police
beacon with sweeping
light beam.
In Blue, Red,
Green and

PRODUCTS

£32.25

h100

St

9,04,cafe.

£499

£299

G

POLICE
FUZZLIGHT

CITRONIC

QUADFLASH

Migar rn Bupm 2m are le46

!169

0.150.

-

=

{enua'rLIGHTC

le

ROGER:;

100w
Mono R

CITRONIC

P/100/100

(pdr)166

N... Peered

Ys./"0«0>,1!":41>

l

£27.80

£408
POPULAR 1357

Cole

DECKS.

FAL

u,

7". £24.00

X

dia
mirror.1 199
Sell She

f99

"bl

540

£49:y

from

St.-

(pair) £99
Wheels

'360X1"-£18.20

MK III

Special reduced php .Callable

LiLloge:IOUND

SALE"""E

DAILY
DEMOSI.

R

00001,1.11111, pees
oe rwg 04110~e

Se..-

New Large Star Cols
-

RECORD CARRYING CASES
M..e Per,
7" singles
180X7"-£14.00
Wen

HAWAII

STEREO

Hs.

carBoies(pair)(s)50(1)e

All with feet, prN oNMe Lerner
detachable 6d.,Ilacks, honoree

HJAa

aped:arid

TECHNICS REEL TO REEL

SALT

1r/LP
SOX12'- C14.60
1DO112"- £17 50

dad

per of ao.. BOT, £594 or £60 D.p.d1

.vp,er.ARo.lfwte

slur, SS, I

n

Mincing
ncing lody! £185 IBA Light
Box f55 kaleidoscope boxes f99

te.v

Gee

from two
portable TV

A

.1

E1Xa

500 wares

AVAILABLE
1500 2 Trawl:

WI

`0,,111D6

NP

NEED A
CAB? THEN

Fel

*

p1 owe ~We

.

l.w.w, balm ps [ta
EtB.a,..l..-Ll9

Y... Mel n15
Fal Oise e

~WORE.

Xmas
Shoe (10.4)
RRP

r

PU
DISCO

Optikinetics

re,rnlp

vsE-

410
C75

079

DATE TO
REMEMBER

Roe

PLAY
THE POWER
GAME WITH

nol110000S we

/er

01pl. F repRf

pops

Ott, OW

s

FAL LIGHTING

SECOND NAND DECKS

light Unit Three £63
00 MY Ill £96
tallow
syNhelIt lights
tenrostic Conrraller £109
SM.nd Mortiphe
Mode

ICeOareeqnAs
t Dorm(

°Urn', ro ow

01-690 2205

HOTLOINE

(Catford End, opp. Lewisham Hospital)

LIGHT CONTROL

TAKE A LOOK AT SOME OF THESE
ICI 170 170 Stereo Chaóeerer
MSC (Shed Wed)
ICI MONO NON.POWIPSO
CLUBMAN 1250

*

377

DISC* HIRE
FROM THE HARROW DISCO CENTRE'
FULL RANGE OF SOUND G LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE FOR PROFESSIONAL OR HOME USE

.COMPLETE DISCO WITH LIGHTS FROM £13
DECK UNITS, AMPS. SPEAKERS, PROJECTORS.
SOUND TO LIGHT STROBES, DRY ICE AND BUBBLE
MACHINES. SNAKE LIGHTS. LASERS. ETC. ETC
ALL PRICES EXOtUSIVI OF YAT

Send sae for lull hire fist to RECORD Er DISCO CENTRE
350 RAYNERS LANE, PINNER, MIDDX
010868 8637

OPTIKINETICS

SOLAR

250 MK II

Complete with 2 effects wheels
and? rotator.
List Price £148.50

OUR PRICE £97.30
Plus £3.00 P&P

-SETTERS DISCO CENTRE
31-32 Brunsfield Place, Edinburgh
Tel: 031 229 6662

Record Mirror. July 12. 1980

VOICEVOX

PRESENT

-

TURNSPEED

OPTIKINETICS

tB).

(5 45

-

715088.

Bn..n rewaecee.d b.m osies Ence
reQuirw for tree brochure. Ugh, Enterroinmenr.
Opladneso UrNred. Luton L W 1 DPI Tel (05e2) 41141,

-

3

3604,

240 0973 1-8 pm.

DISCO.

TOP UNIT Disco

ington 24202.

S

-

DAVE JANSEN -6994010

ORANGEPEELS

PHASE
01

payable to

110 Greengates
Street, Tunstall. Stoke on
Trent, P&P 30p,

WOollam

DISCO.

Complete entertainment
anywhere,
Farnham'

OFTIKINE.Cs

R..polt

package of 40 Soundsonics jingles on cassette.
Order now and receive our
superb demo tape absolutely FREE! Just send
DJ

fantastic DJ Jingles at
great prices, send -only £1
and SAE for demo tape
and price list,
25
Keswick Road, St Helens,
Merseyside.

LIGHTING

No Spmp

TAPETRIX. BRITAIN'S
leading jingle company,
offers you a professional

!DJ Jingles

2651.

01 886

969

JOHNNY DEAN'S Disco
with light. all occasions.

- Leam-

-,

803 0684 8517.

DISC JOCKEYS WANTED
an ear for

a

good sound and an eye

DOVETAILED DISCO
RECORDING 'CASES

for a

bargain.

Possibly
P

the largest 'range of li ghting and sound

equipment

In

SINGLES:

MIDLAND DISCO CENTRE
WELLINGBOROUGH ROAD
NORTHAMPTON. Tel 34100

Make cheques or PO
etc. payable to:

Approx 12001 (10.75
pON DOPEY
Approx 15001 (16.25
Approx
(16.50 273 Stourbrid g a Rd;
- Holly Hall, Dudlea
Approx LP

the country.

158.166

I

All Prices Include
&PAP ,

,

-

-

1651

I

..

,

West Midlands
Tel: (0384) 77837

£10.75

.

UK only

DIU 30tIttnIZ
'ASSOCIATION
OF

GREAT BRITAIN
oemeeeeeeezaeeee
1*11 1

*
**

PEOPLE'S CHOICE
DISCOTHEQUES:

*

*
*

-

2828/2991

368 7447.
CLOUD 9
DISCO REPLAY London.

-

STEREO DISCO unit

Sale

01-965 2826.

ACCESSORIES

DISCO lights.,
many extras, fitted van op-

- Tel'

tional, £2,000 ono
0482 445474.

TOP PRICES PAID
CASH WAITING

NEWHAM AUDIO'

Crusader. 100 watt stereo, t
nearly new. £390 ono. 2 x
200 watt speakers with
Gauss drivers, £390 ono.,
Reslo cabaret radio mic.
Brighton
ono.
£230

Mobile Discos

DISCO NEWS FLASH!
TO ALL DISCO FLASHERS!

SIGNAL TRAX Roadshow
Newark_
Chris, 0636 84

-

525,

Dispense with your raincoat and get turned On to the
latest craze In Disco Whorl

The Disco Flash Hat
ONLY £4.95. sop, bakery, postage and
Six LE.D.s flashing in sequence

*

elasticated strap
Toning coipured plastic clear visor

Pante ten
Hin

I

.

T,

ising8
orm

-

Standard

.dNo

'
1

l

1

Het.
fS Se

o or deb., ore

E

I

'

cr000

in

ro N.M.
lMr.cte Pu bnShingSdoa
62 eerners Street,
London

1

`

Port tot DISCO saLES a

HIRE LTD 37a lao VALE AOAD ASH VOL!.
ALDERSHOT HAMPSHIRE,GU115NJ Penosa eerier,er, He n.
Yee monev ,Mended', gopd.In,,n.d orbe seen dare
AM1

THE GREAT ROCK 'N'ROLL
THE SEX PISTOLS FILE
The story of the most exempt/ and controversial
rock and roll band told in masses of news
i

clippings and unpublishedbehmd.the spores
photographs

[Ix

1.2 SO C1

NEW! NEW! NEW!
The Sex pistols Great Rock
'n' Roll Swindle. 10 pages
of photos. 5 in full colour.
Plus 21 mini -pits. Complete
words and music to 10
songs, Includes Anarchy In
The UK, Frigging' In The
Riggin; Who Killed Bambi,
Silly Thing, No One Is
Innocent.
Mail Order Music Special
Swindling Price
_£3.95

YOUR NATIONAL VOICE IN THE U.K.!!!
NOW FOR IMMEDIATE BENIFITS
WHETHER A FULL-TIME OR MOBILE D.J. SEND
INCLUDING CHEOUE,P. O., CASM,RECORDED DELIVERY STATING: -

E395

COUNTY.

ADDRESS

TEL NO

POSTAL CODE

(work)._..

(home)_

TO:
DISC-JOCIFEYS' ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN
61. REGENT STREET

,

CAMBRIDGE

g

NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS,
Buy a there of mus,cal h,stoeyi
Neto s the complete words and
music to all the songs on one of
the most eonirovershal albums
of all erne

FULL-TIME/MOBILE

NAME

Te6NO. (022313541781354940

.

ecn

Md..,

OTHER SERVICES

VANS: SPECIALISTS
RECORDS.
INSURANCE ON EQUIPMENT, VEHICLES,
SECOND -HAND EQUIPMENT MART.
LEGAL ADVICE.
PRINTING DISCOUNT: BUSINESS CARDS .LETTERHEADS".POSTERS
V
DISCO EQUIPMENT HIRE/REPAIRS/SERVICE.
D.J.'s.
for
STYLES
WEAR:LATEST
STAGE
REGIONAL MEETINGS,

ll

Myaddr..a

pro.

toner,

d

B.rcHY i

C iw [deco

Eme,nld

oh.ou.IpoMS order for

by

yoarsen

gig

enaiote

Mr name

booking your own

our

'ÍÍÍ

ref]Sky

I

DJ's, BANDS
MUSICIANS ETC.
it

packing

IT

* Choice of Blue. Green or Yellow Hats
* PP3 battery included
* Foam Backed Cotton Headband with adjdstable

OFF NEW AND

I

I
d..

I

RING ABC DISCOMART
on 01-546 9877

-

592353.

now from
Mail Order Music, Camden House.
Suffolk
Newmarket.
71 High Street.
BE SWINDLED! Order

Soltolk
71 High Street. Newmarket,
To Mad Order Musa, Camden House,
above I emose C
Please send me the booktsi l have ticked
what, includes 50p post/packing
Name

- _----

Address

I

YOUR DISCO AND

PROJECTORS SOLAR 250
with rotators, bargain, £60.

Teti01.5344064

RULES AND CONSTITUTION
'T' SHIRT
REGULAR NEWSLETTER
1981 ENTRY TO ÓUR "DISCO 198!" SHOW
PROMOTION RECORDS/TAPES lara.aDablel

-

11 St Albans Avenue.
London W4

I;

Romlord Road
London Eli 4B2

111,

LYRICS WANTED by
music publishing house.

Equip. For Sale

SECONDHAND SYSTEMS

*

160

0272 842900

52

yy

contracts, royalties etc
Free from International
Songwriters Association
(RM2). Limerick City,
Ireland.

-

-CUSTOM

'

Publishing, recording

-

MS10 synth and
practice amp,. bath new,
Ring Staines
£200.

Answered

Explains copyright.,

watt per channel, lights.
projector. strobe. mtc,
plus stands. £700, no offers
Further details to

Instruments For

'NEWHAM AUDIO

11****

Questions

-

0240

328 6424.

KORK

ABSOLUTELY FREE
SALE, Maxlllte ColTwenty SongwritingI

umn, £10. 100w projector,
Fog machine, £10.
£5.
Pulsar slave amp (brand
new), offers.
01 804

965

SALE

RECORDS THROUGHOUT U:K. DEALERS
* DISCOUNTS on:SOUND
EQUIPMENT & LIGHTING
* DISCOUNTS on DEALERS
for MOBILES

**

-

'

10%

1980 -- 1981 MEMBERSHIP CARD

1

FOR

Roadshow -9411568 979
0408.

Musical Services

Disco Equipment

STEVE DAY -015244976.

DISCO 'EQUIPMENT

************************
PLUS

858

9428

£ 75.00

A.1

-01

RBL ROADSHOw

61070.

with

I

,

1

i p Ca DISCO, óI

43

-

_

BLOCK LET TERSPLE ASE

l

J

Record Mirror. July 12
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1980

'

:
R..t T^ksYy`''3=x>á4>
/4rr1
Personal
FEMALE Numan
fans wish to meet two
male fans into gigs. Photo
TWO

appreciated.

-

Coventry,

Birmingham area,
No 2514.
QUIET GIRL,

Box

18 into new
wavelDlsco music, seeks
guy for gigs, discos, and
friendship. Photo ap-

preciated.-

Box No 2515.

-

UNHAPPY HULL guy
seeks friends.
Reply
E

Box No 2516.
SHY MALE, 21, slim. hand-

ARE

appreciated,

Canada, etc. Stamp
please.
Worldwide
Baraka, The Golden

music, seeks girl 18-28,
phone number and photo

-

bat

not

essential.
Box No 2512.
I'M MALE, 24. from Liverpool, planning to move to
London soon for employment prospects. Wish to
hear from others planningp
same with view to shariríg
accommodation, expenses, ideas. etc.
Box

-

No 2524.

YORKSHIRE

GIRL,

20,

-

Write Russell, 35
Melbourne Street,
Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire.

West

-

CURVY LONDON female,
18.
Box No 2450. Slim

-

Darkhaired female, 19.
Box No 2440.
NEW FRIENDS from
photographs Send stamp
for free photo brochure,
Dovelinc, A16, PO Box 100,
Haywards Heath Sussex.
FINNISH AND SWEDISH
PENFRIENDS.
Write for
free details, Pen Friend
Service. PL 27, SF -20801,

-

-

Turku

80, Finland.
PENFRIENDS
WORLDWIDE,

-

All ages
welcome. Stamp to
60
Ellesmere Road, Benwell,
Newcastle Upon Tyne NE4
BTS.

.hr I,a0 of millions o/ ungir men and
...son. Dunn,
rr

. .b..d

el. awhapy

demand
don
helped Mould.. of
people, no. pu, .h,axh lake and
.w.:axr. though w; morons

11,0,Du. ..mply ,h,wxh
u,iHrM end .xr".,d,nl ,hr.r
a .end for Ow
M.

~go

o

m'
mla
nl..r,
M
moo,. I.,....,w.u.

Jul

z

-

friends, female and professional men.
Write to

Box No 2522.
MAKE FRIENDS all dyer
the world, write to (sae)

Lls's Letterbox, 22 Montpelier Road, London, W5
18 -YEAR -OLD girl requires
friends of either sex for

companionship,
Blackburn area.
2521.

-

Box No

MALE POSER, 19, would
like to hear from other
posers or minorities If
they are interesting and
attractive. Have lots to
say, so don't be boring or

easily

shocked. You

anywhere, me anyway.
Box No 2520.

-

POLICE, BLONDIE,

Queen,

-British

Kiss,

Numan,

Rats, Japan, Girl, Bowie.
Japanese tans want

friends same

musical tastes,

nVCEl7oN hTMF ...................
rbuhno ar ndur.d a nerronrp mu,

,iiM.

.eendw N.

it Í

11,.11410-

FIONA ETC LONDON. I
have placed your libellous
letter (postdate 28 June)
with my solicitor. Someohe has given you in-

am
correct Information.
29.6 feet with blonde hair.
r am happily married. I
would like to know where
you obtained my addiess
from, who the photo was
of, and lull names and ad tresses of all concerned.
All information will be forwarded /o my solicitor
thus enabling him to take
I

whatever
necessary,

-action

is

Victor Ed-

ward Summers,
GENUINE FRIENDS and
'personal service. -, Send
;lamp to Destiny IntroducLion, 12 Richardson St,
Trebands. Swansea.
THANKS JACKY for hay leg Jamie Michael Price.
-love Michy.
IOLIVIA NEWTON JOHN
'PENFRIENDS. Fans of

other

artlsles also

-

swap
photos, records,
for five addresses.
H3 JLH, Market Road,
London N7. State age!
LESBIAN HOMOSEXUAL
IEL, friend 061 236 6283, 10
am for advice, info.
PROBLEMS? WORRIES?
Need a shoulder to cry
on? Love and understanding? Sympathy and help
given to any problem, advice from a few people that
care.'- Write with an SAE
to Box 2500.
TONY, 23, quite personality, average looking, seeks
quiet girl, 17 plus, for genuine friendship and
outings. Looks don't matter but personality does.
Box No
,Essex areamags.

-

etc.

£1

-

2498.

YOUNG MAN, 20, seeks
girl 'friend, 18-20, living in

-

Bolton I South Lancashire
area, will swap photo.
Box No 2491.

L'O N E L
Overcome

Y ?

SHY?

loneliness,

date anyone you fancy.

Read 'Lovers' and

Friends', lots of Information plus addresses, sent

-

plain brown envelope.
Lovers and Friends,
Hamilton House, Slaver ton, Devon T09 6 PG.
In
f1..

USA/CANADA. Live,
work; travel, adventure,
penfriends. seasonal
employment.,

48

rmaga'zr'ne of

page
o p-

50p from
North- America Club, 477
Cheetham Hill Road. Manchester 1,413 7LR.
p ortun/ties%

available.
SAE Music
,Fans Club, 10 Charlton
!Road, Tetbury, Glos.
DOVELING, PHOTO
OCCULT HUMANS. Let's Friends, select your penand partners from
views
friends
waste and exchange
Ricky, ,photographs. Send a
on the unknown.
for
free illustrated
stamp
No
Box
2508.
Doyenne,
YOUNG MAN, 20, brochure.
girlfriend, 16-21, holidays, A16, PO Box 100,
concerts, tun, Scotland, Haywards Heath, Sussex.
OPPOSITE SEX partners
anywhere. Box NO 2510
HUMBLE GUY, 18, shy and foundif! It's tree al
very kind, seeks sexy girt 1'N'T`ER'D'AT'El
'any age for sincere lust. Rush letters describing
Photo a must, although yourselves,- SAE to Box
ooks are totally unimpor- No 2009, Record Mirror, 40
tant_ Lancs area only. Rep- Long Acre, London WC2.
Box No P E N,F A I E N D S
ly guaranteed.
WORLDWIDE, all ages
2511,
per - welcorata., Stamped to 60
quiet
ADRIAN 21,
atonality, seeks girlfriend Ellesmere Road, Benwell,
of similar age and type in Newcastle on Tyne, NE4
London or Kent areas, appearance not important, EXCITING NEW friends by
interests include most mail, 2 year's membermusk cinema and day ship. Doty £1. For details
trips by train.
Please 'send SRE to Bradles Conwrite Box No 2513. pro- ta,cts. (RI, 15 Clifton
misereply.
Garde4y4ondon NIS.

-

-

'

Wheel, Liverpool L153HT.
UFO'S EXIST! Research,

investigation,

photos,

-

skywatches, books.
SAE details to British UFO

Society,

47
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-

-
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CONCERT.

Photos the best in quality
and service sets of 10 5" x
31/2" only £3.20 a set.
Genesis 1980, Thin Lizzy
1980, Queen 1979, Blondie
1980, Van
Halen 1980,
Clash 1980, Lovich 1980.
Tourists 1980, Stranglers
1979, Priest 1979, Essex
1980, Osmonds 1980,
T.Rex 1977 from S.
Flinders, 5 Main St., Stanton By Dale, Ilkestone,
Derbyshire. The best
remember.

ABBA-ABBA-ABBA!
SUPER COLOUR
PHOTOBOOK!

TASTIC

FAN-

OFFER

LIMITED

IMPORT)

(CANADIAN

PACKED WITH

CLUSIVE

EX-

COLOUR

I

TOUR PHOTOS + FREE
SUPER COLOUR POSTER
ABSOLUTE MUST FOR
ABBA COLLECTORS! (£41

-

BOWIE

DAVID

+ + +

BOOTLEGS

IL-

LUSTRATED (£1.50) + + +

ELVIS ILLUSTRATGED
(AMERICAN IMPORT) 160
PAGES

WITH
- KING!
60s

PACKED

RARE 50s

PHOTO'S. OF THE
+ + + ELVIS -WHAT
1E3)
HAPPENED? BY RED
WEST
FEW COPIES ONRS
LY( SEND NOW

-

-

PROMOTIONS, IVY
NORTH

CLA4 x.. W
MAO pad heel

London N6 SRU,

ROCK

-BLONDIE,
PRESLEY,

singles good cond, offers.
- Box
ABBA, CONCERT
-ELVIS
PHOTOGRAPHS 10in 8in

-

0 0 0

CHANDISING, Warhead
badges, T-shirts, stickers,
colour posters (Inc Sindy)
sets of b/w photos,
bumllaps. Also still in
stock ANOTHER KIND OF
BLUES & TOMORROW
GIRLS.. For free listing of
up to date available merchandise and prices to

-

UK SUBS PRODUCTS, PO
BOX 12, GUILDFORD,

SURREY,
HEAVY METAL badges,
30p each, patches 45p
each. ACIDC. Black Sabbath, Deep Purple, Hawkwind, Iron Malden, Judas

Priest,

Led Zeppelin,
Motorhead, Rush, Scorpions, Status Quo, Thin
Lizzy, Whitesnake, etc.
SAE with all orders or for
free lists to
A. Punshon,
207 Stoke Road, Slough,
Berks.
SEND YOUR favourite
photo,- shapshot. picture,
newscilppIng (any size)
and we will blow it to a
giant 14in x 181n photo I
posted for lust' £4 Original
returned undamaged, no

-

-

needed

General Publishing, 26
Brown St., Manchester M2
1DN.

ST.,

-

-

-

-

-

2519.

x

- 1.SEND

LARGE SAE RS PROMOTIONS
PHOTO DEPT.
IVY HOUSE, NORTH ST.
MILVERTON, SOMERSET,
UK SUBS OFFICIAL MER-

negative

REX XMAS fiexl disc
Gloria Jones, Come Go
With Me (LP), German
T

CONCERT

&

PHOTOGRAPHS

-

-

-

b/w close-ups' Fleet3/ood

Mac, Police, Abba, Blon-

die,

Osmonds,

Bush,

10cc, Essex,
Wings, Stewart, Queen,
Rosy, Quo, Joel. Stones,
Genesis, Dylan, Denver,
SAE for
many others.
details, G Smith, 21 Mann-

Moodies,

-

ingtree Close,
6ST.

Wimbledon- SW19
SUPERB ROCKPHOTOS
SUMMER SALE only £3.20
for a set of len Sin x 3'hin
colour prints all recent

tours by:

GENESIS,
HACKETT,

GABRIEL,
DAVID

SKY,

ESSEX.

OLDFIELD, PRIEST. GARY

NUMAN, SHOWADDYWADDY, LrZZY,
HILLAGE,

NAZARETH,

-

HAWKWIND. cheques I
Mike Thompson,
POs to
81 Crawford Road, Shef-

field. S8 9BT.
FREE FORT a stamp,
catalogue of badges,,
posters,' patches. sewons, Iron cross.
Ken

Walker,

37

-

Rosedale,

Reading, Berks,

ORIGINAL GENUINE

CONCERT
PHOTOGRAPHS. only
£1.90 per 10in

x 81n

b/w

print David Soul, Bldndle,
Police, J Armatrading,
Queen, Whltesnake, Saxon. Dr Hook, AWB, J
Priest,- Sappa, V Halen,
Ruts, Jam, I .Maiden,

Stranglers,
Wings,

Oates,

T

L

Lizzy,

Gillen,

-

Reed.
Hall

/

Marvin

('laye. lots more send cheque I PO
Les Chudzicki,
10

Orchard

Cottages,

Middx. _Satisfaction guaranteed.
MARC BOLAN'S Jacket,
autographs rare programme cuttings, photos
limited zinc alloy, black
jack, Xmaz heal imports,
many rarities. Send SAE to
Ted, 18 Dyke Vale
Avenue Hacken'thorpe,
Sheffield, '
-ROCK TIES Rainbow;
Scorpions, Quo, Rush,
Sabbath Zeppelin. Lizzy,
Hayes,

mirror

-

sunglasses £3 p&p paid.
M. Samuel, Dept RM2,
Beestons Orchard. Vines
Cross, Heathfieid, Sussex Hagar. Saxon Wheels 01
Steel silver on black or red
TN21 9HB.
COLOUR CONCERT metal on white shirt, Van
ONLY Halen, Judas Priest (shin.
PHOTOGRAPHS
£2.99., per pack of 10 prints leg metal Razor Blade),
(Ex. p&p). TOP BANDS & Iron Maiden. UFO Police
ARTISTS pictured live on Rush (Archives), Pee%
This week selec- Floyd The Wall, Black Sab.°
stage
tion from the gigplx collec- bath, Allow 28 days'
tion Includes .-. AC/DC; delivery. Send cheques
Melallne,
Aerosmllh; Kevin Ayers & cash / POs to
Band; Bad Company; Godzllla Teeshirts, 35 UpBarclay James Harvest per Accommodation Road,
'76; Barclay James Leeds 9, Yorks,
Harvest '80; Be -Bop MOTORHEAD. BORN TO
Deluxe; Blondie; Boney LOSE White logo on black
M; Boomtown Rats; Brand shirt, SML. MOTORHEAO
X; Elkle Brooks; John Cale England, white on DIU%I
&
Band; Camel" Cheap shirt, SML STIFF LITTLE
Trick; Elvis Costello; Curv- FINGERS (Nobody's
ed Air; Darts' Dr Feelgood; Hero), white on black
Dooble Brothers; Eddie & shirt. SML- All at £3.50 post
paid. Allow 28 days for
Hot Rods; David Essex
delivery. Send cheque I
Peter Gabriel & Band '77
Melallne.
cash i PO to
Peter Gabriel & Band '79
Rory Gallagher, Genera- Godzllla Teeshirts, 35 Uption X; Genesis; Ian Glllan per Accommodation Road,
Band; Girlschool; Gong; Leeds 9, Yorkshire.
Steve Hackett & Band; GIANT BACK PATCHES in
Sammy Hagar & Band; SHINING METAL. New
Rlchie Havens & Band; line available ,only tom
Hawklords; Hawkwind '76; METALINE. Motorhead
Hawkwind '77; Hawkwind England, Saxon Wheels of
Steel, AC/DC, Scorpions,
'79; Steve Hillage & Band
Rush, Del Leppard, Judas
'76, Steve Hillage & Band
Priest, Queen, Police,
'77; Iron Maiden' The Jam
UFO, Iron Malden, Thin
/ Bristol '79; Steve Hillage
Lizzy, Van Halen, Black
& Band '76; Steve Hillage &
Band' The Jam / Bristol Sabbath All in new metal
'79; The Jam I Rainbow process_ Wilt not rust, All
Theatre, London '79' at only £1.50 plus 25p
Judas Priest '79' Judas postage. Send cheque /
Melallne,
Priest '80; Lindisfarne: cash I PO, to
Madness; John Mlles & 35 Upper Accommodation
Band; Motorhead; The Road, Leeds 9, Yorks
Motors; Bill Nelson's Red
Noise, Ted Nugent &
Band; Osibisa: John Olway & Band; The Police I
Guildford '79; The Police /
Brighton '79; Pretenders;
Suzi Quatro '78; 'Suzi
mn
Qualro '80; Queen;
mm.
Ikrm
Ramones; Reziltos; Tom
.wh n
ro w lad

-

INSIST ON THE BEST!
WHO T-SHIRTS. Badges,

GLARE

ALL IN SHINING METAL'
ON BLACK SHIRTS Sizes
SML, all at £3.50 post pan,
MOTORHEAD ENGLAND
MOTORHEAD Bomber
Silver Disc as worn
Lemmy, Phil and Eddie
Thin Lizzy, ACIDC (Map)
Scorpions, Kiss, Sammy'

-

O.I+xl.lar

6A Waldegrave Rd, London 5E19 2AJ

-

-

li.

Sil

Fnl Mwn., M./.,
h...., hew YJr.,

0+11.

-

-

au wM., U,J...ee

14

MOD/PUNK badges, 20p
each + SAE. Anarcy,
MILVERTON, SOMERSET.
BUZZCOCKS, DIFFERENT Angelic Upstarts, Blondie,
KIND' OF TENSION T- Beat (4), Crass (4), Clash
shirts £3.50, S -shirts £5.95 (5). Cockney Rejects,
Damned, Jam, Madness
TITS, 12 Blenheim
SML
(5), Mods, Mod Squad,
St, Newcastle on Tyne.
CLASH (Troup and Ska, Specials, Selecter,,
soldier) T-shirts £3.50, S - SLP (5), Sid, Target, UK
TITS, Subs (3), Union Jack, Who
shirts £5.95 SML
(4), etc. SAE for full list
12 Blenheim St, Newcastle
Mike Wood. 242a Yeading
on Tyne.
JOY DIVISION T-shirts 'Lane, Hayes, Middx.
S/PRESS TROUSERS
£3.50, S -shirts £5.95 SML
TITS, 12 Blenheim St, £7.99 + 50p p&p navy,
black, tan, white, state
Tyne.
' Newcastle on
J.
waist, chequelPO to
SWASTIKA black In red
Cosgrove, 10 Gurton
Tees
£3.50
S
-shirts
circle
TITS, 12 Road,Coggeshall,Essex.
£5.95 SML
Blenheim St, Newcastle REBEL FLAGS, 20in x 11in,
£4.95. REBEL PATCHES,
on Tyne.
MODS METAL flick comb, 8in z 51n, £1.50. SWASTIKA
press switch, out shoóts ARMBANDS. £1.95. NAZI
comb, only £1 post free IRON CROSS, £3.50.
from
Matchrfte, 167 Win- SWASTIKA RINGS, £2.50.
chester Road, Bristol, BS4 HAND GRENADES
Sword
(replica), £3.95
3NJ.
ANGELIC UPSTARTS, Co. 92B High Street,
Motorhead, Queen, Led Uckfield, Sussex.
Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, GODZILLA TEESHIRTS
are here. New METALINE
Status Quo, Pink Floyd,
Ramones, Police, Kate process actual metal
logos, etc Will nor rust, or
Bush; Damned, ACIDC,
Blondie
Gary Numan, wash 1141. Available only
Rush, Kiss, Thin Lizzy, Sid from Godzllla Teeshirts, 35
Vicious, Boomtown Rats, Upper Accommodation
Stranglers Che Guevara, Road, Leeds 9, Yorkshire.
Legalize Speeding, No See ads below.
Wucking Fumes, Con- TITS tees and sweats
federate Flag, Suzuki, catalogue. SAE 12
Kawasaki, Honda, Yamaha Blenheim St, Newcastle
on Tyne.
T-shirts £3, S-shirts,£5.50
COCKNEY REJECTS E16
post tree. SML, black I
whiten
Dept C Gentry, T-shirts £3.50, S-shirts
TITS, 12
Oueensway, Bilfngham, £5.95 SML
Blenheim St, Newcastle
Cleveland.
GENESIS T-SHIRTS, on Tyne.
books, badges etc. Send ULTRAVOX T-shirts £3.50,
TITS,
SAE lo
Genesis In- S -shirts £5,95 SML
formation, PO Box 107, 12 Blenheim SI, Newcastle
on
Tyne.
London N6 5RU.

HOUSE.

Iwwww,

PEIT! STILL PHOTOGRAPHY

-

AVAILABLE

For Sale

ANTI

1980
1980
.IMx. 1980

f... ,n/.... ImI.. 1/I" lam w..
1.00 Mad...Ahw.wl,.lMow

North Street, stickers. Send SAE to The
Quadrant, Brighton, 'Who Club, PO Box 107A,

COLOUR

on Tyne.

W.mbl.y 1980

MAntT .1 Cry.r.l

3/RM',

from' LeisureTimes'A4'4),
Chorley, Lanes,

-

xwlnl.r..,hb

M..k Tone. md owr .rMM.
WPM AmON 'ACID PN0/Mr115'

MIAMI PM« Of
.w

troductions, opposite sex

Sussex TN1 3GS.
PENFRIENDS GALORE,
all ages. Free brochure

.I

T

PIL huge logo in black on'
whhe T-shirts £3.50 S TITS,
shirts £5.95 SML
12 Blenheim St, Newcastle

MIchM.r

rM.rM M
I......1. [!s& Me Mrbw, 1ry,, 41..., Irk n.M.n.
We MwM, I.MeeM... w0, immr MR, dd,.,
Al. Irw

Square, London NE3.
JANE SCOTT, genuine In-

- SAE to Jane Scott;

s

LATIST COLOUR
IN.CONCQT PHOTO -PACKS
ataca BOYS .t l..b.rtb 1910

-

many interests, with sincerity and
some, seeks similar with
thoughtfulness. Details
!emote, 18 plus, for loving seeks new genuine free.
relationship In Calderdale
and Burnley areas.

'

YOU seeking contracts In occult, witchcraft,
communes etc? Pen
friends In all areas and
throughout the USA,

COLWYN BAY, Llandudno
area. Male 24, prefers
heavy and progressive

E'.;!.i'
Y,rjL

-

-

-

Robinson Band

Runaways,- Rush; Sad
Cafe; SAHB; Slouxsie &
Banshees; Slits '78' Slits
'79; Patti Smith group;

Split Enz: Squeeze; Status
Quo; Stiff Little Fingers;

Stranglers; 10cc '78; 10cc

'80; Thin Lizzy '77; Thin
Lizzy '79; Thin Lizzy '80,
Toyah; UFO, Undertones;

Uriah Heep; Whitesnake;

Wishbone Ash '76. Exclusive pack contains 10
different full - colour prints
size 5" x 315", of same
band (at one venue &
date). All top - quality
photos by professional
,photographers. PRICE
PER PACK: £2.99.,
excluding pop per pack
UK115p; Overseas / 25p.
Buy now
send remittance
GIGPIX COLOR Kiss, Motorhead, PACKSto:(R100),
P.O. Box
Whitesnake, Priest, UFO, 22, 15 Marks, Road, Wok ACIDC, Iron Maiden, Van Ingham, Berkshire. Roll
Halen, Floyd, Skynrd, 1NW.
Sammy Hagar, £1 each, ELVIS COSTELLO '80
Any groupor slogan COLOUR CONCERT
printed for ust £b.
One- PHOTOGRAPHS.
up Trading, 45 Church Exclusive pack of 10 diflane, Whitwick, Coalville, ferent full - colour prints
Leics,
size 5" x 31", for ONLY
ROCK GEAR pointed stud- £2.99, plus p&p: per pack
ded belts in black £2.50. UKI15p; Overseas 125p.
Matching wrist bands £1. For these top - quality
Quality black hide studded photos, by professional
One-up photographer, send rerilitchokers £2.50.
Trading, 45 Church Lane, tance to: GIGPIX COLOR W hitwick, Coalville, Leics.
PACKS (file) P:O. Box 22,
REALITY 5 Mark Road, WokCRASS.
' asylum, shaved women or inham, Berkshire. RG11
broken machine gun T- 1NW.
shirts £3 50, S-shirts £5.95 METAL FLICK comb.
TITS, 12 Blenheim Press switch, our shoots
SML
SI, Newcastle on Tyne.
comb, only £1 post free,
ANGELIC UPSTARTS, from Matchrite, 167 Winwho killed Liddie T-shirts chester Road, Bristol BS4
£3,50, S-shirts £5.95 SML 3NJ.
TITS, 12 Blenheim SI, THIN LIZZY on stage, UK
Newcastle on Tyne.
tour 80, set of 10 Sin x 3WIn
MOTORHEAO (state which colour photos only £3.20.
From S.
one) T-shirts £3.50, 8 - Superb quality
TITS, Flinders, 5 Main St,
shirts £5.95 SML
Ilkeston,
Stanton -by Dale,
12 Blenheim St, Newcastle
on Tyne.
Derbys.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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JOKES, EXPLODING

detonator electric
shock lighter, goggle eyes
on spring, stink bombs.
cigarette bangers, smoke
pens,

tablets, fart
volcanic

powder,
sugar, wtllie

sugar, talking teeth, hairy
hand, whoopee cushion,
red hot sweets, garlic
sweets, laughing bags,

foaming blood, bloody
mouth chewing gum, horrible turds, luminous snot,
vibrating hand shaker,
metal flick combs,

I

X-ray

specs punk colour hair

spray, magic foam

streamers, sexy banana
(willie inside) nude playing
cards, grabit cushion, pet
sea monkeys. oven 200
super jokes, saucy jokes.
masks, magic badges,
posters, fun for everyone.
,Send stamped addressed,

envelope

for

bumper

catalogue and free gift to
Jokers Corner Dept
R21, 187 Winchester Road,(
Bristol BS4 3NJ.

DAVID

ESSEX

: )"CJ, aF019'
erse %,. 10

:alear

vy gO/G.

,

e

,

A. cUTNER
10 ALYARIIT G9N
101111011

IRA

I

er

0

allcord Mirror, July
MANS LDC quartz alarm

watch,

1

year's guarantee

plus 7Sp pap CREDIT

£15

LCULATOR £11
plus papAcheque I PO
M Samuel, ~eons OrARD

X
chard, Vines T1421

HeetMleld,v Sussex
9HB 28 days delivery, Mail
order only

Records For Sale
SWINDLE (Minh £18.

-

PINS

Telephone

ono.
thwood 28590,

Nor-

-

BADGE disc
nignest oiler secures.
Send offers to Nick, 10
Dumas Close. 8icester,
POLICE

Oxon

COLLECTION over

DJ

singles

12

soul

250

BO

I

45'S plus pop
singles a Ip's, £300 ono.
phone Chorley 74457

disco

-

COLLECTION.
HUN1948-1979 SALE
PRIVATE

DRED'S SINGLES

'LONDON'

NUMEROUS

MISS THIS LARGE
SIMON MYERS. 4
PEREGRINE ROAD, OFOQN
SAE

T

STOCKPORT

FERTON,

CHESHIRE
PRIVATE COLLECTION

-

Bp's. 1956 - 1972
Vee, 71 Exeter Street,
3lackburn.
POLICE MESSAGE green,
Gray 01 478 5458
'tiers?
COLLECTORS AUCTIONS
:ales, singles, albums,
.S s

Sae

-

rock, pop. new list
every month sae.
6
Nendover Drive, Frimley,

-

ul

Surrey

COLLECTION
.ae for lists. 14 Durham
Avenue. Gorleston, Great'
armouth. Nortólk,
SEX PISTOLS Swindle laic Phone
'ore cover. £10.
i6076 60330 evenings
3,1'S RECORD collection
700 singles 50 Ip's offers.
PRIVATE

-

- 01 SO4 0240,

ALBUM CLEARANCE
00's of titles 1970-9 al
i2 50 each (some less).
sae

list, stating any wants.

Alsosingles pistols,
Clash Jam, etc. 40p each.

Auriel 'Avenue,
-Dagenham,
120
Essex

-

BARGAIN OLDIES 1957-79
large sae
21, O'Connell
Road. Eastleigh, Hamp-

shire.

PISTOLS SWINDLE Pic

nnocenl

pic

£5

Jury

NB&P including 5&D&R&R
gold £40 JCC Triangular
,10
Horslips shamrock
shaped £6. many more.

Morston Park,
Bangor. County Dowd Ni
SAE

24

ABBA GIMME SUNG .IN
SPANISH (PIC) OFFERS I
sae Sankey

House, Brook,

Ashford. Kent.
AGEING HIPPY

Records

-

good, unusual Sixties
8
stuff, sae ,lists.

Scotland Road,
Bowden, Leics.

tittle

Human,
Tubes, Toto Superman:
Ronstady, Police. Cars.
large sae.
Urban Clearway, 3 Shepperton Road,
Laleham, Midox
PICTURE DISCS

-

BLONDIE

-

BLONDIE

BLONDIE large sae.

Ur-

ban Clearway. 3 Shepperton Road, Laleham, Midtin
ABBA RARITIES sae Est
Abb, 37 Walcomb Circus.

Notts.
BEATLES RARITIES sae
list Beat, 37 Walcomb Circus, Notts.
BEE GEES.

Inception

nostalga rarities, sae list
Gibb, 37 Watcomb Oir-

-cus, Nbtls.

-

BLONDIE INTERVIEW sae
list Deb
37 Walcombe
Circus, Notts.
CLASH 10"112" rarities,
sae list, Clash
37 Wat comb Circus, Notts,
GENESIS INTERVIEW sae
list, Gen
37 Watcomb
Circus, Notts,
HAW K W IND RARITIES sae
Ilst, Hawk
37 Walcomb
Circus, Notts.
HENDRIX RARITIES sae

-

-

-

list, Heed
37 Watcomb
Circus, Notts,
ELTON JOHN rarities, sae
list, John
37 Walcomb'
Circus, Notts.

-

-

OLIVIA RARITIES sae list.
Olivia
37 Watcomb Circus Notts.
i PURPLE RELATED raffles

Circus. Notts.
sae Queen

e

37

Watcomb

ROO STEWART

Stew,
Notts,

37

sae list
Watcomb Circus,

EMPLOYMENT OP-

FREE SINGLE with list of
album and single bargains

PORTUNITIES with record

(18p p&p)
Mission
Records (R), 120 Church

Situations Wanted

companies, radio stations,
eke. Full - time, part - time, MOBILE DISCO seeks
Lane, Birmingham, 820 experience unnecessary, summer,
Underground, double 2RL
"Music Industry Employ- anywhere, small Iightshow
pack £2,50 many others JOE KING Carrasco's new ment Guide", £1, "British stereo console. own
send 40p for comprehen. single 'Party Weekend' Music Index-" (includes transport, reasonable
sive tisis s d.
401 High
blw 'Houston El Mover' 450 + record company ad- price.
Chris. Signal
St. EIS 01.519 0744 day, £1.50 Send IMO
to
Gee dresses). £1, All three Trax, Roadshow. 0636 84
0279 724694 night
Bee Records, Box 12304, £2 40
RS Productions, 525.
ELO DEMOS USA mono I
Austin, Texas. 78711 USA.
Hamilton House, Slaver.
stereo Livin Thing, Sweet DELETED LPS, singles
Fan Clubs
our Ion, Devon TO9 6PG
Talkln Woman, It's Over speciality, SAElor
details LYRIC WRITERS required
(long/short) Shine Little to
Skeleton Records by record company, SAMSON FAN club, SAE
Love Evil Woman. Stange (ITC), PO Box
for details,
PO Box B2
30 Sneyd
5, details (SAE)
Magic Plc, Boy Blue, Turn Birkenhead,
Merseyside,
Hall Road, Bloxwlch, Staf- Guildford, Surrey. GU/1
To Slone, Mamama Belle
6PF
TOP TWENTY hits I collec- fordshire.
Can't Get It - plc. offers
THE WHO official club.
tors' Items, Send SAE for
Thunderbolt Records,, 30 bargain lists
Send SAE for details to
MAPP
Cobnar Road Woodseats, Records,
For
The
Hire
'Who Club, PO Box
Station Rod,
Sheffield 8
107A, London N6 SRU.
Weybourne, Nr Hold, NorPUNK LISTS Clash, Damn- folk,
DISCO EQUIPMENT, PA SAXON MILITIA GUARD,
ed, Members, 999, Public,. T -CONNECTION
sound to light SAE to 33 Osbert Drive,
-inch systems,
Image Ramones, so what you wanna12do
units, reasonable rates
S. Yorks. S66
for Newham Audio Services, Thurcroft..
RezIllos. Pistols, Sham, sale oilers
9AF.
to
Derek 01-534 4064.
Skids, Stanglers. UK Howie, 17 View
GENESIS OFFICIAL fan
Terrace,
Subs. X -Rays Spex, rare Aberdeen,'Scollandclub, Send SAE for details
records, large sae to
to
Genesis Information,
AMERICAN IMPORTED Wanted
Urban Clearway, 3 Shep- LPS I SINGLESII
PO Box 107, London N6
Special
perton Road, Laleham, collector's
LENA ZAVARONI scrap SRU.
material!!
Middx.
OFFICIAL UK Subs Fan
offer
includes books,
RARITIES COLOURED Limited
magazines, cuttings, LPs, Club. SAE to PO Box 12.
Bowie,
12"ers albums, singles,.. Genesis. Police. Zappa, singles (not Pickwick). Guildford. Surrey
Zeppelin,
Ted
including Floyd. 'Animals' Nugent, Elvis.
cassettes, recordings of GUYS 'N DOLLS
pink vinyl otters SAE for Deep Purple,Costello shows. State price.
Box OFFICIAL WORLD WIDE
ELO,
list to
FAN CLUB. Send an SAE
JJ Snooks, 4 AnBeatles,
Presley, 2516.
for details to
2 Carclew
dover Dolin, Andover, Pink Floyd,Elvis
Eric Claplon, WANTED. ANYTHING on
Newquay. CornHampshire
Alice Cooper, Jim' Hen- Chris Evert Lloyd, scrap Avenue.
TR7
IRH
wall,
RARE BOWIE MWSTW
books,
photos, books,
drix, Faces, Jam, Santana,
(dress) Space Oddity
Really TRESPASS OFFICIAL Fan
Yes + + + plus magazines, etc
10 Browns
(Phillips) David Bowie + Who,
Apply Club, SAE.
+ +
hundreds more!! good prices paid.
Acton, Sudbury,
(Derain) live in USA 1980
+'+ plus + + 'Massive Darrell Banks, B Lime Close,
tloorshow, offers, enclose Selection'
Nor- Suffolk.
of. rock star Close, Broughton,
sae for reply.
Harris, books. concert pics, giant Manta
2a 203 Brighton Road, Lancolour posters!! Collec- ANYTHING TO do wllh Records Wanted
cing Sussex
Steve Neal.
lOrs, don't miss this! Send Status Quo
RECORDS
RARE RECORDS Punk,
large SAE & 50p for Il- 81 Churchway, Weston- BOLA'N
wanted. Hot Love.
Heavy Metal, Pistols, lustrated catalogues,
mill, Plymouth PL5 AH.
Teenage Dream. Dandy In
Bowie, Clash, Zeppelin
CRYSTAL
GAYLE.
Dept RM. RS Promotions,
061 962
Underworld.
Yes etc.
Burlelgh Ivy House, North St, Pictures, information,
21
4777.
.House, St Charles Sq, Milverlon, Somerset.
Box No 2509
RECORDS
3345
VINYL
London W10 sae.
ELO WWH 12" Yellow also IAN HUNTER cassette wants records King Street,
BEE GEES album incepcars plc - discs 'Best wanted to buy or borrow,
tion nostalgia very rare, Friends Girl' and 'Just of Radio One 'Star Special Market Maidenhead,
Berks. Saturdays. Record
mint condition, SAE
What t Needed' both of- (1st hr) on Sunday. June Fayre. Reading, July 20.
15th at 3 p m Good price
John Southern, 37 Fircroft fers- Uxbridge 55117.
Phone Penn, 3247 or 5711.
paid,
Please
write
R
House, Winchester Drive. SINGLES CLEARANCE
FOR good condiChelmsley Wood. Birm-, Recent picture - sleeved Duke, 1 Kings Road. Orp. CASH
eon albums. large quaninglon,
BR69LH,
Kent
Ingham 8 37 SOD.
punk. Dickies, Pistols.
will coltitles
preferred,
FIRST- FOUR Styx albums. Stranglers, etc., including
.
lecl. -Aylesbury 86267.
mint swop for Tana, Slider. coloureds 40p 180p sae.
pre 1978. Send.
Tuition
DISCO
12in
no frills Mark Farner, 120 Auriel Avenue,
list,
Roman. 44 Lindley
Buckingham, Nicks. rare Daoehham, Essex.
LEARN LEAD GUITAR Avenue, Tipton. West
Zep double oilers.
P
LPS FROM 30p 45's from easily al home with unique Midlands.
Breslin, 20 Ford Road, 10p sae.
Pat, 24 cassette' course, begin- ABSOLUTELY ALL your
Northfleet, Kent.
BeaulOrt
ners to advanced Free unwanted LPs cassettes,
PICTUREDISCS (LP's) Blackpool,
Jack singles (especially
details from
Blondie parallel lines,
Wilcock, Dept RM. 4 St RARITIES) exchanged for
.Roxy Music Manifesto,
Mawes Drive, Paignton,
ones you DO want, 1p
Wanted
Musicians
'Pistols Bollocks, Stones
Devon,
£2.70 each exchange value
Hits, Elton John Captain ALL GIRL mod I ska band PROFESIONAL BROAD- allowed. We guarantee
Fantastic, Oldfield T. require drummer and CASTER will assist you In NONE refusedll ' Bring
Bells. Meat Loaf Bat Our
ANY quanitlty In ANY conplayer with own realising your fullfor potenHell also Undertones keybord
Record & Tape
dition to:
South West tial. Remember, the radio
Teenage Kicks, good equipment,
best
opportunities.
Exchange, 38 Notting Hill
area
Fatima,
vJbrallons records London
audition tapes come from Gale, London W11 (01-727
Mon
and
Wed:
4185,
582
070 681
originaloffers.
Med Air Broadcast 3539) cassettes ONLY may
Pauline, 874 3739, Tue and
Henley. Tel: be sent by post with SAE
6612..
Thurs, after 7 pm. Begin- Itudios.
04912 6885.
READING RECORD Fair. ners only.
for cash (our price must be
St Laurence's Abbey Sq,
nothing
accepted
behind Jackson's corner,
returned once sent).
Penfriends
Vacant
Sunday 201718012-5pm,
Estimates on request
Situations
CLEARANCE SALE free
AA FOR penfriends, perDISC - JOCKEYS RE- sonal friends, marriage
single. With list of album
Special Notice
without equip- partners. Efficient,
+ single bargains. Send QUIRED
mixed
with
ment
but
Mission
to
18p p&p
one MARC BOLAN Party in
reliable..inexpensive
Pubs.
Records (RM), 120 Church records for London
year's membership, £7. Birmingham, 30th August.
Lane, Birmingham 820 Beginner with personality Free details from
Atlan- Tickets £2 -also Born To
considered accommoda- t c
34 Boogie on later at a local
HEAVY METAL, Punk tion available fl required. Beaconsfield Avenue,,Col- cinema- Film tickets 0.50.
01
965
2991.
oldies
R&R, Fifties,
CO3 3DJ. Tel: SAE Caron Thomas.
chester.
17
singles specialists. Im- LONDON AREA home I 0206 44884.
Northfield Road, Kings
ports from USA, Europe, abroad offered young MANCHESTER GIRL, 16,' Norton. Birnlingham.
Japan, Australia. Send teenage guy exchange into punk (Clash), wants PAMELA HARMES happy
help with disco roadshow.
seventeenth birthday love
Details I photo to Box correspondent.
BLUE BEAT, Ska, Reggae.
from Brian,
Joanne, Box No 2517.
Stax, R 'n' R, Rockabilly, No 2523.
and
Heavy Music. Mid 60s
70s, chart defections.
POLICE

BADGE £18' six
pack set all blue, £10 Jam,

-
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refreshments

Caroline

-

Caroline

-

-

-

DooWopp, plus 10,000
singles in stock, Most are
original mint pressings.
The JIV DIVE 1 Hampton
Road, Hampton Hill, Middlesex. Located at
Crossroads A3f1 and
A313, 25 minutes BR train
from Clapham Junction to
Fulwell Station (5 minutes

SMALLS

-

walk). CLOSED

Tuesday,

Monday

OPEN
Wednesday to Saturday,
10 am - 5 pm_ Telephone

and

01-977 6715.

MODLESS OLDIESI 1000s

available,

1955 79,

imports,

deletions. collector's
originals, UK labels

-

SAE
singles, EPs, LPs.
Diskery, 80-87 Western
Road, Hove, Sussex.
Callers welcome.
FREE OLDIES catalogue.
Over 1500 to choose from,

all new. Send 91/tIn a 644in
sae to, Christopher Foss
Records (R)', 34a. Pad-

dington

--.-

Street,

London

Rofes A Conditions

Effective from October 1979
SITUATIONS
FRIENDS,
PEN
CLUBS.
VACANT. RECORDS FOR SALE FOR SALE.
RECORDS wNTED. INSTRUMENTS Fox SALE.
RECORDS
waNTEO
NOTICE,
TUITION, SPECIAL
FAN

30p

enclose
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£2.50. Sample magazine.
50p
From Caroline

- order form

cheque/postal order for

7

membership.

Annual

PLEASE PUBLISH rey advertisement under the heading
insertionlsl,commeneing issue dated
I

U.qe, Me Readings

pens, 10p

keyrings,

44 Tweed Road.
each
Redcar, Cleveland
latest
CAROLINE
RADIO
developments. full radio
news and many ollshore
radio souvenirs available

-

-

wickshire

1

-

Agency

Oberon

38

Close, Bllton, Rugby, Wür-

includes postage

-

I

Margaret,

licensed bar tickets in ad- INTERESTED IN the
vance. £2 plorders only charts? Then send for the
sae Sue Sweatman, 20 1980 Top 100 chart coverForest Road. Milford, Isle ing January - June send
of Wight.
50p po/and sae to JM
DISCO RADIO review Ross, 16 Claro Road,
magazine latest news off- Ripon HG4 RB.
shore and disco etc 40p

-

-

-

ROLLER FANS
want the
band to tour Britain? Send
your letters on one page
with name and address
they will be transferred to
scrapbooks and sent to
the fan club send to;

DAY ROCK and roll I
festival, Sept 14th - 20th.
Douglas Isle of Man
Details from Rock and Roll
office. 13 Victoria Slreel I
I
Douglas, Isle of Man
Tel 0233 23058.
T. REX BOLAN super 8
films wanted (any) also I
Oceans pouting panach
album or any information
regarding the above write .
to Fred Thatchers Hotel.
slides, East Horsley, Epsom
available, Road, Surrey

films and

-

- Avenue

-

Phil 0217733311
RADIO CAROLINE. we
are missing you. Please
return soon with new ship,
powerful Iransmntee and
24 hours English How can
we help you, love peace
and good music Birm(ngham Free Radio Society
BOLAN IOW disco
party August 9th special
guests from T Rex and
Mick O'Halloran raffles,

-

-

-

'Chain Lightnler I
know you could do R ~an
love and kisses Toni
ALBUM TRACKDOWN
service 80 per cent success rate on rare deleted
LP's free service. -Ring
and

-

-

-

MCLEAN Coteefats
on the success -of 'CraIng
DON

1211110

BE

46

Record Mirror, July

12, 1960

Rolling Stone
EMOTIONAL RESCUE, Rolling Stones
Elite
THE GAME. Oueen
Polydor
FLESH AND BLOOD, RoayMuslc
Charisma
Paler
GBbrlel
PETER
a
5
GABRIEL.
Hems
5
20 LACK SABBATH LIVE AT LAST, Black Sabbath
Island
t0 UPRISING. Bob Marley
6
AIM
7
ME MYSELF I, Joan Armalrading
8
CBS
3
8
SAVED, Bob Dylan
Parlophone
McCARTNEY II, Paul McCartney
9
6
Miele
10
7
SKY 2, Sky
CBS
11
9
THE PHOTOS, The Pholos
K Tel
12
4
MOT WAX, 0116601
I3 II JUST CAN'T STOP, The Beal
Go Feel
II 12 OFF THE WALL. MIAheel Jackson
EpiB
15
16 READY 6 WILLING. Whllesnake
Uneed Anlsle
18
13 DUKE, Genesis
Chariema
Polydor
1/ 22 SOUNDS SENSATIONAL. Berl Kaemplen
Warwick
le 23 KING OF THE ROAD, Boxcar Willie
19
RCA
17 SHINE, Avenge
Band
19
20
EMI
CHAIN LIGHTNING, Don McLean
RCA
26 SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH, Cleo LalnelJarnes Galway
21
22
21
THE MAGIC OF BONEY M. Bone) M
Atlantic
AIM
23 15 REGGATTA DE BLANC, Police
K Tel
N II MAGIC REGGAE, Various
16 DEFECTOR, Sieve Heckel
25
Charisma
26
Carters
32 WHEELS OF STEEL, Saxon
Whitfield
27 24 GREATEST HITS. Rose Royce
Rocket
28
67 BEAT BOYS IN THE JET AGE. Lambrellas
Motown
29 25
DIANA. Diane Ross
K Tel
30 38
THEMES FOR DREAMS, Pierre Belmonde
S lilt
31' 31
THE UP ESCALATOR, Graham Parker 6 The Rumour
V lrgle
32
35
GREAT ROCK 6 ROLL SWINDLE. Original Soundtrack
Polys tar
33 27 CHAMPAGNE 6 ROSES. Various
Slilf
34-30 ONE STEP BEYOND, Madness
Bronze
34-36 DEMOLITION, Girls School
36
31
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK.
Dlndlsc
Orchestral Manoeuvres In the Dark
Vertigo
37
33 TWELVE GOLD BARS. Status OAR
AIM
36
28" OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR, Police
Ver)Igo
45 HEAVEN
39
HELL Black Sabbath
PolydºJ
40
47 INCOMPARABLE ELLA. Ella Fitzgerald
Epic/Cleveland
II 44 BAT OUT OF HELL, Meal Loa(
Capitol
12
61, SOMETIMES YOU WIN. Dr Hook
43
Warner Brothers
52
RUMOURS. Fleetwood Mae
CBS
11
KILLER WATTS. Various
29
Warner Brothers
45
40 NOW WE MAY BEGIN. Randy Crawford
RCA
46
46 SINGS LEIBER 6 STOLLER, Elvis Presley
17 51 WAR OF THE WORLDS, Jell Wayne's Musical version
CBS
48
41
EMI
EMPTY GLASS. Paler Townshend
Allanhc
49 57 IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU'VE GOT IT, ACIDC
Motown
50
53
HEROES. Commodores
51
54
ROBERTA FLACK ILION NY HATHAWAY,
Atlanllc
Roberta Flack/ Donny Hathaway
Mercury
52
18 UNMASKED. Kiss
ALL FOR YOU. Johnny Malhls
CBS
53
12 SPECIALS, Specials
54
2 -Tone
55
63 SKY. Sky
Anola
RSO
56
37 JUST ONE NIGHT, Eric Clapion
57 55 BRITISH STEEL, Judas Priest
CBS
58
IB PRETENDERS Pretenders
Real
72
THE WANDERERS, Original Soundtrack
Gem
59
60
Polydor
60 TELL ME ON A SUNDAY, Mar11 Webb
61
8B TUSK Fleetwood Mac
Warners Blolhere
62 43
SPORTS CAR, Judie Tzuke
Rocket
Rocket
63 39 21 AT 33, Elton John
M ANILOW MAGIC, Barry Manllow
Arlsla
64
59
ROCKS PEBBLES
SAND. Stanley Clarke
Eplc
NEW CLEAR DAYS. Vapors
66 66
United Artiste
67
KEEPIN' THE SUMMER ALIVE, Beach Boys
Caribou
IRON MAIDEN, Iron Maiden
68 50
EMI
69
HOLDOUT, Jackson Browne
Asylum
69
TRAVELOGUE, Human League
70
Virgin
71
56
GOOD MORNING AMERICA. Various
K Tel
72-- THE JAN DEAN STORY. Jan Dean
K -Tel
72-58 GOLDEN MELODIES. Nallonal Brass Band
K Tel
711
62
PARALLEL LINES, Blondle
Chrysalis
75
HOT LOVE, David Essex
Mercury
1

2

3

1

1

2

I

1

1
1

I

I

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

30

1

13

20

56

21

72

22

51

23

23

24

29

25

36

26

24

27

17

26

31

79

35

30

61

31

32

39
15

33

37

31

58

35'

43

36

27

37

38

3e

'18

39

20

a0

at

11

45

42

33

43

47

a

15
16

75

-

49

47

46

a6

70

19

25

50
51

-

52

72

53

26

54

55
58
57
58
59

60

31

-57

la

BANADU, Olivia NewronJohn, Electro Lphl Orch
Jet
USE IT UP AND WEAR IT OUT. Odyssey
RCA
JUMP TO THE BEAT, Stacy Lansaw
Atlantic
CRYING, Don McLean
a
EMI
CUPIDII'VE LOVE YOU FOR A LONG TIME. Detroit Spinners
Atlantic
FUNKY TOWN, LIPP. 1M
Casablanca
MY WAY OF THINKING/I THINK IT'S GOING TO RAIN. USaS Graduate
EVERYBODY'S GOT TO LEARN SOMETIME. Korpis
.
Palle
COULD YOU BE LOVED. Bob Malley 6 The Wailers
Island
SIMON TEMPLER/TWO PINTSOF LAGER.
Splo8Oenessabounds
Deram
,
WATERFALLS, Paul McCartney
Parlophone
TO BE OR NOT TO BE, B A Robertson
Asylum
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN. Roberta Flack/Donny Hathaway
Atlantic
7a7)STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT). Saxon
Carrero
BEHIND THE GROOVE. Teens Mane
Motown
BABOOSHKA, Kale Bush
PLAY THE GAME. Queen
_EMI

.,EMI

LOVE WILL TEAR US APART. Joy Derision

I

-

DE

Polydor

MLGIRL. Whispers

40

-

SLEEP WALKING, Unravels
HANGIN' OUT, Cool 6 The Gang

-

66

12

67

28

8S

-

69

52

70

91

71

69

72

-

73

7I
7S

-

55
48

UA
CBS

WE CAN DO

Polydor
Mercury

-

62

65

Epic

5040.Olway/Berme

NO DOUBT ABOUT IT,Hol Chocolate
THE SCRATCH. Sunaee Noise

64

Cocleam
Jet

READY AND WILLING. Whllesnake
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SUN. Janis Ian
BRITISH WAY OF LIFE, Chords
OOPS UPSIDE YOUR HEAD, Gap Band

32
74

GTO

SANCTUARY. New MONA
DO YOU DREAM IN COLOUR. Bill Nelson FM ALIVE, Electric Light Orchestra
BRAZILIAN LOVE AFFAIR, George Duke

61

63

Factory

SUBSTITUTE.LFou,d Gold
Polo
EMOTIONAL RESCUE. Rollmg Stones
Rolling Stones
CHINATOWN, Then Luzy
Vertigo,
MORE THAN IC AN SAY. Leo Sayer
Chrysalis
(IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG) DON T WANT TO BE RIGHT,
Rod Stewart
Rlva
LETS HANG ON. Darts '
Magnet
THEME FROM THE INVADERS. Yellow Magic Orchestra
AIM
CHRISTINE. SIoutole & The Banshees
Polydor
MIDNNE DYNAMOS, Matchbox
Magnet
(1'M NOT YOUR) STEPPIN' STONE. Sex P151o15
Virgin
'
A LOVERS HOLIDAY/GLOW OF LOVE, Change
WEA
WEDNESDAY WEEK. Undertones
Sire
ME MYSELF I, Joan Armalrading
AIM
THEME FROM MASH, The Mash
CBS
Magner
LIP UP FATTY, Bad Manners
NEON NIGHTS. Black Sabbath
Vertigo
Vertigo
KINGS CALL, Phil Lynolt
YOU GAVE ME LOVE. Crown Heights Affair
Mercury
Atlanllc
WHOLE LOTTA ROSIE. ACIDC
Motown
LET'S GET SERIOUS. Jermaine Jackson
Dlndlsc
MESSAGES, Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark
RCA
FANTASY, Gerard Kenny
RCA
RUNNING FROM PARADISE. Darryl HaIIIJohn Oates
TwoTone
RAT RACE/RUDE BUOYS OUTA JAIL. Specials
" 201h Century
DOES SHE HAVE A FRIEND, Gene Chandler
United Ar1151S
NEWS AT TEN, Vapors
Parlophone
THERE. THERE MY DEAR. Dexy's Midnight Runners
Ateo
LET MY LOVE OPEN THE DOOR. Pete Townshend
Casablanca
SUNSET PEOPLE. Donna Summer
DJM
THIS FEELIN', Frank Hooker 8 Posture People
Rocket
D-A-A-ANCE. Lambrelles
Polydor
Music
YOU.
Rosy
OVER

I
1

I
1

20

ANYTHING, Cockney Rejects

NEW AMSTERDAM, Elvis Costello
BREAKING THE LAW. Judas Priest
BLUES BAND EP. Blues Band
RUN NIN' WITH THE DEVIL. Yen Halen
DIRTY DEEDS DONE CHEAP. AC/DC
NOTHING LEFT TOULOUSE. Sad Cale

16

ONE FINE DAY. Carole

15

30

16

18

e
7
2

e

M

9

10

10

11

11

12

9

19

23

20

22

21

34

22

13

23

25

24

13

25

29

26

34

27

31

28

32

35

27

33

26

34

38

35

50

36

47

37

59

38

41

39

46

40

46

II

43

42

51

43

49

1/

4.1

as

55

50

58

51

57

52

52

53

72

60
68

56

61

57

63

58

m

59

67

60

62

S1

36

62

69

63

28

6a

30

65

65

-

67
68

71

69

7S

70
71

I

53
SI
37

66

I

15

47
46

1 55

-

19

32

51

I

17

31

46

9

21

IB

45

-

-

7

75

-

-
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IN AMERICA The Charlie Daniels Band

Eco
MCA
I'M ALIVE. Eleclrlc Light Orchestra
EMI-America
MORE LOVE. Ken Carnes
Warner Bros
BIGGEST PART OF ME. Ambrosia
Tabu
TAKE YOUR TIME, SOS Band
AtlantIs
Brothers
Blues
SOME
LOVIN',
GIMME
United Arusls
LOVE THE WORLD AWAY, Kenny Rogers
Ahanrw
,EMOTIONAL RESCUE. The Rolling Stones
Aaelum
ALL NIGHT LONG. Joe Walsh
Epic
SHE'S OUT OF MY UFE. Michael Jackson
950
Meco
EMPIRE STRIKES BACK.
Warner Bros
SAILING.Chnsloeher Cross
Allano
MISUNDERSTANDING Geneses
Asylum
STAND BY ME, Mickey Gluey
Atcd
CARS, Gary Num.
SHOULD'VE NEVER LET YOU GO, Nell Sedaka / Dale SedeAa Elekea
Atlantic
LET MY LOVE OPEN THE DOOR. Pele Townshend
DON'T FALL IN LOVE WITH A DREAMER,
Untied Artists
Kenny Rogers w/Kim Carnes
Chrysalis
CALL ME, Blonde
Columbia
WALKS LIKE A LADY. Journey
AIM
TAKE A LITTLE RHYTHM. All Thomson
a
Polydor
Mardoney
Benny
NIGHT.
INTO THE
Motown
OLD FASHION LOVE, Commodores
Mercury
KING OF THE HILL. RICA Pipette And Oak
Columbia
i
JO JO. Box Scaggs
United Ares,.
MAKE A LITTLE MAGIC. The Dirt Band
Warner Aro.
A LOVER'S HOLIDAY Change
Elekua
I CANT LET GO Linda Ronsladl
Arista
ALL OUT OF LOVE Ale Supply
Epic
EVERYTHING WORKS IF YOU LET R Cheap Trio
bland
ALL NIGHT THING The Invisible Man's Band
RSO
TULSA TIME/COCAINE Eric Clapion
Casablanca
IT'S FOR YOU, Player
Warner Bros
ASHES BY NOW. Rodney Crowell
Cohlmbia
LANDLORD, Gladys K nigh, 6 The Pips
RSO
FAME. Irene Cara
PLAY THE GAME. Queen
Elekira
RCA
SWEET SENSATION,Stephenle Mille
BOULEVARD, Jackson Browne
Elekha
Arista
LEES GO 'ROUND AGAIN. Average wMie Band
DRIVIN' MY LIFE AWAY. Eddie Rabbit,
Casahiaennca
SHANDI. Kiss
~oxen
ONE MORE TIME FOR LOVE. Billy Preston 6 Syreela
WHY NOT ME. Fred Knoblock
Allan Oc
AIM
BEYOND. Herb Alpert
ON THE REBOUND. Russ Ballard
EPIC
THEME FROM NEW YORK., NEWYORK. Frank Sinatra
Warner Blos
SOMEONE THAT I USED TO LOVE Nalaue Cole
Captlol
STOMP The Brothers Johnson
AIM
TWO PLACES AT THE SAME TIME Rey Parker Jr A Rwydio
Miele
STOP YOUR SOBBING. ~lenders
Warner Brus
Warner Bros
ONE IN A MILLION YOU. Larry Graham
Asylum
LOOKIN' FOR LOVE. Johnny Lee
WHO SHOT J R., Gary Burbank with Band McNally
Oeatbn
THAT LOVIN' YOU FEELIN' AGAIN,
Roy Orbison 6 Emmylou Harris
Warner Ores
GIVE ME THE NIGHT George Benson
Warner BrosIOWeal
LOVE THAT GOT AWAY. Melee
Ar,sla
Gn18101 Dead
DANCIN'IN THE STREETS. Ten peSarb with KC
Casablanca
YEARS FROM NOW Dr Hook
Capitol
SAVEGETAWAY.
SAVE
ME, Dave Mason
CoNumbia

CBS

ex

Arista
Warner Bros
Atlantic
RCA

Island
Deram
Atlantic
Allanhc

MARIANA, Gibson BrOfhera
PAINT IT BLACK- mooches
IT'S A LONG WAY TO THE TOP, ACIDC
HIGH VOLTAGE. AC/DC

Rolling Sbnes
Paler Gabriel
Rosy Must
Jackson Browne
Queen
The Beat

JUST CAN'T STOP
ME MYSELF. I
BLACK SABBATH LIVE
THE UP ESCALATOR
SAVED
DEMOLITION
DEFECTOR
.
MCCARTNEY II
CAREFUL
DEEP PURPLE'S GREATEST HITS.
THERE AND BACK

Joan Armatradlag
Black Sabbath
Graham Parker
Bob Dylan

Girls School
Sieve Hackett
Paul McCartney
The Motels
Deep Purple
Jell Beck

Jermaine Jackson
'
Whllesnake
Stanley Clarke

LETS GET SERIOUS
READY 'AN WILLING
ROCKS PEBBLES AND SAND
UPRISING

15

11

5

30

.

I

6

11

S

29

I

Columbta

Belle Minter

WEA

1

I

r

THE ROSE,

12

1

17

,

Cdum,h¡

COMING UP, Paul McCartney
IT'S STILL ROCK AND ROLL TO ME. Bitty Joel

Arlame
LITTLE JEANNIE. ENon John
MCA
CUPID/I'VE LOVED YOU FOR ALONG TUAE. Sommers
Ananla:
STEAL AWAY, Robbie Dupree
Elektra
Casaolarica
FUNKY TOWN, Lipp, Inc
MCA
MAGIC, Olivia Newlon.John
Motown
LET'S GET SERIOUS, Jermaiee Jackson
Casablanca
LET ME LOVE YOU TONIGHT, Pure Prairie League
Columbia
SHINING STAR, Manhattans
C+ortq
AGAINST THE WIND. Bob Seger 6 The Surer Bullet Band
EMI.Amarea
TIRED OF TOEIN' THE LINE Rocky Burnell

3

6

~Ile

-

1

I

3

Chrysalis
De -Lila
Zonophone
F -Beal

,

THE GAME

I

2

2

Rak

EMOTIONAL RESCUE
PETER GABRIEL
FLESH & BLOOD
HOLDOUT

1

I

Solar

(

1

'6

-

.

Bob Marley s The Wailers

CUT PRICE OFFERS AT MOST VIRGIN STORES NEXT WEEK

ONE OF the most

popular and Consistent groups In
America during the mid -sixties was Jay 6 The Americans
who notched a total of 18 hits, predominantly between
196/-and1966. In 1965, 'Cara, Mia' was a massive hit for
the band in both America and Canada. But like most of
the band's prodigious output 'Cara, Mia' was steadfastly
Ignored throughout the rest of the world. However, a
short while ago Dutch dee-Jay Fritz Slits rediscovered
'Cara, Mia' and started playing It daily on his NOS Radio
show Ip Amsterdam.
This time it really clicked and was swiftly re -issued, hitting the
charts Ie a matter 01 days. Now. only five weeks later the record
stands at No 2 in the Dutch chart. Ill the usual European manner
success m one country leads to ahplay In others and 'Cara, Mia'
is now firmly established in the Belgian lop 10 and shows signs of
breaking through In Germany Now the search II on lot lead
Binger Jay Black who was last sighted in New York a couple of
years ago ..
Paul McCartney.*'Corning Up (Live i Glasgow)' is the firs(
non-studio recordingingtOto top the American charts since John
live''Thank God Pm A Country Boy' in June 1975. In Britain
the lost 'live' chart -topper was Chuck Berry's 'My Ding - A .

Ung'

in

1922..

.

During the last lee weeks no leas than live versions 01 Ray
Tow Really Got Mn' have tamed up on newly - released
albums The lies) and undoubtedly the best version is The Kinks'
Original which appear onn tee splendid Pye compuNtion of the
same name, covering the years Ie/.1987 and including the Kmks'
first tour nits plus an Interestingg selection Or El-sides
sides end album
tracks
The second version Is trio by The Kinks and is en their
definitive Ilse double 'One For The Road' recently Issued on
Arista, The Hamek
h
version was met -Moaned In
Cha(tBe last week and cae fie found on the Mtp album'We Do
'em (au Way'. Finally, two equally bad Interpretations
ops of 'You
Really Got kit' by The Spoon Teens and DalekI can be found se,
'Music For P&Nes'
endcoals can seriously damage your health!
Anyone weo has tuned In to Radio One lo( more than 10
minutes recently Is unlikely to base eICBped wlhopt heonng The

Danes'

fiefs'

Features give the Chnssie Hynde Ire/Mien) tó the Moody Blues
classic 'Go Now'. The record wet produced by veteran Ouo
producer Pip Williams
who should really know better
and
eatures Jilly Johnson on vocals.
July is also 50 per cent of Blonde On Blonde who recently made
an atrocious attempt t0 update Doris Day's 'Note Over Darting' nil I
with a conspicuous lack of success
Originally scheduled foe UK release ae long ago as January Ilk
recording for Steely Dan's 'Metal Leg' album continue to drag on. s
Producer Gary Katz has now interned the World that the album le
almost' ready alter more than a year in the making, and has been
somewhat tentatively slated for September release
though
which year this refers to was not disclosed! ..
Following the current trend Debbie Harry & Co have lust rerecorded 'Call Me' in Spanish while Abba's Spanish hits collection
'Oracles Pour La Musica' Is now shipping throughout South
a
America.
Jermaine Jackson's 'Let's Get Serious' album has reposedly
sold over 900,000 copies in America but in common with all
Motown artists Jermaine will never receive a platinum disc even el
sales top the million mark. This is because of Motown's
continuing refusal" lo let their sales be certified ..
A fine new single well - deserving of your attention is 'Second
Chance' by Any Trouble on Still. Obviously influenced by Mere
a
say it?) Elvis Costello but a fine song In Ns own right, The record
also Includes two tracks recorded Itve at The Venue. 'Bible Belt'
and Abba's 'The Name Of The Game'
The Rumour has revived Burt gácharaCN and Mal David's 'My'
Little Red Book' which prtWded Arthur Lee's Lore with their first
American success in 1866
Curren( Number One records around the World 'include
'FunAytown'
L!pps Inc (West Germany, Canada and Rolland).'Working My Way Back To You'
Detroit Spinner& (Belgium),
Aripther Brick In The Wail'
Pink Floyd (Portugál) 'What's
Aeolher Year'
Johnny Logan (Sweden end Norway), 'Video
Killed The Radio Star'
Begot. (Italy), 'Brass In Pocket'
1800111 Africa). and 'Turning Japanese',- The Vapors
'
(Ausiralle t.
Spisa 6n ergi's'WneSn a Caplalo Kirk' single Od Roughh Trade
has now sold over 80,000 coplea without ever char)
ALAN JONES',

-
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-
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Record Mirror,

47
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GLASSHOUSES BMy JON
JUST ONE NIGHT Eris Clasen^

I

-)

McOARTFIEY O, Paul McCann,
3
THE EMPIRE STEW/ES BACK Soundtrack
Pete Tnwnse,e^d
6 EMPTY GLASS.
LET'S GET SERIOUS, J.10011neJackson
3

HEROES Commodores
AGAINST DIE WINO Bob Seger
URBAN COWBOY. SoundlraCt
MOUTH TO MOUTH. UPPalrtc

4

3

11

9

10

It'

DUKE. Genesis
DIANA. Duna Ross
SCREAM ORE AM. Ted Nugent
Elton John
21 AT
THE ROSE Soundtrack
THE WALL ProA Floyd
TRILOGY PAST,PRESENTANO FUTURE. Frank SInetra
OFF THE WALL Michael Jackson
THE BLUES BROTHERS, Soundtrack
MIDDLE MAN. Box Scag9s

12

12

II

t1

13

H

le

H
16

10

11

17

18

16

19

13

26

15

-A

71

22

20

CHRISTOPHERCROSS Clutstopher Cross
WOMEN AND CHILDREN FIRST. Van Haien

23

25

31

77

25

26

ONE FOR THE ROAD. The 111065
AFTER MIDNIGHT Manhattans
ONE EIGHTY. Ambrosia
ROSES IN THE SNOW, Emmylou Hama

213

i7

77

28

23

Mills
SWEET SENSATION, StePhame
GO TOHEAVEN.Gratelul Dead

10

N HEAVEN ANDHELL Block Sabbath

31

31

32

32

13

35

la

16

35

37

36

A

37

43

35

38

19
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17

H

55

42

02

43

48

aa

M

45

06

16

49

47

N
29
50
30

51

-

52

50

53

53

a54
` 55

67

5B

56

61

--

65

60

63

61

62

62

63

-

6A

61

-

65

70

66
67

-

68

68

69

72

70

73

71

-

72

-

21

4

Albo
Motown
Motown

3
6

Reprise
Epic
Apanlic

Scorpions fropm Animal Magnetism
WHOLE IOTTA Roble. AC/OC from 15 A. Side
BREAKING THE LAW Judas Priest from British Steel

Hanes/

7

HE ATSTROKES, Krokua horn Metal Rendez -Vows

5

Caner.
EMI

Bronx*

5

0

7

7

a

14

9

10

t`rjr,_'

RCA

s

3

CBS

1

Warner Bros

5
6
7
8
O

10
11

12

13

la
15
16
17

18
19
20

10

8

II

17

12

11

13

0

14

13

15

18

16

10

17

20

18

12

19

15

20

23

22

21

Tabu
Motown
Columbia
Warner Bros
2010 Century
Atlantic

23

28

21

19

25

44

26'

21

27

15

RFC

29

5I

M'

38

30

29

31

34

32

22

33

33

31

37

35

32

36

40

Casablanca

71

74

75

75

MAD LOVE. Linda Ronsladl
Columbia
ABOUT LOVE Gladys 01:9111 B The Pips
United Artists
GIDEON. Kenny Rogers
MCA
ANYTIME ANYPLACE ANYWHERE, Rossinglon Collins Band
Warner Bros
FREEDOM OF CHOICE. Devo
Capitol
PEARLS- SONGS OF GOFFIN 6 KING. Carole King
Warner Bros
THIS TIME Al Jarreau
EMI-America
LOVE STINKS. J.Gens Band
Asylum
THE LONG RUN.Eagies
Casablanca
CANT STOP THE MUSIC Soundtrack
Columbia
SAVED, Bob Dylan
Epic
THERE AND 13ACK.Jell Beck
Polydor
AND ONCE AGAIN, Isaac Hayes

I
2

United Artists

SNAKES AND LADDERS Gerry Ralleny

TWO PLACES AT THE SAME 'TIME Ray Parker Jr and Raydlo

Arista
RSO

FAME Soundtrack
ROBERTA FLACK FEATURING DONNY HATHAWAY,
Roberta Flack Featuring Donny Hathaway
LOVE TRIPPIN' Spinners

Allandc
Atianuc
Also
The Asbury Jukes Mercury
Columbia
'Casablanca

TOMCATTIN' Blacklool
LOVE IS A SACRIFICE. Soul eide Johnny 6
TOMMYTUTONE, Tommy Tulone
IT'S HARD TO BE HUMBLE. Mac Davu
FLESH AND BLOOD, Rosy Moak
SAN AÑTONIO ROSE, WIllIe Nelson B Ray Price
ONE IN A MILLION YOU. Larry Graham
SYREETA, Syree 0
Jason
OLD CREST ON A NEW WAVE. Dave
SKYWAY. SkYY
.

ABM

Chocolate City
Columbia
Mango

il

I

RETURN TO SENDER
MIDNIGHT HOUR
WAITING FOR THE BUS
SALISBURY HILL

5

ASHES&DIAMONDS

1

2
3

6
7
8

9
10

Atlanlit
CBS
ATM

Colnllon
Warner Bros
. Gordy
Warner Oros

'

it

Cameron
1a

37

17

38

53

2

5

8

&

6

7

7

8

9

9

10

10

13

II

S

12

20

15
16
17
18

Tamta

19

Columba

3

I

4

It

Alto

I

20

RCA

19
18

-

42

40

35

41

411

42

43

43

27

44

26

Tabu
TAKE YOUR TIMEIDo II RIgYILSOS Band
Baby O' Records
IN THE FOREST. Baby O'
Atlantic
DYNAMITE/JUMP TO THE BEAT. Stacey Lalusaw
Warner/RFC
GLOW OF LOVE. Change
Prelude
FEEL LIKE DANCING, France Joll
RCA
HANG TOGETHER, Odyssey
DrIve/TK
CAN'T BE LOVE, Polar Brown
Warner
WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND, Watson Beasley
Emergency
I'M READY/HOLLY DOLLY. Kano
Polydor
I AIN'T NEVER, Isaac Hayes
Molown
LET'S GET SERIOUSIBURNIN' HOT, Melanie Jackson
RSO
FAMEIREDLIGHT (Fame Soundtrack), Various Arllal5

45

36

48

30

52

57

Molown
Warner/RFC
Imporle

53

52

SAM
Solar

55

59

Marlin
Prelude
Brunswick

56

58

57

55

58

56

59

54

60

81

61

63

62

69

63

05

UPSIDE DOWN, Diana Ross
WANNA TAKE YOU THERE, Gino SOPC10
I'M OK YOU'RE OK American Gypsy
JUST HOW SWEET IS YOUR LOVE. Rhyxe
sis
KEEP SMILIN'. Carrie Lucas
Voyage
I LOVE YOU DANCERIDO IT AGAIN.
STRETCH'IN OUT, Gayle Adams
I LIKE WHAT YOU'RE DOING TO ME, Young

TAI^

Co

-CE'

Elyls Presley
Wilson Pickett
ZZ Top
Polar Gabriel
Zaine Grill
The Undertones
David Bowie
Rush

COUSIN KEVIN
BOYS
SPIRIT OF RADIO
DONT BELIEVE A WORD
SLEEPWALK

&

1v

.

DAVID LEE ROTH OF VAN HALEN

Uliravoa

39

al

50

49

31

50

II

S1

49

6/

-

65

-

66

-

67

79

68

64

69

ARE FRIENDS ELECTRIC
UP THE JUNCTION
SILLY GAMES
RING MY BELL
NIGHT OWL
LIGHT MY FIRE/132 DISCO HEAVEN
THE LONE RANGER
BOOGIE WONDERLAND
C'MON EVERYBODY
DANCE AWAY

'FIVE YEARS AGO (JULY

5gueexe
Jane( Kay
Anlia Ward
Gerry Raft ly
AnrO Stewart
Ouanlum Jump
Earth moo Fire
Sore

Rosy Musk

12. 19751

TEARS ON MYP,ILLOW
MISTY
THE HUSTLE
I'M NOT IN LOVE
5
HAVE YOU SEEN HERIOM GIRL
6 DOING ALRIGHT WITH THE BOOS
7 GIVE A LITTLE LOVE
8
DISCO STOMP
9
WHISPERING GRASS
10
EIGHTEEN WITH &'BULLET
4

Tubewa), Army

Johnny Nash
Rory

Stevens

Van McCoy

lac

The Chi -Urea
Gary Gutter
The Bay City Rollers
Iaamtllon Bohannon
Windsor (Lyles end Don Estelle
Pete Winona d

1670)
TEN YEARS AGO (JULY 11,
I IN THE SUMMERTIME
2
ALL RIGHT NOW
3 GROOVIN'WITN MR SLOE
BEND
4 UP AROUND THE
5 IT'S ALL IN THE GAME
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SAM,EMON
PEOPLSAMAE
9 LOVVE OF THE COMOODE
10
THE GREEN MANALISHI
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7

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO (JULY 10,1965)
1
I'M ALIVE
2 CRYING IN THE CHAPEL
EYES OF LOVE
THROUGHF
ThE
OUL
LOOKI NULL
TO KNOW YOU IS TO LOVE YOU
5
e THE PRICE OF LOVE
7
COLOURS
8
MR TAMBOURINE MAN
9 LEAVE A LITTLE LOVE
10 TOSSNIG AND TURNING
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US CTt LP
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POlydor 1201/US promoremI,
68 ( AIN'T NEVER. Isaac Hayes
I LIKE (WHAT YOU'RE DOING TO ME),
86
US BrunswKk 121^
Young 8 Company
' Mercury rim
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Motown
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The Mollies
VW-SRNs-My
Gene Pitney
The Yerdblros
Peter and Gordon
The Every Brothers
e Donovan
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Ills
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Mung0 Jerry

The Four Tops
The Beach Boys
Gerry Monroe
CDR Richard
NKDy Thomas
Fleetwood Mac

atlantic

CBS 1210
US Blue Noto LP

HMn0 1315
ALL NIGHT THING. Invisible Man's Band
RAGBAG /FRIENDSAND STRANGERS/CITY NIGHTS.
Japanese JvC LP
Dave Grusin
2othCenluryfox 1210
DOES SHE HAVE A FRIEND', Gene Chandler
UPSIDE DOWN/HAVE FUN (AGAIN)/MY OLD PIANO/
NOW THAT YOU'RE GONE/I'M COMING OUT, Dana Ross Molown LP
Allantic lily
CUPID, Detroit Spinnen
LAST CALL/SOUL SHADOWS/HONK YTONKSTRUTTIN',
Crusaders
US MCA LP
US Magic Disc 121^
SUGAR FROSTED LOVER. Flakes
SEARCHING/IT'S A GIRLS' AFFAIR, Change
US RFC LP
HARD WORK, John Handy
ABCllmpulse LP
STRETCH'IN OUT/PLAIN OUT OF LUCK /YOUR LOVE
IS A LIFE SAVER. Gayle Adams
EPIC LP
MUSIC TRANCE/YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE CHANCE
TO BE YOUNG. Ben E King
AlIanbc 1101
ROLLER JUBILEE, Al DI Hula
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Mercury 1210
GOT TO BE ENOUGH, ConFunkShun
WHISTLE BUMP/KNIGHTS OF FANTASY, 0000.10
Warner Bros 12m
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FAR BEYOND/UNLOCK TH0 LINK/BLACKJACKI
DON'T HURT YOURSELF/POI/GROOVE TOWN.
US Arista LP
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FEELS LIKE I'M IN LOVE, Kelly Marie
Calibre Phil 12in
SPACE RANGER/DUE ST/ HOT SPOT/FANCY FEET.
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Sun
Island 1205
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JUST UT/I GOT THE
LING, Two Tons Ol Fun
1201
SUNSET PEOPLE/OUR LOVE Donna Summer
Solar 121.1
MY GIRL. Whispers
*11010121
GO DOWN,G0
US MCA LP
I'M SO HOT/TRY MY LOVE. Dense LaSalle
ONE DAY I'LL FLY AWAY/SAME OLD STORY
Walser Bros LP
(SAME OLD SONGIIBLUE FLAME, Randy Crawford
IS THIS THE BE ST(BOP-DOGWAHIIWATCHING UPE.
La Boppefs

Creedence Clearwater Revisal
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Arista 1210
AT THE SAME TIME, Raydes
DYNAMITE/DON'T YOU WANT TO FEEL IT (FOR YOURSELF',
Cotillion LP
YOU KNOW I LIKE IT. Stacy Lanese0
POP IT/LET'S GO OUTTONITEIIWANNA BE WITH YOU.
US MCA LP
One Way/Al Hudson
Ice lLln
MY TURN TO LOVE YOU, Eddy Gran!
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SHANTE, Mass Production
THE GROOVE, Rodney Franklin
IFALLIN' LIKE) DOMINOES. Dona10 Byrd ('Roay'I
FOR THOSE WHO LIKE 70 G ROOVEITWO PLACES
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UNDER YOUR SPELL/KISS YOU ALL OVER. Phyllis Hyman AAMa I21n
GIVE ME THE NIGHT/ DINORAH DINORAH,
US Warner Bros
George Benson
CBS LP
TASTE OF BITTER LOVE. Gladys Knight & The Plps
OJM 1201
BOOTY OOTY, Johnny Guitar Watson
GIVE PEACE A CHANCEISUNBURST/A SONG FOR THE
CBS Ihn
CHILDREN/SPACE PRINCESS. Lonnie Lesion Smith
Pre ebgellhn
WALK TALL/COLOSSUS, Mark Soskin
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AlMa hole
MUSICAGary Bartz
LAST NIGHT AT DANCELAND/TENDER FALLS THE RAIN.
Warner Bros 121n
Randy Crawford
De -Cite Ihn
HANGIN'OUT/OPEN SESAME. Koo1A The Gang
Copnol 1201
FREE AND EASY, Rene 8 Angela
IN THE MOOD ITOGROOVEIIWHEN ICOME HOME,
Salsout/US Dream 12in
Aurra
LET'S GET IT OFF/MAGIC OF YOU/FUNK DOWN.
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Warner Bros
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GIVE UP THE FUNK/DOES R FEELGOODIIREMIKE81,
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BT Emma.
YOU'RE A STAR/NEW YORK NEW YORK/ ALL THOSE THINGS,
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Columbia
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TAKE YOUR TIME, SOS Band
2 LET'S GET SERIOUS, Jermalne Jackson
3
LANDLORD, Gladys Knight 6 The Pips
8 ONE IN A MILLION YOU.Larry Graham
1
SWEET SENSATION, Stephanie Mills
7 CUPID. Spinners
A LOVER'S HOLIDAY. Change
5
6 IFUNKY TOWN, LIDPs In0
9
SITTING IN THE PARK, GO
10
YOU AND ME Rookie Robbins
11
WE'RFGOIN' OUT TONIGHT. Cameo
12
SHINING STAR. Manhattans
13 ALL NIGHT THING, Invisible Man's Band
II BACK TOGETHER AGAIN
Roberta Flack with Donny Hathaway
HERE WE GO AGAIN. Islay Brothers
16
LIGHT UP THE NIGHT. Brothers Johnson
DYNAMITE. Stacy Lalliaaw
GIVE ME THE NIGHT. George Benson
POWER. Temptations
IS
17 CLOUDS. Chaka Khan
I

2
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en^.'

A110mtc 12x,
JUMP TO THE BEAT, Slacy Lelosew
BACK TOGETHER AGAIN. Flack/ Hathaway
Ananlle/hr.
BEHIND THE GROOVE/YOU'RE ALL THE BOOGIE INKED
Molown 12in
Teona Marie
OEA 121n
THE SCRATCH, Surface Notre
Molown 12m
LET'S GET SERIOUS. Jermane JaVAaon
FUNKYTOWNIALL NIGHT DANCING, Uppslnt
Casablanca Urn
DeLne12rn
YOU GAVE ME LOVEIUSE YOUR BODY 6 SOUL,C HA
RCAI21n
USE IT UP AND WEAR IT OUT. Odyssey
WEA 121.
A LOVER'S HOLIDAYI THE GLOW OF LOVE. Change
DIM 1201
THIS FEELIN', Frank Hooker/ Positive People
AnsIa 120
FUNK IN FOR JAMAICA IN 1), Tom Browne
Epic Ills
BRAZILIAN LOVE AFFAIR, George Duke
Callen 12.
KEEP IN TOUCH, Freese
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YOU GOT WART IT TAKES, Bobby Thurston
CasabiMce llinloromOremlx
ON THE ONEICAMEOSIS, Cameo
AIM
run
Johnson
Bromars
NIGHT.
LIGHT UP THE
US easy 0121.
IN,THE FOREST. Baby'O
Atlantic Ihn
SHOULDA LOVED YOU. Narada Michael Walden
Capitol rile
JUST CAN'T GIVE YOU UPMystic Merlin
RCA ihn
LET'S GO ROUND AGAIN. Average White Band
ABM 121^
FIRECRACKER. Yellow Magic Orchestra
MCA
DO YOUR 7HANG/COPY THIS, One Way/Al Hudson
Mercury 1210
OOPS UP SIDE YOUR HEAD, Gap Band
Enugn 1701
IT'S ALRIGHT, S00 Null
EM1121n
REALLY REALLY LOVE YOU, Cecil Parker
BURNIN' HOTIYOU GOT TO HURRY GIRL IFEELIN'FREE.
Motown LP
Jermalne Jackson
Tago 1210
TAKE YOUR TIME 100 R RIGHT), The SOS Bind
island 121e
COALS YOU BELOVED. Bob Maneo & TKe Wailer
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TRANSYLVANIA Non Malden Irom Iron Malden
EMI
1
14
NOTHING TO LOSE Olrlac0ool from Demolition
Bronze
12
SLEEPIN' ON THE JOB. When Irom 45
Virgin
Side
1
15 TOO CLOSE TO ROCK, Samson from head On
Gem
It ROCK 'N' ROLL MAN.Tygers of Pan Tang from aS
MCA
Side
I
10
STEELER, Judas Priest Born B011s0 Steel
CBS
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NEON KNIGHTS, B Tank Sabbath *ern Heaven and Hell
WHEELS OF STEEL. Saxon from Wheels Al Steel
7471STRANOERS IN THE 0101111 Saxon Iron, Wheels 01 Sloe,
SANCTUARY, Iron Malden from 450 . Side
TOO LATE TOO LATE. Molcohead Iron Golden Years LM EP
DON'T MAKE NO PROMISES.
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Columba
DEPARTURE Journey
CBS
GO ALL THE WAY 1sley Brohers
Warner Bros
THE GLOW OF LOVE Change
Columbia
BRITISH STEEL Judas Pnesl
Mercury
PETER GABRIEL, Refer Gabriel
RCA
MUSIC MAN. Waylon Jennings
Casablanca
CAMEOSIS Cameo
Chrysalis
IN ME HEAT OF THE NIGHT Pal Bena tar
Casablanca
FIRIN' UP, Pure Prairie League
I
Casablanca
KISS UNMASKED. K(ss
Epic
FOUND ALL THE PARTS. Cheap Trick
MCA
DAMN THE 'TORPEDOES. Tom Petty & The Hearlbr ea kers
Warner BrOs
NAUGHTY. Chake Kahn
Warner Bros
FLUSH THE FASHION. Alice Cooper
Motown
POWER, Temptations
AKM
ME MYSELF, I. Joan Aimarrading
Warner BIOS
PRETENDERS Prerenders
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THE SOS Band, SOS
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FUSIONJUICE/LAVA LANDS/WIZARD ISLAND/SHADOWS
US Aruu LP
Jell Lotter Fusion
Motown 1210_
POWER Tam/nations
Epic 12m
Jam
Co
SHADOW DANCING, Ndogu& The Chocolate
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WAS THAT ALL 17005. Jean Care
LETS GET IT TOGETHER, El Coco
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